
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Ruahine Auction 
Presents their annual Auction of 
Historical Firearms and Militaria. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Welcome to the Annual Auction 
Firstly, our special thanks to all the vendors for their confidence and support. 

We are sure that somewhere you will find something of interest within our catalogue. Todd Foster, Licensed 
Auctioneer of Napier, will be conducting the auction on our behalf. All firearms and ammunition are sold through the 

Licence of a Licenced Firearms Dealer, and on behalf of the Ruahine Auction. 

 

For all inquiries relating to the auction –please contact: 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Next year’s auction is filling up fast so be in quick to secure a space 
          

Phone Tony Matthews Auction Convenor on 027 4447661 or email Chrissy on ruahineauction@hotmail.co.nz 

 
This year we have taken photos of every lot and uploaded them onto a website for you to look at.  No 

other pictures will be available as all lots are packed away and in storage. 
 

Website for Pictures Link:   https://auctionphotos1.wixsite.com/my-site-2 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Venue – The Awapuni Racecourse, Palmerston North 

 Registration and viewing will be open from 4.00pm on Friday 2nd September 2022 until 8.00pm and on Saturday 3rd     

September 2022 from 7.00am until the commencement of the Auction at 8.45am sharp  

BREAKFAST WILL BE SERVED ON SATURDAY MORNING FROM 7AM 

A complimentary continuous self-service tea and coffee facility will be provided. Food and drinks will also be available   

all day and the bar will open from 12pm  

Entry to the venue is strictly by catalogue and payment of $10.00 registration fee per person. 

To help speed up the registration on the day, you can complete the top section of the Registration & Postal Bidding 

Form found at the end of the catalogue, this can either be scanned or photographed and then emailed to: 

ruahineauction@hotmail.co.nz 

The organisers reserve the right to refuse admittance to any individual 

Tony Matthews 
Auction Convenor          

Phone 06 374 9164 
Mobile 027 3749164 

ruahineauction@hotmail.co.nz 
 

Chrissy Matthews 
Administrator 

Phone 06 3749164 
Mobile 027 4447661 

ruahineauction@hotmail.co.nz 
 

Tony Wagenaar 
Postal Despatch 

Mobile 021 2418331 
ruahineauction@hotmail.co.nz 

 
 
 



 
TERMS OF SALE 
Members are referred to the Auction Operating Code. 
Although every effort is made to describe each lot accurately, no warranty is given, and neither is the Auctioneer, 
Auction Committee, nor the vendor responsible for any lot or faults in any lot. No sale shall be invalid and no person 
shall have any claim against Ruahine Auction or is staff because of faults or mis-descriptions. All descriptions of 
ammunition and firearms, whether antique or modern are for collector’s guidance only and do not refer to their 
safety or suitability for use. For German & Nazi items – due to the large number of reproductions, including some 
apparently made from original moulds and dies, no guarantee of authenticity can be given 
It is the responsibility of all purchasers and vendors to obtain the necessary permit(s) to procure before any endorsed 
lots can be uplifted or reclaimed. 
The Highest Bidder shall be the buyer at the “hammer price” and any dispute shall be settled at the discretion of the 
Auction Sub-Committee. Commission will be charged at 10% plus gst vendor and 10% plus gst buyer’s premium 
Bidders attending the auction will be required to pay for lots by cash, EFTPOS or Credit Card upon receipt of an 
invoice. (All Credit Cards will incur a 4% surcharge) Lots can be removed only after presentation of an official receipt 
to the despatching officers. It will be possible to settle accounts and uplift items at any time during the proceedings, 
provided a few minutes notice is given to the cashiers. 
There will be an Arms Officer in attendance all day 
 
POSTAL BIDDING 
Using the Postal Bidding Form, fill in your name, address, Firearms Licence number and endorsements, the lot number 
and maximum bid for each lot, (Please use whole dollars only) and you can either post or email it, to arrive no later 
than midnight Thursday 1st September 2022 Posted - Ruahine Auction 96 Piripiri Road RD 7 Dannevirke 4977 or by 
Email to ruahineauction@hotmail.co.nz 
If identical bids for any lot are received, the first bid received will take precedence. The Auction Sub-Committee will 
not accept instructions for changing bids depending upon bidder’s success in earlier lots. In the event of a bid being 
received from the floor equal to the highest postal bid, the postal bid shall take precedence. Successful postal bidders 
will be notified preferably by email and or post and will be asked to forward by a specified date the cost of lot(s), plus 
P&P. Failing this the buyer’s rights will be forfeited. Postal bidders can pay with online banking or a bank transfer.                                              
The function of the cardless credit card facility is no longer viable. 
Please ensure that your delivery address on the Postal Bidder form is the final one for the delivery of the items and 
that it includes your phone number. 
Ammunition & Firearm Purchases – Under the 1983 Arms Act all postal purchases of firearms and ammunition must 
be approved by your local Arms Officer on the approved form (43a). The police will then forward the form to our Arms 
Dealer. Dangerous Goods provisions also apply to the transport of ammunition and powder and significant extra costs 
are involved (payable by you the purchaser). One way round these provisions is for you to arrange for someone 
attending the auction to buy on your behalf and carry under the provisions of their own licence. 
  

PLEASE NOTE:    
POSTAL BIDDERS PARCELS WILL BE CARRIED BY MAIN FREIGHT. These parcels will be dropped to your nearest Main 
Freight Depot unless otherwise advised 

 
Abbreviations 
FC    Fair Condition   
GC        Good Condition 
VGC      Very Good Condition 
EXC Excellent Condition 
OA Overall 
↑ Broad Arrow Marked 
 

Please Note:  
 
All prohibited magazines will be sold with the firearms. If you do not have the appropriate licence to keep the magazine, 
we will hold it until you acquire your P Licence. Should you not require the magazine we will put them up for sale in our 
next auction on your behalf. 

 
 



1 Ammo:  450 rounds of 9mm Ball Brass Cases FMJ, all loose. GC 
 
2 Ammo:  223 Rem Wolf Ammo 27 x 20 round boxes (540 rounds in total) GC. 
 
3 Ammo:  Four Boxes 410 3" Shot Shells, three boxes Winchester and one box Express plus five rounds 410 solids. 
 
4 Ammo:  Ten boxes of 20 7.62 x 39 Barnaul FMJ (200 rounds in total). 
 
5 Ammo:  200 Rounds 7.62 x 39 FMJ Milsurp loose  
 
6 Ammo:  700 rounds 223 REM, loose in Green .30 ammo can GC 
 
7 Ammo:  125 rounds 7.62 x 51 (308) Ammo in early green metal army 7.62 M13 ammo can GC 
 
8 Ammo:  37mm Pom-Pom Round with H E Projectile marked German 1904. 
 
9 Ammo:  37mm Pom-Pom Round with an AP Projectile marked 1 over 18 on base French 
 
10 Ammo:  Large Box of .308 Ammo and Cases includes 275 rounds of .308 of which 132 rounds are reloads, 20 rounds 
Federal Prem, four rounds NRA, 18 rounds Norma Magnum and 65 new cases. 
 
11 Ammo:  160 Rounds and 64 Cases of .280 Ammo includes Winchester, Federal, Norma and Remington 
 
12 Grenade:  Chinese 1950/60 Stick Grenade, black painted head and wooden handle. No fuse, a Chinese copy of an early 
Japanese type grenade used in Korea and Vietnam. 8” overall length. Inert GC 
 
13 Grenade:  WWI No 34 MKIII British Testicle Hand Grenade dated 1917. Inert VGC 
 
14 Grenade:  WWII No 36 Mills Grenade dated 42. Inert GC 
 
15 Ammo:  4½” Naval Artillery Shell and Projectile dated 1975, ↑marked and base marked N9 110Z. RNR. Projectile 
coloured green with yellow band marked INSP REPD. Original copper driving bands, M97 MK8 fuse with white nylon tip. Includes 
gold coloured alloy MK7 fuse protector. VGC 
 

16 Bayonet:  1907 Bayonet and Scabbard with right side of blade marked ↑X MA, left side 2- 42, pommel with a large 100 

stamped in steel and 100 stamped into each side of the wooden grips. Blade a dark blue with scabbard wear, wooden grips, leather 

work on scabbard and stitching very good condition. An interesting bayonet in VGC 

17 Bayonet:  Gras Bayonet and Scabbard, top rib marked with the usual French script and dated 1879. 20.5" T bar blade, 
bright with some staining, wooden grips in good condition, brass pommel in place, hooked quillion. Scabbard a blued steel with 
minor staining. GC 
 
18 Bayonet:  US Springfield Socket Bayonet, Scabbard and Frog, triangular blade all blued and marked US, socket ring in 
place. Scabbard a blued steel with some patches of staining. Early leather frog attached with brass belt hook and "US" in circle at 
centre. GC 
 
19 Bayonet:  US M5 A1 Garand Bayonet, M8 Scabbard and Frog, cross guard marked Milpa Col. Hard plastic grips with 
replacement screws. Blade been sharpened. FC 
 
20 Bayonet:  US M5 A1 Garand Bayonet, M8 Scabbard and Frog. Blade marked 00107-S. Hard plastic grips, all in VGC 
 
21 Knife:  K Bar Knife and Scabbard with Camillus NY marked on hilt and dated 5/1984. 5" blade with serrated back, has 
been sharpened. Original leather grip in scabbard but no stone. (Vendor states was used in service.) FC  
 
22 Bayonet:  Japanese Arisaka Bayonet and Steel Scabbard, nice bright blade with matching markings, hooked quillon with 
very good wooden grips, blade marked to the Kokura Arsenal. VGC 
 
23 Bayonet:  Pattern 1888 First Model British Bayonet and Scabbard, blade good with some staining wooden grips with oil 
hole beside brass rivet. Steel and leather scabbard with some stitching coming apart. Needs a good clean otherwise F-GC 
 
24 Bayonet:  1870 Rolling Block Reproduction Bayonet and Scabbard. 20" Yataghan steel blade blued with staining, heavy 
brass handle and Eagle pommel with feather design to grips, brass cross guard and rings. Brass and leather scabbard all in GC 
 
25 Bayonet:  Egyptian Contract FN49 Bayonet and Scabbard, 224mm blackened unmarked blade. Wooden grips in good 
condition, black metal. scabbard GC  
 
26 Bayonet:  1907 Hooked Quillon Bayonet and Scabbard marked Crown 1907 by FED with various other proof marks. 
Blade with staining and has been lightly sharpened, wooden grips. No 1 MKII scabbard, leather work good but needs a clean 
otherwise FC 
 
27 Bayonet:  Two Chinese Type 53 Bayonets for the Type 53 rifle, a copy of the Russian M44. 
 
28 Bayonet:  G3 Bayonet, Scabbard and Frog, blade black with some wear to edges and green painted handle. Green metal 
scabbard, web frog and four G3 ammo pouches. GC 



29 Bayonet:  French M1842 Yatagan Bayonet and Scabbard, blade bright in grease, brass handle, steel scabbard. VGC  
 
30 Bayonet:  1895 Guardsman Sword, good spear pointed blade with central flattened rib, lightly stained. No visible maker's 
markings, 26 ribbed brass handle, overall in GC 
 
31 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Muzzle Loading Side by Side Shotgun by Pedersoli of Italy for Dixie Gunworks, Union City, 
USA. 28" barrels a good dark blue, case hardening colours to locks and hammers, very good stock, ramrod in place, all in near new 
condition. Serial Number 15591 
 
32 Shotgun:  20g Semi Auto Shotgun by P Beretta, Urika Model AL391 of Italy. 27½” barrel with high top rib, all metalwork a 
dark blue. Wooden stock and fore wood with fine chequering, repair done to wrist, rubber butt pad in place GC                  
Serial Number AA37742 
 
33 Shotgun:  12g Semi Auto Shotgun by Benelli Italy, Centro Model Armi. 28" barrel with high top rib, all metalwork a dark 
blue, plastic stock and fore end. Adjustable cheek rest, rubber butt pad, removable choke and Fluro front sight bar. VGC           
Serial Number M462906   
 
34 Shotgun:  12g Semi Auto Model 2000 Shotgun by Stoeger of Turkey. 3" and 2¾” shells, 28" barrel with high rib. Black 
synthetic stock with rubber butt pad in place. All in as new condition. Serial Number 14574 
 
35 Rifle:  .22 Semi Auto Unique Model X51 Take Down Rifle, all metalwork a dark blue, plunger cocking lever at front of fore 
wood. Nicely grained wooden stock and fore end with some usage wear to base. Butt plate in place along with leather sling, no 
magazine.  GC Serial Number 178302 
 
36 Rifle:  30.06 Mauser Model 66 Sporting Rifle marked Mauser Werke AG Obderndorf AH on bolt carrier. 600mm barrel with 
excellent bore, full wooden custom stock with cheek piece, double set triggers, chequering at fore wood and pistol grip. Comes with 
Romanian 2.5-10.0 x 42 scope with excellent optics and fitted with the original Mauser sling, also with this package is a 600mm 
.243 Mauser barrel with good bore and fitted with a Pecar scope 4-10 vari-power. This is a high quality hunting package in VGC. 
Serial Numbers GO5650 and 2nd barrel G32392 
 
37 Shotgun:  .410 Mossberg Pump Action Model 505 Youth Shotgun with 3" chamber. 20" barrel with modified choke, in as 
new condition and appears unfired. Serial Number T771552 
 
38 Shotgun:  .410 Double Barrel Hammer Shotgun by Liege Belgium. 28" barrels with very good bores, all metalwork a dark 
blue, lock with case hardening colours, matching hammers. light crack on right side of wrist otherwise woodwork good. GC                
Serial Number 25044 
 
39 Shotgun:  12g Winchester Semi Auto Model 50 Shotgun. 30" barrel with very good bore, all metalwork dark blue and 
speckled, woodwork good, overall in FC 
 
40 Rifle:  30-06 Parker Hale Safari Deluxe Rifle with left side of action marked Safari De Lux. 22½” blued barrel with good 
bore and strong rifling, rear leaf sights and hooded front sight. Wooden stock with cheek pad and chequered grips, good rubber 
butt pad. Comes fitted with a leather sling and Kowa 4 x scope. A well-used but still tidy gun in GC. Serial Number AA538S 
 
41 Rifle:  .308 Parker Hale Safari Deluxe Rifle with left side of action marked Safari De Lux. 22½” blued barrel with good bore 
and strong rifling, rear leaf sights and hooded front sight. Wooden stock with cheek pad with chequering at wrist, worn rubber butt 
pad. Comes fitted with leather sling and Kowa 4 x scope. A well-used but still tidy gun in GC Serial Number C1571M 
 
42 Cannon:  .69 Live Firing Model of a Parrott Cannon, 385mm barrel on hardwood wheeled carriage. All fixtures and fittings 
are an exact scaled down copy of the original. Spoked wheels 295mm, carriage axel 345mm, overall length from draw bar to end of 
barrel 725mm. Comes complete with ramrod, four lead balls, brass powder dipper and fuse hole cleaner. This is a most desirable 
model in EXC Serial Number 063  
 
43 Mortar:  Reproduction Mortar, 4¾” long steel barrel, 3½” diameter with 1 5/8" bore, mounted onto hardwood plinth with 
brass re-enforcing. Has been fired, expertly made, complete with one lead ball and elevation wedge. Very heavy and in VGC. 
 
44 Pistol:  .22LR Model PO10 Bernardelli Target Pistol marked V Bernardelli spa Gardone V. T. Made in Italy on left side of 
frame. Balance weight at muzzle end of barrel, adjustable target sights fitted on raised top rib, very good bore, all metalwork a very 
good blue grey. Ergonomic wooden right hand grip with the Bernardelli logo, comes with one magazine, all in VGC.                              
Serial Number C11273 C or B Endorsed Licence Required 
 
45 Pistol:  9 x 19mm Steyr Model M9-A1 Pistol marked Steyr Mannlicher Austria, slide marked with Steyr proofs and LWW. 
3¾” barrel with very good bore, metal slide a dark blue black with white dot sights and plastic nylon frame. Comes with one 15 
round magazine with nylon base plate. This pistol is in near new condition and comes in plastic Case Guard carry box.                       
Serial Number 3025366 C or B Endorsed Licence Required 
 
46 Pistol:  .22LR Vostok Margalin Target Pistol marked made in Russia. 6¼” barrel with good bore and counter weight 
muzzle break on end of barrel, adjustable front and rear sights, all metalwork a dark blue with plastic ergonomic right hand grips. 
Comes in original wooden case which contains barrel weights, removable thumb rest, oil bottle, cleaning gear, screwdriver and one 
magazine. Exterior of box with many scratches to varnish otherwise a nice unit in VGC Serial Number E5321X                           
B Endorsed Licence Required 
 
 



47 Revolver:  .45 Ruger New Model Black Hawk Revolver, complete stainless steel frame with usual Ruger script on 7½” 
barrel with very good bore. Black painted adjustable rear sight and large high mount front sight, very good wooden grips with Ruger 
logo each side. Comes in its original Ruger plastic carry case. Overall in VGC. Serial Number 4759640                                            
B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
48 Revolver:  .357M Smith & Wesson Model 586 Six Shot Double Action Revolver. 4” barrel with very good bore, all 
metalwork a dark blue with a few usage wear marks to muzzle and cylinder. Adjustable target sights, barrel rib drilled for scope, 
comes fitted with hard rubber grips, original wooden ones in the black plastic Case Guard carry case. All up GC.                    
Serial Number BHS8829 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
49 Pistol:  .45ACP Model 1911 Pistol by Auto Ordnance Corp marked with Thompson logo in Bullet on right side of slide, and 
Auto Ordnance Corp, West Hurley New York on right side of frame. All metal work in 90% original condition, very good brown 
plastic grips with logo on each side. Complete with grip safety and one magazine. VGC Serial Number 000508                           
C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
50 Pistol:  7.65 FN Browning 1910 Pistol with FN address and Browning Patent on left side of slide. 2¼” barrel, highly 
polished blue, with black Bakelite grips and grip safety. Comes with one magazine and a brown leather holster with cleaning rod, 
holster marked 03 OTK VI 72 on inside flap. VGC Serial Number 561745. C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
51 Revolver:  .45 S&W Double Action Six Shot Revolver, matt blue thinning in places wooden grips marked US Army Model 
of 1917 on bottom, lanyard ring in place. GC Serial Number 104240 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
52 Revolver:  7.62mm WWII Nagant Gas Seal Revolver dated 1943 along with many Military markings. 50% blue remaining 
on steel frame, barrel dark with good rifling. Good wooden grips with lanyard ring in place. GC Serial Number 1342                   
Endorsed Licence Required 
 

53 Revolver:  .38 Enfield Tanker Model Revolver, ↑ marked along with ESC, all metalwork a nice blue, good plastic grips. 

GC Serial Number R3232 Endorsed Licence Required 

54 Revolver:  .38 Webley MKIV 6 Shot Double Action marked Webley & Scott and British commercial proofs. 5" barrel with 
very good bore and chambers, good chequered Bakelite grips with Webley logo. Good blued metal finish.  G-VGC  
Serial Number B36015 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
55 Revolver:  .455 Smith & Wesson M1917 Six Shot Double Action Revolver with S&W, ↑ and Commercial proof markings. 

6½" barrel with good bore and chambers, fixed sights, chequered wooden grips which are too small for the frame. Blued metal 
finish fading with overall staining. Comes with a brown leather belt holster. FC Serial Number 7601                 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
56 Misc:  .303 Combination Tool by Enfield marked ↑ with EFD over R SHT M.L.E. VGC 

57 Misc:  H & K G3 A3/A4 Stock together with pistol grip, fore wood, sling and muzzle cap all in VGC.  
 
58 Barrel:  30.06 FND B.A.R Barrel with side of barrel stamped 4898R and HB 2 in a small circle also a crown over ELG. All 
metalwork grey, bore bright with good rifling. Comes with wooden carry handle, front sights and gas regulator. GC                              
Serial Number 4898R   
 
59 Parts:  45-70 Pedersoli Trapdoor 1873 Springfield Carbine Action, includes barrel with very good bore and stamped Made 
in Italy, breech block, trigger and guard. Stock and lock are missing. Serial Number TD01966. 
 
60 Barrel:  6.5 x 55 Model 96 Mauser Barrel. VGC 
 
61 Barrel:  .310 Cadet Westley Richards Barrel EXC 
 
62 Barrel:  .303 SMLE Barrel with dark bore and average rifling, rear sight base in place. GC 
 
63 Barrel:  .303 No 4 MKI Barrel with good bore. VGC 
 
64 Parts:  Full Wood Set for No 4 MKI* Rifle includes barrel bands, front sight and wings, butt plate in place. GC 
 
65 Parts:  Swedish M96 Long Rifle Stock comes with upper, lower woods and barrel bands VGC 
 
66 Parts:  Swedish M38 Short Rifle Stock complete with upper, lower woods and barrel bands VGC 
 
67 Parts:  Lower Wood for the Long Tom Range Rifle, no lobbing sights etc. GC 
 
68 Parts:  Assorted No 4 Woods, five sets top and bottom fore woods and six rear top woods GC 
 
69 Parts:  Large Box with 18 Assorted .303 Butts. FC to GC 
 
70 Parts:  Ten .303 Stock Bolts and 17 assorted brass butt plates. GC 
 
71 Parts:  Three No 1 MKIII SMLE Bolts. GC 
 



72 Misc:  12 Assorted Web Slings for the .303 and SLR. GC 
 
73 Parts:  .303 No 5 Jungle Carbine Parts, consists of two butt pads with rubber inserts in place, a stock screw and safety 
catch parts. GC 
 
74 Parts:  SMLE Parts which includes, barrel bands, barrel holders, sling screws and various sights etc etc (see picture) 
 
75 Parts:  P 14 Parts which includes bolt, magazine housing plates, bands and screws etc all in GC 
 
76 Parts:  SMLE Parts which includes, barrel bands, barrel holders, sling screws and various sights.  
 

77 Parts:  Assorted Grip Pairs for small pistols and revolvers, 8 pairs for revolvers and 4 pairs for pistols all in GC. 

78 Parts:  Large Box of Assorted .303 Trigger Housings. FC to GC 
 
79 Carbine:  .303 No 5 Jungle Carbine marked No 5 MKI ROF (F) dated 9/45. Good bore, all matching numbers, all 
metalwork a nice blue/black. Woodwork with minor usage knocks, original sights. comes with flash hider, bayonet boss, sling 
swivels and correct 10 shot magazine. VGC Serial Number R1969. 
 
80 Carbine:  7.62 x 54R Mosin Nagant M44 Carbine, top of action marked 11 in an oval and dated 1953, all matching 
numbers. Very good bore, all metalwork a dark blue, wood work very good. Comes with original side mounted bayonet, sling, 
clearing rod and twin ammo pouches. EXC Serial Number AB28523 
 
81 Rifle:  7.62 x 54R Mosin Nagant 91/30 Rifle as issued with top of receiver dated 43 along with other Russian script. Bore 
fair, all metalwork a blue black, full woodwork with original dark finish. GC Serial Number 4566 
 
82 Carbine:  .577 Snider New Zealand Calvary Carbine with lock marked W H Tisdall and address with crown over 1872 
behind hammer. 18½” barrel with 5 groove rifling and good bore on MKIII action. Original carbine rear sight and fore sight, 
woodwork to within 1 1/8" of muzzle with brass nose cone. Saddle ring and bar in place, original cupped faced hammer, all brass 

furniture, butt tang marked N↑Z 474. Woodwork good with usual knocks, all metalwork a plum brown, no clearing rod. An 

interesting carbine with a NZ history. Overall GC. 
 
83 Rifle:  7 x 57mm Mauser Boar War Rifle as issued, action marked Model Mauser 1896 Ludwig, Loewe & Co Berlin OVS 
(Orange Free State) 1576 and with an unusual crest on top of action which appears to be C in a stylised anchor. Bore fair, all 
metalwork a faded blue and all woodwork very good with tiger stripe stock. Comes with clearing rod and matching bolt. GC 
 
84 Rifle:  8mm Portuguese Mauser Rifle as issued with Portuguese crest and UDF on top of action. Bore dark, metalwork a 
nice even blue and very good stock, complete with clearing rod. VGC Serial Number E1191 
 
85 Rifle:  7.92mm Hungarian K98 Mauser Rifle with crest on top of action and dated 1937, Waffen amp marked to side of 
action and barrel. All metalwork a dark blue with fair bore, all matching numbers except bolt. Stock good but varnished, racking hole 
in place, sling swivel missing on butt.  An interesting rifle well worth a punt. Serial Number D15436. 
 
86 Rifle:  .303 BSA Long Tom Rifle, action and stock marked with BSA and trademark. All metalwork a nice blue, woodwork 
with the usual dings and knocks. Magazine shortened to five rounds, cut off lever and dust cover in place, rear lobbing sight 
missing, replacement bolt otherwise GC. Serial Number 40711 
 
87 Carbine:  7 x 57mm M1895 Chilean Mauser Carbine, no markings on the action, good bore, metalwork all blue except for 
a worn patch in front of top wood. Original sights fitted, foresight with large protective wings, woodwork good. Large round sling 
swivel on left side of stock, clearing rod in place. GC Serial Number G426. 
 
88 Rifle:  6.5 x 55mm Swedish Mauser M38 Short Rifle by Husqvarna and dated 1941. Very good bore, all metalwork a nice 
blue, stock and top wood very good, all matching numbers. Comes complete with clearing rod and sling swivels, brass roundel in 
stock with many markings. A very tidy rifle in VGC. Serial Number 602740 
 
89 Rifle:  7.62mm K98 Sporterised Mauser Rifle with top of action marked 7.62 in big numerals along with Mod. 98 dou 45. 
All metalwork blued and thinning in places, mismatched numbers, bore good for age, woodwork cut down with rubber butt pad. 
Very good repair to hole in stock otherwise in GC Serial Number 7840.   
 
90 Rifle:  .303 SHT LE III* Enfield Sporting Rifle dated 1916 with side of wrist marked Crown over Enfield 1916 SHT LE III*, 
top of chamber with DP, left side of chamber stamped NZ and the bolt head stamped M. All metalwork blued thinning in places with 
poor bore, sporting wooden stock in good condition, matching numbers. Comes with 10 round magazine and web hunting sling. FC 
Serial Number 4721 
 
91 Rifle:  7.62 x 51mm Parker Hale Target Rifle, barrel stamped on top with Parker Hale Birmingham England Model 1200 
TX 7.62 Nato. 25½” barrel with a DPM Suppressor attached and stamped Non Magnum Centre Fire 1/2-28. All metalwork a very 
nice blue, wooden stock with spring loaded bi-pod attached to the bottom, has a Leupold VX-1 3-9 x 40 scope with excellent optics 
and rubber butt plate. A very tidy target rifle in VGC Serial Number P42192 
 
92 Sword:  Pattern 1853 Second Model Sword made in 1860 by Mole. 35¾” lightly curved blade with fuller down both sides, 
hilt larger than the model 53. Leather grips held by five rivets, sword has been lacquered and needs a clean. No Scabbard. This is 
a fairly rare model of the 1853 sword which is extremely hard to find in GC 
 



93 Sword:  English Flank Light Infantry Officers Pattern 1799-1803 Sabre and Scabbard. Unfullered 28" long strongly curved 
single edged blade with general pitting, cast brass stirrup shape hilt and back strap with horse head pommel. Cross guard with 
lion’s head languets, all brass with traces of gilt remaining, wooden leather covered wire bound grip with evidence of long departed 
borer. Gilt brass scabbard fittings. This is a rare model with the horse head pommel. GC 
 
94 Sword:  Pattern 1897 Engineers Volunteer Officers Sword and Scabbard, blade has etched decoration with Engineers 
Volrs on side, Star of David with brass proof button in front of hilt. Blade cleaned and lightly dulling, 12” to tip appears to be 
sharpened, nickel hilt with Edward VII cypher also on blade, nickel wearing inside hilt. Ray skin grips bound with silver braid, nickel 
back strap and pommel. Steel scabbard with nickel lifting in places, two hangers in place. GC 
 
95 Sword:  Pattern 1895 Infantry Officers Sword and Scabbard, blade has etched decoration with Star of David with brass 
proof button in centre in front of hilt. Blade cleaned and lightly dulling in places, steel hilt with Victorian cypher also on blade, steel 
back strap and domed pommel all with browning patina. Ray skin grips bound with wire braid. Steel scabbard with most finish worn 
off, two hangers in place. F-GC 
 
96 Sword:  Circa 1890’s Cross Hilt Broad Sword of the Highland Light Infantry (no scabbard) 32½” double edged pointed 
blade with two 17½” fullers on each side, moderate pitting all along, fine etching to both sides worn and hard to read. Nickel plated 
cross guard and pommel very good, nice Ray skin grips with silver wire braid. An interesting sword not often seen in overall GC 
 
97 Sword:  Pattern 1827 Officers Sword and Scabbard, blade has etched decoration with Sussex Rifles with strung bugle, 
Star of David with brass proof button in centre in front of hilt. Blade dull, Gothic style hilt with rolled quillion, strung bugle and crown, 
plain steel back strap with step down domed pommel all age stained, good Ray skin grips bound with wire braid. Steel scabbard 
with nickel finish lifting in odd places, two hangers in place. A nice old sword in GC 
 
98 Sword:  Japanese Wakizashi Sword, 20” blade with fuller to back edge, 30” overall length. Tsuka tape bound over 
Samegawa and menuki, iron Fuchi and Kashira matching, comes with a lacquered Saya GC 
 
99 Punch Dagger:  Indian Katar Punch Dagger and Scabbard with 6½” triangular shaped bladed with raised central rib to 
armour piercing thickened tip. Four panels of gold Koftgari at Ricasso, hilt has two bar grips between 6½” arm straps, leaf and vine 
pattern gold Koftgari to all areas of hilt and blade support. Wooden scabbard with leather covering. VGC 
 
100 Sword:  Malay Dakin Sword with 21¾” x 1½” single edge hand forged watered steel hatchet point blade with single 15” 
fuller along back edge. Eared orange horn hilt with chiselled steel Ricasso and pierced gold ferrule. Wooden scabbard is betel nut 
juice stained with poker work over whole body and fine carving at mouth, back edge of scabbard absent otherwise GC  
 
101 Sword:  Sumatra Klewang Sword with 21” heavy straight back single edge blade widens out to a 2” hatchet point. Horn 
hilt carved grips, split at pommel to form two square prongs with silver mounts. Comes with hardwood scabbard with silver binding 
and silver frog and chape. VGC 
 
102 Sword:  Pattern 1821 Heavy Calvary Troopers Sword only, blade with single fuller down each side, stained with pitting. 
Solid bowl guard with rolled quillion, steel back strap with ears holding wooden grips. Grips with chip missing at rear by pommel, an 
old sword in FC 
 
103 Sword:  Pattern 1821 Royal Artillery Officers Sword only, single fullered blade dark with decorative etching, George V 
cypher and Royal Artillery, Star of David by hilt with brass proof button. Standard three bar hilt with steel back strap and step down 
dome pommel, good Ray skin grips with silver wire binding. GC 
 
104 Sword:  Indian Pata Gauntlet Sword, 39½” flexible double edged blade with single shallow 15” fuller extending from hilt, 
blade riveted to 6” gauntlet langlets. Single piece forged steel bowl hand cover and arm band gauntlet, two bar hand grips and 
shaped steel bar arm straps within steel rings attached to arm band. All over brown patina otherwise FC for age 
 
105 Misc:  NZ MKII Leather Frog marked N↑Z. All original, these were designed for the 1903 Bayonet. GC 

106 Helmet:  Model 1871 Brass 5th Dragoons Helmet with badge on front. All brass fittings with brass chain and leather chin 
strap. Complete with original leather liner, brass very good with no dents. Oak leaf embossed strengthening rib down rear seam. 
Plume holder missing from top otherwise VGC. 
 
107 Uniform:  Life Sized Mannequin all decked out in a NZ WWII Uniform and gear, consists of full battle dress plus shirt, 
putties, leather boots and helmet. Pack with bandages, mess tin, rifle sling and action cover, pick and shovel head, handle missing, 
water bottle, 1907 bayonet and scabbard by Mole with a nice blue blade. Magazine pouches etc. A complete unit all dated 1941-42 
in VG-EXC 
 
108 Helmet:  WWII Spanish Model 1935 Helmet complete with liner and chin strap, all metalwork good with light scuffing. VGC  
 
109 Hat:  RNZ Navy Chief Petty Officers Cap, post WWII by Hills Hats Wellington. White top complete with black peak, chin 
strap and black cloth Talley with insignia GC 
 
110 Light Machine Gun:  7.62 x 51mm Bren Model L4A1 Light Machine Gun with left side of receiver marked Machine Gun, 
7.62mm IB, IMG16GA, S.A.F 1970, Indian arsenal and with a stylised crest of a lion, left side of receiver has no markings. 
Metalwork an even black, barrel numbered to the gun, wooden stock and pistol grip and flip up ladder rear sight. Comes complete 
with bipod and barrel with carry handle together with two 30 round magazines marked IMG16A 7.62mm M3 1967. A very nice Light 
Machine Gun in VGC.  Serial Numbers B5585, Mag B55851, B55853 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
 



111 Light Machine Gun:  7.62 x 54R DPM Russian Light Machine Gun dated 1945 as issued with 47 round pan magazine. 
Wooden stock and pistol grip, metalwork in very good condition, all matching visible numbers, comes with bipod and the original 
web/leather sling. This is the modernised DP version adopted 1943/1944 with the recoil spring housed in a mechanism protruding 
from the rear of the receiver. VGC Serial Number 359 Mag 359A. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
112 Light Machine Gun:  30.06 Browning Automatic Rifle (BAR) Model 1918A2, top of receiver marked Browning Automatic 
Rifle, US Cal .30 Model 1918A2, The Royal Typewriter Company Inc., barrel by front sight has a Flaming Bomb and dated 1954. 
Wooden fore grip and resin stock with bipod and wooden carry handle on barrel, steel butt plate with flip up attachment for 
sustained fire. Comes with one magazine in opened oiled packet in as new condition. A very tidy BAR in VGC.                                   
Serial Number 855754 Mag 754A C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
113 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm Russian PPS43 Sub Machine Gun, top of receiver marked with a 6 encased in a circle 
and dated 1954, bottom of bolt lever stamped DK along with the serial number. All metalwork a deep blue with black composite 
pistol grips, folding stock lies flat over the top of the receiver. A tidy Sub Machine Gun in VGC                                                         
Serial Numbers DK03139 Mag DK031391 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
114 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62x 25mm Russian PPSH-41 Sub Machine Gun with no markings other than a BNP on side of 
receiver. Wooden stock in good condition, all metalwork a dark blue/black, original sling. Serial number in top of receiver with 
matching stencil numbers on barrel and stock attachment. A very tidy Sub Machine Gun complete with drum magazine VGC                   
Serial Numbers 2117, Mag 21171. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
115 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm Madsen Model 50 Sub Machine Gun made in Denmark. 7¾” barrel with good bore, fixed sights 
with side folding stock and the original leather protector. Pressed steel frame all a nice dark blue, comes with one 32 round 
magazine. As new, one of the best I have seen in EXC. Serial Numbers 112775 Mag MAZ22.                                              
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
116 Sub Machine Gun:  .45 Thompson Model 1928A1 Sub Machine Gun, left side of receiver marked US model of 1928 A1 
Thompson Sub Machine Gun calibre 45 automatic cartridge and right side marked Auto Ordnance Corporation Bridgeport 
Connecticut USA along with the usual patent dates. Good wooden stock, pistol grip and forewood, sling swivels in place, upper and 
lower serial numbers matching, comes with 30 round box magazine by Seymour. A very nice Sub Machine Gun in VGC.                         
Serial Numbers 509307 Mag 509307 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
117 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm Uzi Sub Machine Gun, left side of receiver with numerous Hebrew markings including serial 
number. Usual composite furniture and extendable stock, dark blue finish to all metalwork, sling swivels in place. Comes with two 
20 round and one 25 round magazines all in VGC. A nice unit overall.                                                                                                
Serial Numbers 2134275, Mags, 2134275, 21342751, 21342752. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
118 Heavy Machine Gun:  7.62 x 54R WWII Russian Maxim Heavy Machine Gun complete on its Sokolov mount dated 1943, 
manufacturer marked Star in a circle. Gun is profusely marked with matching serial numbers. Bore good, almost all finish remains 
in arsenal refurbished condition. Blue/black painted action and green barrel jacket fitted with large central cap supposedly for 
feeding snow to cool. Excellent wooden spade grips, green painted finish to wheel mount, armour plate shield and three ammo tins 
all containing oil cans and cleaning gear, one with new belts in greased paper and one with a belt of dummy rounds with starter tab, 
all three ammo tins have a star pressed into side and web grip straps. A very nice tidy and complete unit for the Russian collector. 
Serial Number 89 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
119 Rifle:  7.62 x 54R M91/30 Mosin Nagant Rifle dated 1944 with hammer and sickle mark on rounded knox form. Bore 
good, woodwork good with usual knocks, all matching numbers. Comes with cleaning rod. GC Serial Number BR190  
 
120 Rifle:  .577 Nepalese MKIII Snider Three Band Rifle with numerous Nepalese markings on barrel, barrel bands and along 
the trigger guard. Bore good, lock has no maker's name, cupped hammer, woodwork has a few minor dings. Comes with brass 
furniture, cleaning rod and is fitted with a leather sling. In VG-EXC for age.  Serial Number NVN 
 
121 Rifle:  .38 Colt Lightning Slide Action Rifle with Colt patent stamp on top of the 26” round barrel with full tube magazine, 
good bore, all metalwork a silver browning patina with small patch of pitting around the end of the barrel and magazine tube. All 
woodwork good with chequering to pump fore grip, sling swivels in place. A nice old rifle in GC for age.                                                    
Serial Number 61018 
 
122 Rifle:  .303 LE 1 Long Tom Rifle by BSA & M Co 1896 as issued with sold out of service and home guard marks on top of 
action. E on Knox form, good bore, has lobbing sights, mag cut off and bolt dust cover and 10 round magazine. Woodwork with 
usual knocks, stock has good BSA roundel, missing cleaning rod. Overall GC for age. Serial Number 3509 
 
123 Rifle:  .303 Siamese SMLE No 1 MKIII* Rifle manufactured by BSA, action and barrel symbols match, bolt mismatched. 
Good bore, woodwork has two repair patches on the underside of fore wood. Comes with 10 round magazine and web sling. GC 
Serial Number 1118 
 
124 Rifle:  7.62mm No 4 MKII Rifle set up as a target rifle, left side of receiver marked No 4 MKII, top of chamber is marked 
Regulated by Fulton and a silver crown set in the right side of the stock. All metalwork a dark blue, very good bright bore with 
strong rifling. Woodwork in good condition, fitted with a Parker Hale PH-5 target sight, sling swivel in front of the magazine, web 
sling in place. VGC Serial number PF2231414  
 
125 Rifle:  6.5 x 55mm Husqvarna M38 Service Rifle with top of chamber marked Husqvarna Vapenfabriks Aktiebolag 1942. 
All metalwork blued but thinning at muzzle, 23½” threaded barrel, bore with good rifling but dark in the lands. All woodwork very 
good, comes with a web sling. Serial Number 644396 
 



126 Rifle:  .303 SHT L E MKIII* Rifle by BSA Co dated 1918, marked NZ on side action and N7877 on top. Bore good, 
woodwork with usual knocks, stock marked NZ over brass roundel, has had early small inlaid repair to stock. A complete rifle with 
matching numbers in VGC Serial Number 9921 
 
127 Rifle:  .303 MKIII* SHT L E Sporterised Rifle by Ishapore dated 1941. Bore good, metal work with good bluing, woodwork 
with minor knocks. Fitted with a Monty Carlo stock, good chequered grips. Comes with 7 round magazine, matching numbers VGC 
Serial Number 78970 
 
128 Rifle:  .22 CZ 452-2E ZKM Bolt Action Rifle. Bore good, metalwork a dark blue in very good condition, rear sight removed, 
has hooded front sight, nice varnished stock with minor usage marks and original butt plate. Has been threaded for suppressor, 
fitted with leather sling and WA Nikko Sterling Platinum 3-9 x 40 scope with windage adjustments and lens covers. Comes with two 
5 round magazines VGC Serial Number 515002 
 
129 Revolver:  38-40wcf Colt Single Action Army Revolver manufactured in 1893 with Colt address on the barrel, 1871-72-75 
patent dates and Rampant Horse trade mark on the left side of frame under cylinder and 38 WCF stamped on left side of 4¾” barrel 
with fair to good bore. All metalwork a grey brown patina with original brown hard rubber grips with worn embossed Rampant 
Horse, left grip has a very small chip out of base. A good honest early Colt in GC. Serial Number 153533.                                            
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
130 Revolver:  10.6mm M1879 Reich’s Revolver with left side of frame dated 1883, all matching numbers. Nice original plum 
brown patina to all metalwork, 7" tapered barrel with cannon style flare at muzzle, good bright bore. Original wooden grips in good 
condition and lanyard ring, the butt plate is engraved AM X11 54. Action crisp, safety works, comes with original brown leather 
holster with good stitching, however the base is well worn. This is a rare and interesting revolver worth a second look in GC                
Serial Number 3436 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
131 Revolver:  .38 Smith & Wesson Double Action Six Shot Revolver with left side of barrel marked Smith & Wesson, right 
side 38 S&W CTG and frame marked Made in USA along with S&W Trade logo mark. All metalwork blued with some wear to the 
end of the barrel and limited pitting on part of the cylinder. Wooden grips with fine chequering, S&W motif in a silver disc on top of 
each grip and marked NZ on the base of the left grip and RH on the right. Comes with lanyard ring and a home-made leather 
holster. This service revolver belonged to Robert Harkness Jr, Service No WWII NZ 436956 RNZAF, he started as a navigator and 
ended up in Seventh Squadron Path Finder Force Royal Airforce. (Full records are available to purchaser.) He carried this revolver 
right through WWII. GC Serial Number 717674 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
132 Revolver:  .455 Webley Fosbury Automatic Revolver with left side marked 455 Cordite only on the frame under the 
cylinder and Webley Fosbury Automatic above the cylinder, right side has the serial number stamped above the trigger guard on 
the frame and top of frame above cylinder marked with a winged bird crest and the words II Sutton Tarrant. All metalwork blue 
thinning in places, barrel good with strong rifling, finely chequered wooden grips, right side with a large chip on side by the back 
strap. Lanyard ring and cleaning rod in place, comes with original open top holster in very good condition. This revolver was picked 
up at Gallipoli in 1915 by Robert Harkness, 2/822 RNZFA Driver/gunner, he arrived at Anzac Cove on 25 April 1915, but along with 
other drivers remained on board the ship and assisted with evacuation of the wounded Australians to the Greek Island of Lemnos.  
He arrived back to Gallipoli on 26th April and disembarked to the battle field.  As part of his and other non-front line troops he went 
into no man’s land and was part of the team that retrieved the dead and dying. He told his son’s that this was when the pisto l was 
found. The pistol returned to New Zealand with Robert, aboard the Maheno Hospital ship on its first return voyage in January 1916. 
Upon Robert’s death in 1961, the pistol passed to his oldest son in Auckland and then onto his oldest grandson who remains the 
current owner of the pistol. GC for its age. Serial Number 268 Endorsed Licence Required   
 
133 Pistol:  .45acp Colt 1911 A1 Pistol, left side of frame marked with the usual patent information together with Colts PT F.N 
MFG CO. Hartford, CT USA and below the take down lever are the initials GHD, the right side of the frame is marked United States 
Property M1911 A1 US Army and the serial number. All metalwork parkerised and in good condition, bore is bright with good rifling, 
top slide shows holster wear, brown synthetic grips. Comes with one magazine and a leather holster embossed on the rear with 
Sears 1942 and US on the front flap. VGC Serial Number 852459 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
134 Pistol:  9mm P38 AC44 Pistol with left side of slide marked P38 4102 e ac 44 left side of the slide has a single Waffen 
amp with two inspection marks Eagle over 359. Metalwork good with holster wear, very good grips. Comes with one magazine 
marked P38 on bottom. GC Serial Number 4102 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
135 Pistol:  9mm DWM Luger with bright bore and good rifling, all metalwork a deep blue, all visible numbers match except 
the side plate. Brown wooden grips, magazine with pistol is matching while the spare in the holster is mismatched. Comes 
complete in a brown/black leather holster with take down tool stamped Rich Moller Elberfeld 1916 on the back. A tidy unit in VGC 
Serial Number 3297 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
136 Pistol:  .380 Auto (9mm Corto) Berretta Model 1934 Semi Auto Pistol with left side of slide marked P Berretta Cal 9mm 
Corto No 1934 Brevet Gardone VT 1942 XX. All metalwork a nice dark blue with very good bright bore. Dark brown Bakelite grips 
with the Berretta motif at the base of each. Comes with one magazine and an original dark brown leather military holster. A very 
tidy rig in VGC Serial Number 976392 Endorsed Licence Required   
 
137 Pistol:  7.65 Browning’s Patent Model 1922 Pistol made after Germans took over the factory but still stamping the Waffen 
marks, left side of slide has FN Belgium address and Browning’s Patent, trigger guard stamped with A in a square, the barrel has 
7.65 and a series of inspection marks. All metalwork a fading blue, bore needs a clean. Brown wooden grips, grip safety, comes 
with three magazines, one with the pistol and the other two contained within an original brown leather holster with brass securing 
tab. All stitching in very good condition. This is a very tidy unit overall. Serial Number 22620                                                      
Endorsed Licence Required 
 



138 Pistol:  7.65 Sauer & Sohn Model 1913 Pistol, right side of slide marked Cal 7.65.  BNP along with the inspection marks 
stamped on frame behind trigger. All metalwork 85% blue remaining, bore good, brown Bakelite grips with S&S emblem on top. 
Comes with one magazine GC Serial number 50199 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
139 Pistol:  9mm Hi Power Pistol with left side marked Fabrique National D’armes De Guerre Herstal Belgique Browning 
Patent Depose, on frame above trigger guard is Waffen amp marked along with inspection mark WA 140. All metalwork with 75% 
blue remaining, all matching numbers. Brown Bakelite grips with chequering, comes with one magazine. GC                                          
Serial Number 58349G Endorsed Licence Required   
 
140 Revolver:  .455 Smith & Wesson Service Revolver, left side of barrel marked Smith & Wesson .455 and right side of 
frame has S&W trademark emblem, the back strap engraved H F Wickham, Boynton. All metalwork a nice blue with limited wear at 
muzzle. Brown finely chequered grips with S&W logo in gold disc at top of each grip, comes with lanyard ring and original holster 
VG-EXC Serial Number 29322 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
141 Pistol:  .45acp H & K USP Elite Pistol, side of chamber marked H&K 45 auto. All metalwork a blue/black with synthetic 
frame and grips, good bright bore, adjustable sights, ambidextrous safety, all matching numbers. VGC Serial Number 25095778 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
142 Pistol:  .22 Bersa Model 223 Pistol, left side of frame marked Bersa SA Ramos, Mejia Argentina Industria Argentina and 
right side marked with USA importers name K Max International Glenview Illinois 60025, right side of grips marked Bersa. Nice dark 
blue finish with brown plastic grips, comes with one magazine and handbook etc. VGC Serial Number 11843           
C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
143 Pistol:  .22 Jennings Model J-22 Semi Auto Pistol with left side of frame marked Jennings Firearms Incorporated Industry 
California USA and right side marked Model J-22, 22 Cal Long Rifle. Steel frame zinc plated in good condition, 2½” barrel with good 
bore but needs a clean, overall length 5". Black plastic hand grips, a rare pistol in NZ (vendor states it is one of three such 
handguns in NZ). Comes with one magazine, original box and parts list diagram, box lid under stress otherwise VGC                 
Serial Number 009065 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
144 Pistol:  .22LR Browning Buck Mark Pistol. 5½” Bull barrel with good bore and a gold coloured trigger. Metalwork an even 
dark blue, dark plastic grips with Browning logo, comes complete with handbook and one magazine VGC                 
Serial Number 655PR09766 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
145 Revolver:  .22mag North American Arms Sidewinder Stainless Steel Revolver with hardwood wooden grips. 2¾” barrel, 5 
shot cylinder, comes complete with a North American Arms holster and belt clip in new condition. Serial Number D62925S                       
C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
146 Revolver:  .22 Ruger Single Six Stainless Steel Revolver, left side marked on frame New Model 22 Cal Ruger single six. 
All stainless steel with 5½” barrel with excellent bore. Wooden grips each with the Ruger Emblem logo, comes with 22mag spare 
cylinder. All in new condition Serial Number 26154756 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
147 Pistol:  .22 Ruger MKII Stainless Steel Semi Auto Pistol, left side of receiver marked Ruger MKII Target 22 long rifle. 5½” 
barrel with good bore, black plastic grips, comes with one magazine. In new condition. Serial Number 21359961.                                
C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
148 Pistol:  .22 Derringer Stainless Steel Pistol with under and over barrels, right side of frame marked Stainless Steel .22 
WRM. A.D.C Waco Tx. and left side with warning engage safety before loading and then the letters M-1. 3. Wooden hardwood 
grips, comes with original Derringer presentation case together with parts list diagram and operating instructions. New condition 
Serial Number 058665 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
149 Pistol:  .22 Rimfire Flobert Single Shot Pistol marked Crown/U and German Proofs. 2" barrel with poor bore, fixed sight 
and spur trigger. Worn nickel metal finish, good plain wooden grips. FC Serial Number 88. C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
150 Revolver:  .22 Colt Police Positive 22 WRF Revolver with the usual Colt patent on top of barrel and the Colt logo on left 
side of gun above grip. Highly polished deep blue, thinning on end of 6” barrel, good wooden grips. VGC Serial Number 11089         
C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
151 Revolver:  .32 S&W Harrington & Richardson Six Shot Top Break Revolver, top of barrel with usual Harrington & 
Richardson patents etc. Nickel finish with 4" barrel in good condition, black Bakelite grips. OAGC. Serial Number 343479                
C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
152 Pistol:  .22 Hi-Standard Model A Pistol, left side of receiver marked with Hi Standard patent information Made in USA, 
under barrel marked Sportco .22RH. 8" barrel with good bore, blued finish thinning in places, OAGC Serial Number 5955.                      
C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
153 Revolver:  .38 S&W Victory Revolver, side of barrel marked Smith & Wesson, right side of frame marked with S&W logo 
and Made in USA. 5" barrel with good bore, matt blue finish worn in places, good wooden grips, marked with Flaming bomb and 
serial number at base of grips. Serial Number 990648 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
154 Revolver:  .22 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver which has had the barrel and cylinder replaced from .38 to .22. 
Overall finish good to fair with good wooden grips. Serial Number V42094 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 



155 Revolver:  .44 Rogers and Spencer Percussion Six Shot Single Action Revolver by Armi San Paolo for black powder only. 
Whole gun Nickel coated with swirl engraving to frame and cylinder. 163mm barrel with very good bore, adjustable rear sight and 
rosewood grips. VGC Serial Number 011609 Endorsed Licence Required. 
 
156 Revolver:  357Mag Dan Wesson Double Action Six Shot Model 12 CTG Revolver. 6" barrel with good bore and 
adjustable back sights, all metalwork a highly polished blue, very good wooden grips. Comes in original box along with the warranty 
and paperwork. VGC Serial Number 1501 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
157 Revolver:  .38spl S&W Model 14 Six Shot Revolver marked Smith & Wesson, 38 Cal CTG with S&W address and logo. 
All metalwork a highly polished blue with little usage wear. 6” barrel with good bore and adjustable back sights. Wooden grips with 
chequering and a small S&W gold medallion. GC Serial Number K351046. Endorsed Licence Required  
 
158 Revolver:  .22 Colt Officers Model Match Six Shot Revolver with left side of frame marked Officer Model Match 6 Shot Cal 
22 Long Rifle plus rampant horse logo above the left grip and right side has Colts address. All metalwork a highly polished blue with 
some usage wear. 6” barrel with good bore, adjustable back sights for elevation only. Wooden grips with chequering and a small 
Colt gold medallion with horse. GC Serial Number 80701 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
159 Revolver:  .22LR Smith & Wesson Model 17-2 Six Shot Revolver marked with Smith & Wesson address and logo. All 
metalwork a highly polished blue with some usage wear. 6” barrel with good bore, adjustable back sights. Wooden grips with 
chequering and a small S&W gold medallion. GC Serial Number K788319 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
160 Rifle:  22-250 Schultz and Larsen Model DL Classic Bolt Action Rifle. All metalwork a deep rich blue with grey synthetic 
stock. This model has the interchangeable barrel set up, a three round magazine and sling rings. Receiver has the Schultz and 
Larsen integral scope mounts with summer/winter settings but no rings. Comes with a Schultz and Larsen hard case and liner, in 
new and unfired condition. Serial Number DK-C11385 
 
161 Rifle:  30.06 Schultz and Larsen Model DL Classic Bolt Action Rifle. All metalwork a deep rich blue with grey synthetic 
stock. This model has the interchangeable barrel set up, a three round magazine and sling rings. Receiver has the Schultz and 
Larsen integral scope mounts with summer/winter settings but no rings. Barrel is threaded for a suppressor. Comes with a Schultz 
and Larsen hard case and liner, in new and unfired condition. Serial Number DK-C11405 
 
162 Shotgun:  410 Double Barrel Side by Side Folding Twin Hammer Poachers Gun by Liege, side lever opening and folds 
completely in half for concealment. Matching hammers, 26” barrels with good bores, all metalwork a deep blue with some thinning 
about lower part of action. Wooden stock and fore end with chequering and some light usage knocks, twin triggers and steel butt 
plate. Comes in a leather gun case in poor condition with no partitions. GC Serial Number 104. 
 
163 Carbine:  .52 Sharps Carbine with slanting breech, unmarked. 26½” barrel with good bore, all metalwork a browning grey, 
good wooden stock and fore end. 9½” saddle ring bar and ring on left side, lift up adjustable rear sight. Brass barrel band, butt plate 
and patch box all in place, a carbine worth investigating. GC 
 
164 Rifle:  30 Bore Flintlock Trade Musket, 39” barrel with 1855 proof marks. Made in Liege Belgium by Dresse Laloux and 
Company and proofed in Birmingham. Brass furniture, banister rail stock, four ramrod rings, sling swivels in place, comes with 
original cleaning rod. Used by Ships Captains as trade muskets in the Colonies including New Zealand GC 
 
165 Rifle:  22 Bore Flintlock Trade Musket by Cooper and Goodman 1857ish Birmingham who took over from Joseph Rock 
Cooper and stamped with London proofs. Long 51” barrel, all steel furniture, full wooden stock to muzzle. Comes with original 
cleaning rod. These rifles were traded to the Maori’s during the Inter Maori Musket wars. GC 
 
166 Rifle:  .577 Pattern 1853 Three Band Percussion Rifle, lock marked 1856 Tower and butt tang marked B. NZ.657. This 
rifle has been lightly refurbished, all metalwork a nice light blue and stock very good. All brass furniture, comes with an original 
clearing rod and white leather sling. This is a nice piece of NZ history in VGC. 
 
167 Carbine:  .577 Snider MKIII Artillery Carbine, lock marked CG Bonehill 1880 crown VR and N81Z III 1624 on top of action 

and at wrist. Fading blue barrel with fair bore, five groove rifling, some pitting. All brass furniture, the letter G stamped behind lock in 

stock, woodwork with usual knocks etc, roundel stamped in butt. Leather sight cover marked N↑Z, bayonet boss and leather sling in 

place. GC 

168 Rifle:  .577 Snider Enfield Hay Pattern Rifle marked NZ AC 869. Hay Pattern Cartouche Birmingham Grade 1, converted 
to MKII Snider and cut short in 1868 from the K batch and made into a short Snider for the Mounted Armed Constabulary Troops on 
the Napier/Taupo Road. Lock marked Tower 1865. No Bayonet lugs, comes with original cleaning rod, GC for age.                            
Serial Number III K869NZAC  
 
169 Bayonet:  German Mauser Model 1888 Ersatz Bayonet and Scabbard, all steel construction, bright blade in grease, plain 
flat steel grips, staining to scabbard otherwise GC 
 
170 Bayonet:  SLR Bayonet and Scabbard. 7½” blade, metal handle stamped L1A3 and 9600257. VGC 
 
171 Bayonet:   M1 Carbine Bayonet, Scabbard and Frog, black finish with black plastic grips in green plastic scabbard with 
metal fittings and web frog, front of scabbard marked K. VGC 
 
172 Bayonet:  US M4 Bayonet for the M1 carbine, stamped Imperial with a flaming bomb motif. Leather washer grip, comes in 
green fibre scabbard and web frog marked USM8A1 and PWH. GC 
 



173 Bayonet:  U S M16 Bayonet stamped U S M7 Gen Cut. Black synthetic grips and black blade, comes in green fibre 
sheath stamped USM8A1, TWB and green web frog. GC 
 
174 Bayonet:  Hungarian AK 6 H3 Bayonet Fighting Knife with wire cutter, 150mm bright blade and wire cutter square hole, 
280mm overall. Red synthetic handle with leather thong and 18mm barrel ring. Comes with blue/black metal scabbard with orange 
synthetic rubber grips. GC 
 
175 Bayonet:  AKM 6 H3 Polish Army Wire Cutter Bayonet. 150mm bright steel unfullered blade with square hole for the wire 
cutter function, 270mm overall.  Synthetic grips with one securing screw and web attachment for retention in hand, 18mm barrel 
ring stamped with 0516. Comes with black metal scabbard, has a black rubber scabbard sleeve with wire cutter attachment at end. 
GC 
  
176 Bayonet:  Russian AK Model 6 H3 Bayonet with 200mm fullered bright steel blade. Blued metal handle with black 
synthetic grips both sides with two securing screws in grips. Comes with black metal scabbard most finish gone and web frog. GC 
 
177 Bayonet:  Russian AK Model 6 H3 Bayonet with fullered 200mm bright steel blade. Blued metal handle, red synthetic 
grips both sides with two securing screws, stamped 1091 on the end of the handle. Comes with black 215mm metal scabbard with 
brown leather frog. GC 
 
178 Bayonet:  G3 bayonet with blued unfullered 165mm blade, 305mm overall. Black synthetic handle with 22mm barrel ring, 
has 20mm steel extension to barrel ring on handle as heat shield. Comes with black synthetic scabbard and green web frog. VGC 
 
179 Bayonet:  German Fireman's bayonet with Gladiator stamped at top of nickel plated unsharpened 9½” blade. Black 
synthetic grips with two securing pins and nickel plated hilt with leather spacer at top of blade. Scabbard painted black with some 
usage marks. GC. 
 
180 Misc:  Two SLR Bayonet Scabbards, both 8½” long and painted black. GC 
 
181 Rifle:  .303 No 4 MKI* Longbranch Rifle dated 1942, wrist is marked with NZ rack number 10558. All metalwork blue, bore 
is shiny with strong rifling, original sights. Woodwork in good condition and NZ marked, all matching numbers. Comes with correct 
magazine. VGC Serial Number 17L6443 
 
182 Rifle:  8 x 58mm Danish Shultz & Larsen fully wooded rifle with left side of receiver stamped RLPT 42 SYTEM SCHULTZ 
& LARSEN. All metalwork a nice blue but thinning over receiver, has a step down barrel and blade front sight with fixed middle 
sight. Bore good for age, good full wooden stock with chequering at the grips. Comes with sling swivels, a four round captive 
magazine and a modern Schultz & Larsen hard case. Only 1000 of these rifles were made in WWII for the Danish Coastal Police, 
this is a very tidy and scarce rifle in VGC. Serial Number 604. 
 
183 Rifle:  .303 MKIII* Siamese SMLE Rifle by BSA Co, Siamese symbols on action. All matching numbers, bore good, 
woodwork with usual knocks, comes with charger loading bridge, web sling, magazine and oil bottle. A complete rifle in VGC              
Serial Number 5265 
 
184 Rifle:  .303 MKI* Magazine Lee Metford Rifle by LSA Co dated 1892. Bore good, metalwork in very good condition, 
original woodwork with finger groove on fore wood and scalloped area by cut off lever, minor dings. Fitted with foresight protector, 
lobbing sights, cleaning rod, bolt dust cover, correct bolt, roundel stamps on butt marked London and I*I, steel butt plate with butt 
trap and cleaning gear also an 8 round magazine. A very nice rare rifle seldom seen in this VGC                                                            
Serial Number 5405 
 
185 Rifle:  .303 MKII Magazine Lee Metford Rifle by BSA & M Co dated 1898 and NZ marked on action and butt plate tang, 
action strap profusely stamped with service marks. Good bore, metalwork a nice blue, woodwork with usual knocks. Complete with, 
bolt, lobbing sights, leather sling dated 1901 and correct 10 round magazine VGC Serial Number 5935 
 
186 Rifle:  .303 No 1 MKI SHT L E Rifle by BSA Co dated 1910 and marked NZ 129/05 on wrist, Sold out of Service marks on 
top of action. Original matching bolt, bore good, all correct sights and sight protectors. All woodwork with usual knocks, good brass 
roundel, butt marked HG 5/5964, complete with bayonet boss, sling swivels, lobbing sights, cut off lever and 10 round magazine. 
Another rare rifle in VGC Serial Number 40641  
 
187 Rifle:  .303 No 1 MKIII* Grenade Launching SMLE Rifle by Ishapore dated 1944. Bore good, metalwork has black paint 
which is wearing, woodwork with usual knocks, has repair patch to the heal and toe of the stock. Copper wire bound forewood and 
bolt through stock for grenade strengthening. A complete rifle with matching numbers in VGC Serial Number 70289 
 
188 Rifle:  .22 MKIV* No 2 SHT Rifle by BSA Co dated 1917 and NZ marked on action and stock roundel. Bore good, 
woodwork with usual bruising, a white 45 painted on side of stock, magazine with internals removed, correct sights, sling swivels, 
web sling etc. A complete rifle with all matching numbers in GC Serial Number 82027 
 
189 Rifle:  .303 Lee Speed Patent Sporting Rifle by BSA & M Co. Good bore, metalwork all border engraved with scroll 
engraving to dust cover, magazine base and trigger guard. Barrel marked with Sold out of Service marks and BSA logo, top of 
action marked 1/HG12000 and strap marked Lee Speed Patent BSA & M Co 10451. Rear sight has fixed 100 yards, flip up 200 
and 300 yard leaves and ladder sight for 4 to 1000 yards, fore sight has wing protectors. Good walnut stock with ebony caps and 
strong chequered grips. Bolt head marked Patent 19146/90, flattened bolt head, comes with 7 round magazine and cut off lever. 
GC. Serial Number 10451 
 
 



190 Rifle:  .303 MKI P14 Rifle by Eddystone. Bore good, woodwork with minor knocks, stock marked IE Pat 14 and 3/HG over 
572. Fitted with a Fatso stock, remnants of white paint band on stock, lobbing sights and web sling in place. A complete rifle with 
matching numbers in VGC Serial Number 108187 
 
191 Light Machine Gun:  7.92mm MG34 Light Machine Gun with top of receiver marked dot 1943, all matching numbers. 
Bore good, all metalwork a rich dark blue, dark brown Bakelite stock and Bakelite grips. A tidy unit which comes complete with a 
spare barrel in barrel holder, dummy belt of ammo, anti-aircraft stand and sight plus leather sling. A quality Light Machine Gun in 
VGC. Serial Number 9734. Endorsed Licence Required 
 
192 Light Machine Gun:  .303 1914 Pattern Lewis Light Machine Gun with top of receiver marked Lewis Auto Gun Mod 1914 
Pat Manufactured by Birmingham Arms Co Ltd England for Armes Automatiques Lewis Belgium. Brass disc on right side of stock 
marked 6.20.1.W.K 15, bipod marked at top 303 Lewis Gun MKIII and makers Decimals Ltd Selly Oak, Birmingham. This is 
profusely ordnance and ↑ marked. All metalwork a light blue, wooden stock and grips with usual knocks and bruises, steel butt 

plate with oil bottle through stock, barrel shroud and action matching numbers, correct sights. Comes with six 48 round magazines 
in good condition, some with traces of original paint, marked .303 MKVI broad arrow, four of the magazines are in twin web 
pouches with shoulder strap marked MECO 1940 WI 26. This amazing package also comes with an original 6th Edition Handbook, 
Armourers Kit in original canvas pouch which contains a plug clearing tool, spanner, oil can and pull through, two Lewis main spring 
assemblies and a top Pawl assembly. This iconic machine gun is not often seen on the NZ market and is in VGC for age. Serial 
numbers 41560 Mags LEW01, LEW02, LEW03, LEW04, LEW05 and LEW06.  C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 

193 Light Machine Gun:  .303 MKII Bren Light Machine Gun with left side of receiver marked ↑44, right side marked Inglis 

1944 Bren MKII. All metalwork good blue, wooden stock and pistol grip showing use. Comes with one 30 round magazine. GC 
Serial Number 13T4115, Mag JESS05 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
194 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm Steyr MP34 Sub Machine Gun with top of receiver stamped with date 1942 and Crest, various 
Steyr motifs stamped about action, all matching numbers. Bore good, all metalwork a dark blue/black, magazine well with mag 
loader attachment hole. Wooden stock in good condition with a cartouche 2257 stamped on left side of stock. Comes with one 
magazine, a very tidy example of a sought after gun in VGC Serial numbers 1626, Mag MP341.                                                               
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
195 Light Machine Gun:  7.62 x 54R Hungarian Model KGK General Purpose Belt Fed Light Machine Gun. All metalwork a 
blue/black, wooden stock with synthetic pistol grip, left side by receiver has a bracket for the attachment of a long range sight, rear 
sight to 2300m. Fitted with integral bipod, comes with a spare barrel with dark bore but good rifling, serial number matches the gun. 
This is a very good unit which is not often seen. Serial Number MA0752. Endorsed Licence Required 
 
196 Auto Rifle:  7.92mm FG42 Type One Select Fire Automatic Rifle, this is an exact reproduction manufactured by Dietrich 
of Germany with top of receiver stamped DB 42 under TZS, three German Eagles, the letters and the serial number, the right side 
has no markings other than for the serial number on the charging bar which the charging handle is attached. All metalwork a mix of 
black enamel paint and blueing, a wooden fore grip, pressed metal butt stock and pistol grip, has adjustable and unique sights 
which fold down to a range of 1000m. The rear sight mounts on this model are not milled for a scope. Comes with integral bayonet, 
a 10 round and 20 round magazine. A feature of this model is the buffer in the stock which allows the rifle to be fired on full auto as 
a rifle accurately. The FG42 is a unique design for the German Paratrooper of WWII, only 5000 were produced in two types, Type 1 
(1000) and Type 2(4000), few of the originals are left, we understand only 26 are registered in the USA where the last original went, 
one sold at auction for $US320,000 earlier this year at Rock Island. There is an example of each in the Waiouru Military Museum, 
this is a unique example, (you can watch Forgotten Weapons on Utube for more information). This may be your only chance to 
obtain a copy of the very rare Select Fire gun in VGC Serial Numbers 2012, Mag 2012B C & P Endorsed Licence Required  
 
197 Automatic Rifle:  7.92 x 33mm Haenel MP 44 Automatic Rifle, left side of gun has serial number stamped above 
magazine well 8928 ad/44, MP 44 stamped on the side of the receiver. All matching numbers, bore good, all metalwork a nice 
original blue, select fire button operational, good original woodwork to stock and grips, original leather sling. Comes with a well-
made repro canvas Jump gun case and three magazines all contained in a repro three magazine web pouch plus one more in the 
gun. Serial Numbers 8928, Mags MP443, MP444, MP445, MP446 VGC. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
198 Sub Machine Gun:  .45 Thompson Auto Ordnance Model M1A1 Side Cocking Sub Machine Gun with the usual 
Thompson markings on the left side of receiver, all matching numbers. Bore good, all metalwork blued with a touch of pitting at top 
of barrel by front sights, enclosed battle sights, woodwork good. Comes one magazine and a reproduction sling.                                     
Serial Number 167963 Mag TMP13 VGC C & P Endorsed Licence Required  
 
199 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x 51mm Lithgow L1A1 SLR Rifle with left side of receiver stamped Rifle 7.62 mm L1A1 and on the right 
side the serial number is stamped above the magazine well. Good bore, all metalwork a nice parkerised finish with a wooden stock, 
fore grip and pistol grip. A green plastic handled carry handle, overall this is a very tidy SLR complete with one 20 round magazine.     
Serial Numbers AD6117533, Mag 533A. P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
200 Automatic Rifle:  7.62 x 51 Select Fire H&K G3FS Designated Marksman Automatic Rifle dated 4/74. Barrel with good 
bore and fitted with a flash eliminator, 4 position dial rear sight and shrouded foresight, has dual magazine release catches. Black 
polymer furniture including triangular fore wood, comes with a 20 round box magazine. EXCOA.                                                         
Serial numbers 14T476, Mag G34. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
201 Reloading:  40-60 WCF Winchester Model 1880 2nd Issue Reloading Tool marked Winchester Arms Co, New Haven, 
Conn. USA Patent date September 14 1880. All steel with plier handles, no primer extractor otherwise GC 
 
202 Reloading:  32-40 WCF Winchester Model 1880 2nd Issue Reloading Tool marked Winchester Arms Co, New Haven, 
Conn. USA Patent date September 14 1880. All steel with plier handles, no primer extractor otherwise VGC 



203 Reloading:  38 WCF Winchester Model 1882 1st Issue Reloading Tool marked Winchester Arms Co, New Haven, Conn. 
USA, Patent dates October 20 1874 and November 7 1882. All steel with plier handles, comes with primer remover VGC for age 
 
204 Reloading:  45-75 Winchester Model 1880 1st Issue Reloading Tool marked Patent date September 14 1880, has Dipper 
Handles with Berdan cut-out. All steel, no primer extractor pin otherwise GC   
 
205 Reloading:  45-75 Winchester Model 1894 Reloading Tool marked Winchester Rep. Arms Co, New Haven, Ct. USA, 
Model 1894, Patent date February 13 1894. It’s a 3 piece construction with a 2 piece screw type body and single lever, no 
decapping pin otherwise VGC for age 
 
206 Reloading:  38 WCF Winchester Model 1894 Single Piece Bullet Mould, wooden handles with brass mounts at each end. 
All steel construction, VGC for age 
 
207 Reloading:  40-82 WCF Winchester Model 1894 Single Piece Bullet Mould, wooden handles with brass mounts at each 
end. All steel construction, VGC for age 
 
208 Revolver:  .450 Model 1878 Tranter Revolver marked with Tranter’s Patent and N80Z. 6” barrel with strong rifling, needs 
a clean, all metalwork an even light brown blue patina with speckled light pitting to barrel. Action crisp, good wooden grips with nice 
chequering, lanyard ring in place. An original Tranter in GC Serial Number 1803 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
209 Revolver:  .450CF Model 1863 Cased Tranter Patent Revolver marked RS Garden 29 Piccadilly London. 6” barrel with 
very good bore, large solid frame with some original finish remaining, all metalwork and even blue brown patina, original side lever 
for case removal. Good wooden grips fully chequered, it comes in an original case with a RS Garden Trade Label in place. Blue 
beige lining with some small areas of damage, tray missing for holding rounds, all other compartments empty except for oil bottle, 
exterior with usage scratches and a brass disc in middle of lid. Serial Number 2264 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
210 Revolver:  .41 Colt New Line 5 Shot Revolver, 55mm barrel with Colt patents etc on top. All metalwork an even blue, very 
good bird’s beak wooden grips, lanyard ring holder attached. A neat little gun in VGC Serial Number 4960                             
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
211 Revolver:  .32 Centre Fire Belgian Six Shot Double Action Revolver marked with Liege proofs. 60mm barrel with fair bore 
and fair-good nickelled and engraved metal finish, side safety lever and fixed sights. Good smooth Ivory grips. GC                               
Serial Number 5 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
212 Revolver:  .32 Smith & Wesson Ivor Johnson Five Shot American Double Action Hammerless Hinged Frame Revolver 
with patent dates etc on bottom of butt strap. 3" barrel with unusual safety built into trigger mechanism, metalwork a dark blue with 
wear marks above trigger, bore good with minor pitting at muzzle. Hard Bakelite grips with ornate design and owls head on top. 
Comes with black leather holster. VGC Serial Number H25730 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
213 Revolver:  8mm Rast-Gasser Velo-Dog 5 Shot Revolver with Belgian proofs. 58mm barrel with very good bore & 
chambers, folding trigger, closed hammer, safety lever and chequered Bakelite grips. Good metal finish with traces of case-colour 
on frame. At fault, hammer spring is missing otherwise G-VGC Serial Number 4340GG Endorsed Licence Required 
 
214 Revolver:  .38 Rimfire Rubertus Five Shot Spur Trigger Revolver marked Empire 38, Philadelphia. 2½” barrel with worn 
bore, frame foliate engraved in the white. Nice wooden grips, some light staining to metalwork otherwise VGC Serial Number 19928 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
215 Pistol:  7.63 Mauser C96 Schnellfuer Pistol with usual Schnellfuer markings to receiver and all visible numbers matching. 
140mm barrel, bore good with strong lands, all metalwork a dark blue and in good condition with limited wear on underside of barrel 
and to front of magazine housing. Good wooden 11 groove grips and lanyard ring. Comes with correct 20 round Mauser marked 
magazine with the machined steel follower, no holster. VGC Serial Number 88354 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
216 Pistol:  7.63 Mauser C96 Broom handle Pistol with all visible numbers matching. 140mm barrel with good bore, metalwork 
with 60% blue, good wooden grips. Comes with a reproduction wooden holster together with clearing rod and reproduction light 
brown leather rig. GC Serial Number 96454, Stock/Holster A454 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
217 Pistol:  9mm Luger 1916 DWM Pistol with all visible numbers matching. 100mm barrel, bore dirty with good rifling, 
metalwork with 75% blue and some holster wear. Chequered walnut grips, left side of grip loose, comes with Weimar brown supple 
leather holster with good stitching although the belt loops are replacements, has takedown tool, clearing rod and correct period 
magazine not numbered. GC Serial Number 5694 C or B Endorsed Licence Required 
 
218 Misc:  Greener Humane Horse killer marked WW Greener, London and Birmingham, also↑ 310 Calibre and all military 

marked. Assembled the unit is 10" long and has a leather cartridge belt around centre which hold 7 rounds. Comes in its leather 

carry case. GC Serial Number 11219 Endorsed Licence Required 

219 Flare Pistol:  4g Single Shot Brass Bell Mouth Flare Pistol marked with the CSR Sydney trademark and Military 
acceptance proof marks. 6" barrel belled at the muzzle with very good bore and chequered grips. Frame and barrel are a very good 
unpolished brass. VGC Serial Number 10233 
 
220 Pistol:  30-30 Thompson Centre Contender Single Shot Pistol marked Thompson Centre, Rochester NH, Super 14. Very 
good blued metal finish, 14” barrel with compensator and very good bore, scope rail only, hammer switchable to either centre fire or 
rim fire for different barrels. Good wooden fore end and grip including rubber recoil pad. Comes with a bag of scope mounts and the 
original open sights. VGC Serial Number 302133 Endorsed Licence Required 
 



221 Pistol:  410 Kea Gun by Mugica with left side of receiver marked AB 3457, 410 - 65 and shows case hardening colours. 
Top of hammer broken off, wooden pistol and fore grip, blued barrel showing wear, bore needs a clean. Serial Number 34573             
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
222 Pistol:  .410 Mugica Single Shot Side Lever Kea Gun marked Eibar along with Spanish commercial proofs. 320mm barrel 
with good bore, wooden grips and fore end with bruises, metalwork needs a clean otherwise FC Serial Number AB31269 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
223 Rifle:  577/450 MKIV Martini Henry Rifle with action dated 1887 and barrel marked N.S over NEP. Good bore, 80% 
original blue remaining, woodwork with usual knocks and has a clear roundel mark on butt also marked R.P over 10 over 1908. 
Comes with cleaning rod and leather sling. VGC. Serial Number NVN 
 
224 Rifle:  38.55 Martini Henry Rifle which has been rebarrelled and fitted with a Hawkins barrel, action marked NZ and Home 
Guard. Hooded fore sight and MUES aperture rear sight, woodwork with usual knocks otherwise in GC. Serial Number 3184 
 
225 Carbine:  .450 No 2 Musket 2 Band Braendlin Armoury Co Martini Carbine with Francotte type fore end, back band has 
European style Cavalry side-sling loop. Right side receiver with Braendlin Crossed Flags Proof, left side with Crown over Garter, 
Witten and 1879 somewhat obscure by applied saddle bar and ring. 570mm barrel with good bore, a small sling attachment fitted at 
top of butt. Metalwork with traces of original finish and some staining, woodwork is in very good condition for age, comes with 
clearing rod in place. VGC Serial Number 21611. 
 
226 Rifle:  .303 British Model 1895 Winchester Lever Action Rifle with poor bore, stock has been broken and repaired through 
the wrist. Fitted with an antler butt plate otherwise FC. Serial Number 82227 
 
227 Rifle:  7.65 x 54mm Mauser Model 1891 Rifle, top of chamber stamped with Argentine crest and side of action stamped 
Mauser Modelo Argentino 1891 Manufacture Loewe Berlin, all numbers matching. All metalwork a dull patina with thinning blue on 
the receiver and bolt. 18" barrel with sights to 1400m. Wooden stock with usual dings and knocks, original steel butt plate, comes 
with magazine. GC Serial Number B4484. 
 
228 Carbine:  7 x 57mm Mauser Saddle Ring Carbine Model 1896 (used in the Boer War and listed in Carvings of the Veld 
Vol. 3), left side is stamped and carved into the wood MA Schultz and side of the receiver is stamped Mod Mauser 1896 Lud Loewe 
& Co Berlin, all matching numbers. All metalwork dark patina, bore dark with rifling, wooden stock has correct butt plate and a 
cartouche on right side of the stock, saddle ring in place. Has the remains of fire blue to top of the milled magazine follower. Comes 
with a leather sling to the left side and clearing rod is in place. GC Serial Number 3003. 
 
229 Rifle:  7.92mm Mauser K98 Rifle, top of chamber stamped with crest and Fabrica De Armes. La Coruna 1947 Cal 7.92 
with RR in a square, side of receiver stamped H-4924, replacement bolt. All metalwork a polished blue with good bore, good 
wooden stock, captive magazine, overall a tidy rifle. Serial Number 4924. 
 
230 Rifle:  .303 No 4 MKI* Savage Rifle as issued with U S Property stamped on receiver, left wrist stamped DP, the base of 
magazine stamped N ↑ Z. All metalwork and wooden stock in good condition, bore dark but will clean, mismatched bolt. Comes 
with 10 round magazine VGC Serial Number 18L1620 with NZ No 9601. 
 

231 Rifle:  303 No 4 MKI*. Long Branch Rifle dated 1942 as issued, left side of stock Stamped N↑Z. All metalwork and 

wooden stock in good condition, matching bolt, bore good. Comes with 10 round magazine and sling VGC                                     
Serial Number 18L1620 and NZ No 9601. 
 
232 Rifle:  .22 Stirling Model 20 Semi Auto Rifle with left side of receiver marked 22 LR only and right side marked Stirling 
Model 20 along with the Stirling Address. 20½” threaded barrel with good bore and suppressor, sights missing. All metalwork a nice 
blue, wooden stock with chequered grips. Comes with 10 round magazine and Bushnell 3-9 scope with good optics. GC                
Serial Number 317110. 
 
233 Rifle:  .22 Stirling Model 14 Bolt Action Rifle. 24" barrel with good bore, all metalwork blue but thinning, has suppressor 
attached. All woodwork shows signs of usage and worn chequering to grips. Comes with original butt plate, leather sling, 10 round 
magazine and a Tasco 4 x 32 scope with good optics. FC Serial Number 360518 
 
234 Rifle:  .303 SHT LEI* Enfield Sporting Rifle dated 1906, side of wrist marked with Crown over Enfield 1906 SHT LEI* and 
top of chamber with Sold out of Service marks. All metalwork blued and thinning in places, poor bore, sporting wooden stock in 
good condition, matching bolt but lobbing sights and magazine cut off removed. Comes with 10 round magazine and leather 
hunting sling. FC Serial Number 9919 
 
235 Carbine:  .44 W.C.F. Winchester Model 1892 Saddle Ring Carbine with usual Winchester markings and top of the 
chamber is marked SNP 237, the serial number places production at about 1915. Metalwork a grey patina with 20" barrel with good 
bore, half-length magazine. Front sight has brass blade insert and the left side of receiver has saddle ring in place along with the 
correct butt plate. Wood is a polished walnut with the usual usage blemishes and a slight crack on the right side under the tang. GC 
Serial Number 778768 
 
236 Carbine:  .32 W.C.F. Winchester Model 1892 Saddle Ring Carbine with usual Winchester markings, the serial number 
places production about 1914. Metalwork a grey patina, 20" barrel with good bore, full length magazine retains remnants of original 
blue. Left side of receiver has saddle ring in place and correct butt plate. Wood a nice oiled walnut with some usage blemishes 
otherwise GC Serial Number 768251 
 
 



237 Carbine:  30.30 Winchester Model 94 Carbine with the usual Winchester marking on barrel. Magazine and barrel a nice 
blue, the receiver in the white. Synthetic butt plate, a saddle ring on the right side of receiver and two sling swivels. Woodwork a 
dark walnut in good condition VGC. Serial Number 5007258 
 
238 Rifle:  .22 Remington Model Nylon 66 Semi Auto Rifle, metalwork a dull blue with good bore, stock and foregrip are a 
Mohawk Brown synthetic. White diamond inserts on both sides of foregrip, tube magazine in stock reduced to 9 rounds as certified 
by vendor. The letters JS engraved on left side of wrist. A tidy original rifle in GC. Serial Number 9585 
 
239 Rifle:  .22 Winchester Model 1903 Automatic Rifle with usual patents etc on side of 20” round barrel with good bore. Rear 
tang sight and all other sights fitted for target shooting, all with sight covers. All metalwork a dark even blue, woodwork very good 
although the toe of the butt has a 1” inlay repair otherwise a nice rifle in G-VGC Serial Number 87546 
 
240 Rifle:  .22 Cooey Model 60 Bolt Action Rifle with 10 round tube magazine.  28¾” barrel with good bore for age, all 
metalwork a brown patina with wooden stock. Metal butt plate. Serial Number 1002. 
 
241 Badge:  3rd Battalion Otago Volunteers Helmet Plate with Kings crown, brass. All lugs present. (Ref: revised Edition 
Oldham's Book pg 24 2/184) VGC 
 
242 Badge:  1st NZ Reinforcement Triple Fern Badge, brass with original lugs.  (Ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 35, 
4/1) VGC 
 
243 Badge:  2nd NZ Reinforcement Triple Fern Badge, brass with original lugs. (Ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 35, 
4/3) VGC 
 
244 Badge:  3rd NZ Reinforcement Triple Fern Badge, brass with original lugs.  (Ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 35, 
4/4) VGC 
 
245 Badge:  Brass NZ Reinforcements Cap Badge with C/4 in a fern wreath, all lugs present (Ref: revised Edition Oldham’s 
Book pg 35, 4/10) VGC 
 
246 Badge:  Brass NZ Reinforcements Cap Badge with A/5 in a fern wreath, all lugs present (Ref: revised Edition Oldham’s 
Book pg 35, 4/7) VGC 
 
247 Badge:  Brass NZ Reinforcements Cap Badge with A/ 6 in a fern wreath, all lugs present VGC 
 
248 Badge:  Brass NZ Reinforcements Cap Badge with B/7 in a fern wreath, all lugs present VGC 
 
249 Badge:  Brass NZ Reinforcements Cap Badge with B/8 in a fern wreath, all lugs present VGC 
 
250 Badge:  Brass NZ Reinforcements Cap Badge with C/9 in a fern wreath with N and Z on each side, all lugs present VGC 
 
251 Badge:  Brass NZ Reinforcements Cap Badge with B/10 in a fern wreath with N and Z on each side and R below, all lugs 
present (Ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book same pattern as pg 36, 4/25) VGC 
 
252 Badges:  11th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 11, all brass with lugs, cap with D/11 in 
fern wreath with N and Z on either side and reinforcements within a scroll at bottom, collars the same without the D VGC (Ref: 
revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 37, 4/28, 4/33)  
 
253 Badges:  Small display case with 20 mixed badges and medals. Includes brass US collar badges, two grades of US 
Marksman, Commonwealth 1939/1945 medal, two Russian badges and medals also North Hampton Shire hat badge and RNZAF 
badges, etc GC 
 
254 Misc:  A Very Small Brass Escape Compass from WWII. These were usually sewn into the seam of their uniforms to use 
to escape if captured. Approximately half inch in diameter. VGC 
 
255 Book:  The British Sniper, British & Commonwealth Sniping & Equipment's 1915-1983, First Edition 1984 by Ian 
Skennerton. 286 pages full of B&W photos. VGC 
 
256 Books:  Carvings from the Veldt Part Three by Dave C George, contains information on Rifle carvings from the Anglo 
Boer War 1899-1902. Soft cover with 344 pages full of B&W and colour photos. In as new condition. 
 
257 Book:  The Ross Rifle Story by R Phillips, F Dupuis and J Chadwick. Hard cover with dust jacket, 475 pages full of B&W 
photos and information on the Ross Rifle. VGC 
 
258 Books:  Three Books. Swords and Daggers by Edward Wagner, hard cover with dust jacket, 253 pages full of B&W 
diagrams. Phaidon guide to Antique Weapons and Armour by Robert Wilkinson-Latham, hard cover with dust jacket, 255 pages full 
of B&W photos and Diagrams of Antique Weaponry and The American Sword, 1775-1945 by Harold L Peterson, hard cover with 
dust jacket, 286 pages full of diagrams of the sword together with a 72 page preface at rear. All in VGC. 
 
 
 
 
 



259 Books:  Five Books. Swords a visual history, by Chris McNabb, hard cover with 360 pages of a visual history of swords 
and blades with numerous colour plates in as new condition. Weapons of the British Soldier by Colonel H C B Rogers OBE, hard 
cover with dust jacket, 258 pages full of B&W diagrams and photos GC. The Indian Sword by P S R Dawson, The Danish Arms and 
Armour Society Copenhagen 1967, soft cover with 182 pages full of numerous B&W plates VGC. The Lyle Official Arms and 
Armour review 1977   Lyle Publications 1976, hard cover with dust jacket, 346 pages full of B&W plates of all sorts of arms and 
armour GC. And finally, from The Wallace Collection, European Arms and Armour Vol II Arms dated 1962, 712 pages of important 
information on arm and armour markings covering all manner of weapons with a large section of various B&W plates at the rear. 
GC  
 
260 Book:  Steel Canvas the Art of American arms by R L Wilson, hard cover with dust jacket. 384 pages of numerous colour 
plates of the art of engraving weapons of America VGC 
 
261 Books:  Six Books. A Japanese Sword Glossary which is a soft cover booklet of a glossary of Japanese Swords. Bows, 
Arrows and Quivers of Ancient Japan by Hawley, 103 pages of diagrams and drawings coverings a broad range of weaponry. 
Japanese Sword, a booklet of B&W diagrams of the various sword types. Arms and Armour Weapons of the Stone Age to the Wild 
West, hard cover with 63 pages of text and colour plates. The Armies of Britain 1485-1980 by Michael Barthorp, hard cover with 
295 pages of B&W plates and colour photos and Pocket Knives A collectors guide by Bernard Levine, hard cover with dust jacket, 
80 pages colour plates. All books in GC. 
 
262 Books:  Two books, The Collectors Guide to Air Pistols Second Edition (Revised) by Dennis E Hiller, soft cover with 187 
pages full of B&W photos and diagrams of the air pistol plus Revolvers of the British Services 1854-1954 by W H J Chamberlain 
and A W F Taylerson, hard cover with 80 pages full B&W photos of the British service revolver. VGC 
 
263 Books:  Six books. The Fleet Air Arm, soft cover with 127 pages booklet of full of B&W plates of operations of the fleet air 
arm. Abyssinian Campaigns, soft cover booklet of 145 pages of B&W plates and information of the campaign. Copy of the War 
Record, The Naval War in the Pacific to Tokyo Vol. 12 by Trevor Nevitt Dupuy Col US Army Ret, hard cover book of 90 pages with 
B&W Plates. Waterloo the 100 days by David Chandler, hard cover with dust jacket, 224 pages full of B&W plates. The Battle of 
Waterloo 1815-2016, a commemorative coin containing the coin, Prince George, The Prince Regent of Great Britain. Crimea 1854-
1856 and The War with Russia from contemporary photographs by Lawrence James, hard cover with dust jacket, 200 pages of 
B&W plates covering the conflict, all books in VGC.  
 
264 Books:  Three Books. Armies of the World 1854-1914 by David Woodward, hard cover with dust jacket. 189 pages with 
numerous B&W photos GC.  Who's Who in Military History from 1453 by John Keegan and Andrew Wheatcroft, hard cover with 
dust jacket, 359 pages with numerous B&W photos and several maps at rear GC, and The Battle of the Atlantic by John Costello 
and Terry Hughes, 314 pages full of B&W photos GC 
 
265 Books:  12 Assorted Paperbacks, booklets and hard cover books in orange carton, includes The Battle of Kings Mountain 
1780, Years of Victory by Arthur Bryant. Kiwi Saga by Martin Uren, Furthering the tide, decisive battles of the second world war by 
Nigel Cawthorne Fighting them on the beaches, the D Day landings June 6 1944 by Nigel Cawthorne and The Secret Capture by 
Captain S W Roskill RN etc. Worth a look. GC. 
 
266 Semi Auto Rifle:  .22WMR Czech CZ 512 Tactical Semi Auto Rifle with right side of receiver marked 19 CIP over N, left 
side marked CZ 512, logo and Made in Czech Republic. Perforated muzzle brake, Polymer 6 position collapsible stock and pistol 
grip with rubber palm insert on back side, Picatinny rail mounted along top of receiver and barrel. Comes with a 10 round box 
magazine. EXC Serial Number D107625.   
 
267 Rifle:  .22LR Walther G22 Bullpup Design Semi Auto Rifle with plastic/polymer furniture throughout, barrel marked G22 
Carl Walther Ulm/Do cal. 22lr and Made in Germany. Has a built in Picatinny type rail on top of carry handle and underneath fore 
wood, foresight mount but missing foresight. Ambidextrous stock that can be set up with cocking handle and ejector port on either 
side, rubber butt pad has been re-glued. Comes with two 10 round magazines. VGC Serial number WP007165.  
 
268 Rifle:  .22LR H&K 416D Rifle with right side of lower receiver marked Licensed Trademark of Heckler & Koch Inc. and 
Made by Carl Walther, US Importer Umarex USA Fort Smith/AR. Bore dirty and gun needs a clean internally, barrel, bolt and action 
have matching serial numbers. Comes with a Ranger 1.5-4 x 30 scope mounted on a Picatinny rail, a 10 round box magazine (has 
been altered to 10 rounds), collapsible 4 position stock, synthetic furniture and a two position change lever. EXC.                       
Serial number WH008061 
 
269 Auto Rifle:  5.56 FA-MAS G2 Auto Rifle Bullpup design, used by French Fusiliers Marine and Commandos from 1995 
until withdrawn starting in 2017. Excellent reinforced Polymer furniture and very good metalwork, comes with original furniture 
mounted bipod and shrouded pistol grip. Sights incorporated in carry handle with cocking lever underneath. No magazine but a 
standard M16 Colt magazine will fit. EXC Serial numbers A00417 C Endorsed Licence Required. 
 
270 Automatic Rifle:  5.56 IDS M16 A3 Automatic Rifle with Grenade Launcher Combo made by Imperial Defence Services 
England and the 40mm Grenade Launcher by Colt. Left side of lower receiver marked M16 A3 Cal 5.56 plus a stamped commando 
knife over IDS on magazine housing and Colt patents on Launcher. Barrel stamped 1/9 Nato under foresight mount. Polymar 
furniture with Bakelite pistol grip, two sights for launcher, one mounted over barrel on top of housing and the other is mounted on 
the carry handle/sight mount. Comes with a 20 round magazine. EXC                                                                                                 
Serial numbers 0700285, Mag JES02, Grenade Launcher 143815 P & C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
271 Sub Machine Pistol:  9 x 19mm MP5 Sub Machine Pistol made by Pakistan Ordnance Factories marked on top of action 
'POF MP5 04. Collapsible stock, overall length with stock collapsed is 450mm, dual magazine release catches, single shot, three 
shot and auto settings, synthetic furniture, shrouded foresight. Bolt and action numbered to each other, comes with a 15 round 
magazine and barrel cover, magazine housing marked 'Cal.9mmx19' in excellent unissued condition.                                             
Serial number C12522 Mag JESS06. C Endorsed Licence Required 



272 Automatic Rifle:  5.56 IDS MG4 A6 Automatic Rifle. This is an Imperial Defence Services of England made clone of the 
M4A1 CQBR. left side of barrel marked 1/7 Nato, left side of lower receiver marked MG4 A6 over CAL 5.56MM, stamped with a 
commando knife over IDS on the magazine housing and Imperial Defence Services England in front of the 3 position change lever.  
Bakelite pistol grip, polymer 4 position collapsible stock and fore end. Has Picatinny rail for scope and accessories. No magazine 
but the standard 5.56 Colt magazine fits. VGC. Serial numbers 0700177 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
273 Automatic Rifle:  7.62 x 51 H&K G3 FS Designated Marksman Rifle with the left side of magazine housing marked G3 FS 
14T549 and HK 4/74. Synthetic furniture, has a variable length/height position stock with 3 position change lever. Comes with 
original Stanag claw and rail scope mount marked SchuBrichtung plus an original Hensoldt Fero Z24 4x24 scope made in 1984 
and a 20 round box magazine. VG-EXC. Serial number 14T549, Mag AO61864 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
274 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x 39mm Hungarian AMD 65 Assault Rifle. All metal construction with very good bluing, wooden pistol 
and fore grip, a side folding stock and one 30 round magazine. VGC Serial Number DY6294 Mag DY6294                                                   
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
275 Light Machine Gun:  7.92 MG34 Light Machine Gun, top of receiver marked DOT 1943. All metalwork a deep rich blue, 
wooden stock with Bakelite pistol grip, has the two stage trigger and many matching serial numbers. Complete with belt carrier 
which is full of inert rounds. VGC Serial Number 2357b Endorsed Licence Required 
 
276 Light Machine Gun:  7.92mm Yugoslavian M53 Light Machine Gun marked with the Yugoslavian crest with serial number 
on top of gun, left side marked with 7.92 M53 0-47211 and Yugoslavian script with 44. Good wooden stock marked 47211, all 
metalwork the usual dull blue in very good condition. Barrel very good, numerous matching serial numbers. Comes complete with 
original field cleaning kit satchel and 50 round belt holder/magazine Serial Number 47211 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
277 Light Machine Gun:  7.62 x 54R Russian DP28 Light Machine Gun dated 1943. This model differs from the DPM in that it 
does not have a pistol grip and has a bulbous stock. All as issued in a dark flat blue, wooden stock with oil bottle in top. Comes 
complete with bipod, original web sling, cleaning kit in original canvas bag and three 47 round pan magazines in canvas holder. All 
in VGC Serial Numbers AU638, Mags 6381, 6382 6383. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
278 Rifle:  7.92mm K98 Mauser Rifle, butt has the later steel plate without serial number, left side of rifle has the serial number 
on the barrel and receiver together with winged eagles, side of receiver is marked Mod 98 and on right side of the action is marked 
with two Waffenamt 63. Top of the chamber is stamped dot 1944 and again the inspection mark eagle 63. All metalwork be nice 
blue, all woodwork in good condition with a laminated wooden stock. A very nice all matching rifle in GC. Serial Number 7279 
 
279 Rifle:  7.92mm K98 Mauser Rifle, top of the chamber with crest and dated 1937, left side of butt has a German eagle with 
WA inspection cartouche barely discernible, left side of rifle marked with winged eagles over a swastika. Side of the receiver is 
marked Mauser-Werke- AG Oberndorf A/N and right side of action marked with three eagles over swastikas. All matching numbers, 
metalwork blued with some wear, woodwork in good condition with solid wooden stock, butt has flat steel plate. Very nice rifle in 
GC. Serial Number 6629  
 
280 Rifle:  7.92 K98 Mauser Sporting Rifle with left side of action marked Model 98. Bore dark with strong rifling, all metalwork 
blued and showing usage, step down barrel with original sights in place. Cut down laminated stock in good condition, receiver 
drilled for scope and marked dot 1944, turned down bolt handle marked 6613. GC Serial Number 2000. 
 

281 Rifle:  .303 Winchester P14 Sporting Rifle, ↑ marked on left side of action, all matching numbers, bore dark with strong 

rifling, metalwork dark blue and woodwork in very good condition, comes with rubber butt pad. Overall a very tidy P14.                   

Serial Number W82431 

282 Rifle:  .303 No 1 MKIII Rifle, wrist marked Crown GR Enfield 1924 SHT LE III, top of chamber marked with BNP. All 
metalwork bluing in good condition, good rifling with bright bore, woodwork good with full top wood being modified as the rifle has 
been set up for target shooting, has no rear sight. Sling swivels and mag cut off in place. Comes with a target sight marked Austral 
Patent 138011. A tidy all original rifle in VGC. Serial Number G6231. 
 
283 Rifle:  .303 No 1 MKIII Siamese Contract Rifle as issued, wrist marked with Tigers Head and Siamese script. Bore dark 
with good rifling, all metalwork blued, original woodwork, comes with sling. FC Serial Number 2235   
 
284 Rifle:  .303 No 1 MKIII SHT LE Rifle as issued by BSA & Co, wrist marked Crown GR BSA & CO 1940. All metalwork 
blued, barrel good, strong rifling with dark bore. Good woodwork, comes with sling. A very tidy rifle in GC. Serial Number W4568 
 
285 Rifle:  .22 SHT LEE Enfield No 2 MKIV Training Rifle as issued marked SHT .22 IV on action strap, on the right side of the 
butt is a brass disc marked N broad arrow Z, 7/24, 2321, bolt marked .22 No 2, right side of chamber marked 7930 and 2321 on 
top. All metalwork blued and in good condition, all matching numbers. Bore good but needs a clean, all woodwork with usual dings 
and scrapes, comes with correct magazine with internals removed. A nice training rifle in GC.                                                          
Serial Number 7930. NZ Issue Number 2321 
 
286 Carbine:  .222 Gevarm Model C-1 Carbine made in France, 22” barrel marked Crown AR St Etienne. Fair bore, all 

metalwork a shiny blue with usage wear patches. Original wooden stock with cheek piece in very good condition, no fixed sights but 

is fitted with a Wellsee 4 x 32 image moving scope with single post and good optics, 5 round magazine and leather sling. A rare rifle 

in G-VGC Serial Number 1152 

287 Revolver:  .320 Tranter Double Action Five Shot Revolver marked with the Tranters patent on side of frame. 3" octagonal 
barrel, all metalwork a brown patina. Usual Tranter style wooden grips with very good chequering and steel plate on bottom of grip. 
Side loading lever with hand ejector under barrel. A nice variant for the Tranter collector. GC Serial Number 52771              
Endorsed Licence Required 



288 Revolver:  .450 Adams M1868 Six Shot Double Action Revolver marked Adams Patent & British military ↑. 6" octagonal 

barrel with good bore and chambers, good one piece chequered walnut grip. Good blued metal finish with areas of smooth wear. 

G-VGC Serial Number 17045 Endorsed Licence Required 

289 Revolver:  Cased Six Shot Pepperbox Percussion Revolver Circa 1845 with London proof marks and action marked 
Beckwith London. 3 1/8” 54 bore approximate barrels, scroll engraving on action, guard and butt cap well. Metalwork has grey 
metal patina with traces of original finish. Excellent one piece chequered grip. Cased in its original blue velvet lined oak case with 
bullet mould, 3 way flask and percussion caps. This pistol was brought to NZ in 1854 by John Cracrott Wilson who settled in the 
Christchurch area, includes photograph of his grave. A nice quality lot in GC 
 
290 Revolver:  .44 Colt Remington M1875 Army Six Shot Single Action Revolver marked Remington & Sons, NY on top of the 
barrel. 7½" barrel with good bore and chambers, good plain wooden grips, the left marked FR. Metalwork smooth with minor pitting, 
lanyard ring in place. GC Serial Number 3780 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
291 Pistol:  .77 Flintlock Travelling Pistol with English proof marks to left side of 6" barrel with good bore, 11¾” overall length. 
Lock marked Brunn with swan neck cock., action crisp, slide safety. Bag grip on walnut stock, heavy chequering, small chip from 
wood near muzzle, all metalwork an aged browning patina in good order for this age of gun. Ram rod in place, silver escutcheon 
behind barrel, engraved barrel tang. Gun thought to be circa 1790s, a lovely small pistol worthy of any collection. GC                     
Serial Number NVN 
 
292 Revolver:  .450 Model 1878 Tranter Solid Frame Rod Ejector Army Revolver, frame marked N80Z indicating this was 
used by the Forest Rangers, (Reference Firearms of William Tranter by Ron Stewart pg 180). 6” barrel with good bore, 60% of 
finish left, good undamaged wooden grips with replacement lanyard ring attached. All visible numbers match. VGCOA.              
Serial Number 1834. C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
293 Pistol:  .55 Flintlock Duelling Pistol by Prosser marked Charing Cross London on top flat, plain step down lock with safety 
marked Prosser, minor pitting under name. 10" octagonal barrel with nice patterning and a gold ring at the breech. Swan neck cock 
with border engraving, all steel furniture with a large wide trigger guard with an extra curl underneath for the middle finger, all 
engraved and terminated with pineapple type decoration. Half stocked with steel nose-cap and high winged butt cap. Barrel held by 
wedge with oval silver support blocks, walnut stock with very good fine chequering to grip and is shaped in Prosser’s familiar fishtail 
style with a small crack behind the lock, ramrod in place. G-VGC 
 
294 Pistol:  .41 Remington Original Derringer with top of barrel stamped Remington Arms Co. Ilion NY. USA. 3" over and 
under barrels with good rifled bores. All metalwork blued with minor pitting to right side of action also has lever which allows the 
barrels to be lifted up for reloading. Black bird’s beak grips in good condition. Serial Number 605                                  
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
295 Revolver:  .32 Tipping & Lawden Self Extracting Solid Body Revolver. Thomas Patent. No 779 and No 1289. Top of frame 
marked Retailer S Jackson. Nottingham, the Thomas patent revolver is a solid frame design with a longer than usual frame. This 
allowed the cylinder to slide forward about an inch. It was loaded in a conventional manner through a loading gate on the right side 
of the frame, in order to unload the revolver a small spring at the lower front of the frame was depressed allowing the shooter to use 
the large bulbous lug under the barrel so as to rotate the barrel through 180 degrees. This freed the barrel to be drawn forward 
which pulled the cylinder forward at the same time. A stationary star shaped extractor at the rear of the frame held the cartridge by 
their rims. After the cylinder was pulled forward any spent cartridges to be shaken loose. Unfired shells stay in place as the 
exposed bullets are within the chamber. To close the action the barrel was simply pushed back into position and rotated clockwise 
to lock the action closed. The small wing shaped screw at the upper rear left of the frame was both a hammer locking and a de-
cocking device. This revolver has a 4 1/8" barrel with very good bore, solid frame with black paint of the period about 60%. Wooden 
chequered grips with steel base. Comes complete in original oak case with screwdriver, brass cleaning rod and pewter oil bottle. 
Approx. 22 rounds of ammunition in wooden shell holder in case. All lined in blue beige and in very good condition. Has a replica 
trade label mounted on card lose in side case. The Oak case in very good condition with brass disc at centre of lid. this is a unique 
and desirable revolver not often seen. VGC Serial Number 1289 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
296 Pistol:  .41 Colt Derringer with Colt stamped on top of 2½” barrel with a grey patina and good bore, brass action and bird’s 
beak walnut grips. Action opens to the side, overall length 5". A tidy little pistol VGC Serial Number 1371                                    
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
297 Revolver:  .22 James Reid Knuckle Duster Derringer Revolver Stamped My Friend and patent dated Dec 26 1865 on 
frame. All metal construction with 7 shot cylinder which serves as the barrel. Brass engraved frame with traces of the silver plating 
in place. VGC Serial Number 13006 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
298 Revolver:  .32 Marlin Six Shot Exposed Hammer Revolver, 3" barrel a grey patina with rifled bore in good condition. Left 
side of barrel stamped Marlin New Haven CT Pat July 1 1873 and top of barrel marked XXX Standard 1872, the action and frame 
are brass. Revolver opens from the bottom of the frame, wooden bird’s beak type grips in good condition GC Serial Number 711 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
299 Revolver:  .36 Westerner Arms Revolver, barrel marked 36cal Black Powder Only. 7½” octagonal barrel with dirty bore 
but would clean, all metalwork thinning blue, brass frame with wooden grips cylinder has fine engraving of a naval scene GC Serial 
Number 38255 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
300 Revolver:  .44 Armi San Paolo Model 1860 Army Black Powder Revolver, cylinder has fine engraving of a naval scene 
and Patents. All metalwork a grey patina with scroll work about the wedge. 7¾” barrel with good bore, brass frame with wooden 
grips. GC Serial Number 11676 Endorsed Licence Required 
 



301 Revolver:  .44 Uberti Remington New Army Model 1858 Black Powder Revolver with left side of barrel stamped Mod 1858 
New Army Cal 44, top of barrel stamped A Uberti & Co. Gardone V Italy. All metalwork a nice blue with brass frame and polished 
wooden grips, 7¾” octagonal barrel with good bore. Case hardening colours to hammer, comes complete in presentation wooden 
box with green blaze lining inside top of lid and brass plaque 1858. New Model Army No 45149 Remington Arms Co, box contains 
powder flask, lead projectiles, tin of percussion caps and a bullet mould. This is a tidy unit in GC Serial Number 45149                
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
302 Sword:  Sumatra Co Jang Sword with 23” single edged downward curved hatchet point smooth blade, minor decoration to 
edges at Ricasso. Carved green water buffalo horn hilt. No guard or scabbard otherwise GC 
 
303 Sword:  Malay Bade bade Short Sword with 10” hand forged downward curved narrow single edged laminated steel blade 
with finely engraved Ricasso. Black horn 2½” hilt with detailed carving and engraved silver ferrule. Complete with two piece carved 
hardwood scabbard with engraved silver chape. VGC 
 
304 Sword:  Ottoman Quama Sword Circa 18-1900 with 15” double edged spear point blade with offset 10” long fuller each 
side. Two piece rams horn hilt shaped to full length tang, steel rivets with silver disc decoration. Comes with shaped wooden 
scabbard fully covered with embossed sheet silver. VGC 
 
305 Axe:  Indian Horseman's War Axe with 8½” x 1¼” steel blade supported on forged steel bars with socketed head. Wooden 
22” handle with steel rivets and brass rosettes. 3” tapered steel spike protrudes from the front of the axe socket. VGC  
 
306 Sword:  Indian Talwar Sword with 35½” curved single edged 1” wide blade. Two small panels of gold Koftgari, one 
decorative panel and the second with writing. Standard single piece cast steel hilt, bulbous ended cross guards and integral 
knuckle bow. Saucer shaped pommel with domed cap, traces of silver Koftgari to hilt, in an old red velvet covered scabbard. GC 
 
307 Sword:  Indian Talwar 32½” Shallow Curved Sword, single edged blade with 7½” gold Koftgari panels to both sides and 
back edge of blade at Ricasso. One piece cast steel saucer shaped hilt with dome pommel cap all covered with floral patterned 
gold Koftgari. Sword is in excellent undamaged condition and is a museum quality piece. 
 
308 Sword:  Japanese Katana Sword, old 25” laminated blade with clean Akiba, small Tsuba replacement, unbound Tsuka, 
complete with leather covered military scabbard. GC 
 
309 Sword:  Indian Marathi Samurai Sword Circa 1750-1800with 33½” x 1¼” wide single edged straight blade with upturned 
7” kilig style spear point blade. Basket style steel hilt guard with knuckle bow, cup shaped pommel with domed cap. Elongated 
spike grip, langlets extend down blade forming a 5” Ricasso. All over surface rust, a rare sword in F-GC for age 
 
310 Knives:  Four Pocket Knives includes unissued Navy Clasp knife with single blade and knot spike, a stag horn pocket 
knife by Taylor, USA electrician 3” wire stripping knife with stag horn grip and an unmarked multi pocket knife has 3” blade and 
bottle opener, stag horn grips with brass mount - appears to be English All in VGC 
 
311 Knives:  Five Small Miniature Knives, includes a 1907 Bayonet with stand, French sabre with brass hilt 9½” long, Indian 
style Kukri with mother of pearl hilt 7.25” long, Nepalese Kukri with bone hilt 7½” long and a 6” Burmese Dhar with steel blade, ivory 
hilt and wire bound scabbard, All in VGC 
 
312 Bayonet:  Pattern 1853 Second Type Artillery Yatagan Bayonet. good blade with some staining, worn leather grips, 
comes with steel scabbard. GC.  
 
313 Bayonet:  Whitworth Yatagan Bayonet and Scabbard, blade good with some staining, good leather grips, leather 
scabbard with steel fittings that are stained, leather with a couple of kinks. GC 
 
314 Bayonet:  French M1866 Chassepot Yatagan Bayonet, good blade with some staining. Egyptian marked. Good brass 
pommel and grips, complete with steel scabbard with some staining. Overall GC 
 
315 Bayonet:  Pattern 1853 Second Type Artillery Yatagan Bayonet, dull blade with some light rust patches. Leather grips 
worn, no scabbard. PC 
 
316 Bayonet:  Pattern 1858 Sword Bayonet. Bar on band type with a heavily stained blade. Good leather grips, missing 
locking pin, no scabbard. PC 
 
317 Bayonet:  Lancaster Sword Bayonet, blade in good condition with some staining, good leather grips, brass pommel cross 
piece bruised, no scabbard. GC  
 
318 Bayonet:  Pattern 1848 Brunswick Sword Bayonet, good bright blade with a few minor stains. Good brass handle marked 
G over 25 and Enfield 1849, no scabbard. VGC  
 
319 Bayonet:  Pattern 1907 Bayonet and Scabbard by Chapman dated 1/18, NZ marked on pommel, blade good with light 
staining, worn grips. Overall GC.  
 
320 Bayonet:  Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Wilkinson, blade dull and has been sharpened. NZ marked, comes with scabbard. 
Overall PC  
 
321 Bayonet:  Sudanese AR10 Bayonet with good blade and good plastic grips. Complete with scabbard and fold out 
combination tool. A hard to find unit in VGC 
 



322 Bayonet:  Pattern 1887 MKIII Sword Bayonet dated 88, unfullered blade good but stained. Good leather grips, comes with 
leather and steel scabbard, leather very good, staining to steel fittings. Overall GC 
 
323 Bayonet:  Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Vickers dated 8/17, blade in very good condition. Comes with leather scabbard and 
web frog. Overall VGC 
 
324 Bayonet:  Snider Bayonet with Yataghan blade, no markings. Comes with leather scabbard and NZ pattern brown leather 
frog marked NZ 
 
325 Trench Art:  Two Trench Art WWI German Brooches, one made from a piece of copper shell drive band and from a brass 
drive band. Both have 1914 miniature Iron Crosses with oak leaves on either side, crosses marked with Crown over W 1914. EXC 
 
326 Trench Art:  WWI German Trench Art Bracelet made from copper shell driving band. Iron Cross mounted on side with 
Crown over GOTT MIT UNS, (God with us) dated 1914. Both sides of Iron Cross with silver oak leaves, both edges done in small 
silver balls with silver safety chain. EXC 
 
327 Trench Art:  WWI German Trench Art Bracelet made from brass shell driving band with the National colours of Germany. 
Has oak leaves either side and 1914-1915 voided. Brass safety chain mounted, has makers mark KJAG.DRGM, also contains a 
brooch with a tiny hanging Iron Cross. Brooch silver plated with National colours dated 1914-17 with oak leaves. EXC 
 
328 Trench Art:  WWI Trench German Art Bangle made from copper shell driving band, Iron Cross mounted on edge in oval 
oak leave border and GOTT MIN UNS. Has silver safety chain mounted, inside engraved in German meaning To Remember 1914. 
EXC 
 
329 Trench Art:  WWI Trench Art German Bangle made from copper shell driving band with silver oak leaves running around 
the entire circumference, silver safety chain mounted. Inside is engraved German Campaign 1914-15, EXC 
 
330 Trench Art:  WWI Trench Art German Bangle made from copper shell driving band with Iron Cross mounted on edge with 
1914-1918 in void on either side. Silver safety chain fitted. Inscribed in German meaning To Remember World War, EXC 
 
331 Trench Art:  WWI Trench Art German Bangle made from copper shell driving band with Iron Cross mounted on edge with 
silver oak leaves on one side and a silver olive branch on the other meaning strength and peace. Silver safety chain fitted. 
Inscribed in German meaning Memory of the World Victory 1914-16, EXC 
 
332 Trench Art:  WWI German Trench Art Letter Opener made from copper shell driving band. 72mm blade with a 25mm 
handle and nicely engraved. The back is marked Somme 1916. VGC 
 
333 Trench Art:  WWI German Trench Art Letter Opener made from copper shell driving band. Double edge blade 65mm in 
length and inscribed Baccarat, 145mm overall length. Owners monogram engraved on pommel. EXC 
 
334 Trench Art:   WWI German Trench Art Letter Opener made from copper shell driving band. Crude construction, 95mm 
double edge blade and 145mm overall length. Handle inscribed 14-18, Small brass Iron Cross on cross-guard. Blade a bit loose 
otherwise GC 
 
335 Trench Art:  WWI German Trench Art Letter Opener made from a piece of shrapnel. 125mm double edged spear point 
blade, 225mm overall length. Handle still in rough shrapnel. VGC 
 
336 Trench Art:  WWI German Trench Art Letter Opener made from a piece of shrapnel. 170mm double edged spear point 
blade, 270mm overall length. Has bronze cross-guard, handle still in rough shrapnel. All in VGC 
 
337 Shotgun:  12g Under and Over Breda Shotgun made in Italy. 27¼” barrels with very good chrome bores and dark blue 
exterior. Action in white with lots of scroll engraving, single trigger, wooden stock and fore end chequered with a few usage knocks. 
Rubber butt pad fitted, comes in its wooden felt lined case with compartments. G-VGC Serial Number 16662 
 
338 Rifle:  8mm French WWI Berthier Rifle marked Chatellerault MLE 1907-15 and MA C 1916. 32” blue barrel with good bore 
and correct sights. Full stock to within 4¾” from end of barrel with light usage marks. Sling swivels and bayonet boss in place. GC 
Serial Number 86632 
 
339 Carbine:  .577 Rare 2 Band Snider Carbine by Tisdall dated 1872, made in a batch for the Mounted Armed Constabulary 

to replace the Calisher Terry, lock marked WH Tisdal 47 Whittall Street Birmingham, butt tang marked N ↑ Z and NZ 335. Comes 

with saddle scabbard ring, saddle ring and original clearing rod. This was a special run by Tisdall made especially for the Mounted 

Armed Constabulary with only 400 made GC 

340 Rifle:  11mm Mauser Model 71/84 Bolt Action Single Shot Rifle as issued and dated 1887, marked Amberg under crown 
on Knox form plus many other proof marks. 32½” blued barrel with good rifling but dull bore, woodwork a brown original varnish 
which is scratched off in places, trigger guard with splashes of gold paint. Comes with bayonet boss and cleaning rod, an 
interesting old rifle worthy of TLC. GC Serial Number 42411  
 
341 Light Machine Gun:  7.92 Brno ZB30 M37 Light Machine Gun manufactured for the Yugo Army. All metalwork a dark 
blue in very good condition, wooden pistol grip and stock with usual usage knocks. Comes with a bi-pod, leather sling and one 20 
round magazine. The forerunner of the Bren. VGC Serial numbers 10722, Mag ZB301 P & C Endorsed Licence Required  
 
 



342 Light Machine Gun:  7.62mm L4 Bren Light Machine Gun with left side of receiver marked Gun M/C 7.62 mm L4 A3 MC 
376A, back of receiver marked UE 66 A 6950 and right side of receiver stamped Bren MKII 1942, these are crossed out with two 
lines. Receiver is stamped with broad arrow by the chamber. All metalwork a blue black, wooden stock and pistol grip, stock with 
anti-aircraft handle lug, comes with one magazine GC. Serial Number A6950, Mag B55852 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
343 Light Machine Gun:  7.62 x 54R DPT Tankers Model Light Machine Gun dated 1945. All metalwork a light blue with 
usage wear, good bore, wooden pistol grip and collapsible butt stock with original shoulder pad, folding bi-pod mid-way up gun, 
correct sights with original peep sight at rear. Comes with a 100 round drum magazine in good condition. This is an unusual variant 
of the DP series designed for use in tanks GC Serial Number XP295, Mag DPT6118 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
344 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm Sten Sub Machine Gun MKII Long Branch dated 1942. All metalwork a worn blue brown patina, 
comes with a T butt stock, sling swivels and 30 round magazine Serial Number 4L3970, Mag 311AK                                                
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
345 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x 39mm Norinco Model 56S Auto Rifle with the left side of receiver marked Norinco motif, Made in China 
together with the calibre 7.62 x 39, also the number 66 in a triangle and 56S along with the serial number. The left side has no 
markings other than the F/S for fire control. All metalwork a nice blue with good bore, wooden stock, fore and pistol grips in good 
condition. Has adjustable sights to 800m and clearing rod. Comes with 30 round magazine, all in original cardboard box with 
polystyrene insert, sling and attachments. VGC Serial Numbers 504562 Mag AK1 C & P Endorsed Licences Required 
 
346 Automatic Rifle:  7.62 x 51 Pakistan G3 A3 Select Fire Automatic Rifle.  17¾” barrel with good bore and fitted with a 
Flash Eliminator. 4 position dial rear sight, shrouded foresight and dual magazine release catches. Has olive drab synthetic stock 
with pistol grip and a triangular black polymer forewood, usual wear marks on metalwork, 20 round box magazine in VGC.             
Serial numbers 6721620, Mag G33 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
347 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm Tokarev Yugoslavian M56 Sub Machine Gun, with the Yugoslavian crest stamped on 
top of receiver. The crest has the number 29XI 1943 within it. All metalwork dark blue with the usual black synthetic pistol grip with 
folding stock. Good bore with shroud over front sight. Matching numbers, does not have a magazine otherwise in GC                            
Serial Number D61515 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
348 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm Tokarev Model Yugoslavian M49/57 Sub Machine Gun, top of frame has Yugoslavian 
crest, dated 1942 and script with the model M49/57. All metalwork a nice blue with light wear, barrel shrouded with front sight cover 
and muzzle break, good bore. Wooden stock with metal butt, sling plate inserted into left side of stock. Comes with a 71 Round 
drum magazine. G-VGC Serial Numbers 016327, Mag MB3292 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
349 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x 39mm AK47 Russian Auto Rifle. All metalwork with black enamel type paint, good bore, sights to 
1000m, laminated wooden stock, with wooden fore grips and black synthetic pistol grip. Clearing rod in place, comes with a 30 
round magazine GC Serial Numbers 5229972, Mag 06485 P & C Endorsed Licence Required  
 
350 Auto Carbine:  .30 M2 Inland Auto Carbine, top of chamber stamped US Carbine Cal 30 M2. All metalwork blued with 
good bore, wooden stock in good condition. Complete with bayonet boss, web sling and 30 round magazine VGC                               
Serial Numbers 7560290, Mag PW656 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
351 Rifle:  .500 x 3” BP Express (nitro-for-black), Gibbs Double Rifle. Sidelock, Greener-style cross bolt, hammerless, double 
triggers. 26½” barrels with a flat quarter rib & folding leaf express sights to 400 yards. Birmingham proofed with 1886 patent date. 
Marked “George Gibbs 39 Corn Street Bristol, Sir Joseph Whitworth steel & Metford 1728” on the barrels. Gold inlayed Safe 
marking. Semi pistol grip walnut stock and splinter fore end with Anson fastening. Fine scroll engraving on the action body, trigger 
guard, top lever and top and bottom tangs. Chequered fore end, & stock grip, with chequered steel butt plate and blank silver disc 
at the toe of the stock. The action closes tightly and all mechanisms are functioning correctly. Both bores in very good condition and 
the barrel ribs are tight. Good blued metal finish on the barrels, thinning. Metal engraving is very good. Woodwork very good, with a 
few small dings, no splits or chips. Fine chequering showing some smooth wear, more so on the fore end. A very nice example 
from a renowned UK gunmaker who is still in business. VGC Serial Number 2540 
  
352 Shotgun:  12g Holland & Holland Side by Side Hammerless Box Lock Shotgun with Cross bolt, double triggers, ejectors 
and automatic safety. 28” barrels joined with a flat chequered top rib, chambered for 2¾” cartridges and choked? & full. Birmingham 
Nitro proofed 2¾” & 3¼ Tons. Marked “Northwood Model” in gold forward of the trigger guard. “H&H” on the action sides and “Shot 
& Regulated by-Holland & Holland” on the barrels. Gold inlayed “Safe” marking. Straight grip walnut stock and splinter fore end with 
Anson fastening. Scroll engraving on the action body, trigger guard, top lever and top and bottom tangs. Chequered fore end and 
stock grip with resin butt plate and blank silver disc at the toe of the stock. The action closes tightly and all mechanisms are 
functioning correctly. Barrel tubes have no dents or other damage and the ribs are tight. Both bores in excellent condition. Very 
good blued metal finish on the barrels thinning slightly. Metal engraving and case colours on the action are very good. Woodwork 
and chequering very good with a few small dings, no splits or chips. Serial number indicates late 1960’s manufacturing date. Gun 
comes in an “Apex” fibre case with brass fittings and green baize lining. A very nice example from the most famous of UK 
gunmakers. VG-EXC Serial Number 37001 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



353 Shotgun:  12g Side by Side Hammerless Box Lock Shotgun by W W Greener with cross bolt, double triggers, extractor 
and a Greener side safety button. 30” barrels with smooth concave top rib chambered for 2½” cartridges and choked half and full. 
Marked Pre 1904 Birmingham semi-smokeless proof, makers elephant trade mark and Grade DI and 68 Haymarket London. Semi 
pistol grip walnut stock and splinter fore end with Deeley fastening. Chequered fore end and stock grip with butt pad and blank 
silver disc at toe of the stock. Lightly engraved at border areas of the action body and top and bottom tangs. Ivory foresight and mid 
length beads. The action closes tightly and all mechanisms are functioning correctly. Barrel tubes have no dents or other damage 
and the ribs are tight. Both bores are in very good condition. Very good blued metal finish on the barrels. Traces of case colours on 
the action body. Woodwork and chequering very good with a few small dings, no splits or chips. Guns comes in an original canvas 
and leather case with brass fittings, red baize lining and Greener Trade Label. Case in fair condition with damage at one end. A 
very nice example from a famous UK gunmaker. VGC 
 
354 Shotgun:  12g, Browning Model A1 Under and Over Trap Shotgun made in 1966 with F N Browning patent and Belgium 
address on 32" barrels with chromed bores in good condition. Full and 3/4 choke, single trigger, 14.5 LOP, all metalwork blued with 
a top rib to barrel and twin white bead sights, some engraving to the action, action is tight. Walnut woodwork with fine chequering at 
foregrip and pistol grip, rubber butt pad in place. A tidy shotgun in VGC. Serial Number 52265S6. 
 
355 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Muzzle Loading Percussion Hammer Shotgun with no makers name, marked London 
Laminate Steel on central rib. 32” barrels with lightly pitted bores, locks with matching high hammers and fine engraving around 
borders including trigger guard, ramrod ferrules and tang. Straight English stock with deep chequering at wrist and fore end, silver 
escutcheon under butt, stock with usual usage knocks. Middle ramrod ring and ramrod missing otherwise GC                           
Serial Number NVN 
 
356 Shotgun:  12g Pump Action Model YL 12-1 J 2 Shotgun by Norinco, made in China. 29½” barrel with screw in chokes, 
five chokes in total. All metalwork a dark blue, ejects cartridges from the bottom. Comes new in original cardboard box. This is a 
copy of the Ithaca model. Serial Number 6013 
 
357 Shotgun:  20g Smith & Wesson Model 1000 Three Shot Semi Auto Shotgun. Wooden stock and fore grip, S&W logo on 
side of action with much floral engraving. As new in original cardboard box Serial Number F831486 
 
358 Shotgun:  12g Pump Action Mossberg Model 500A Five Shot Shotgun. 27½” ported barrel with one choke in Cerakote 
frame. Nylon furniture, rubber butt plate. VGC Serial Number L898640 
 
359 Shotgun:  12g KTG Semi Auto Shotgun made in Japan. 28" barrel with good bore, all wood work very good, 4 shot 
magazine, VGC Serial Number JSA16366 
 
360 Shotgun:  12g Browning Double Automatic Semi Auto Shotgun, left side of barrel marked with FN address and Special 
Steel 12g Shells 2¾” with right side marked Browning Patents, made in Belgium. 27” barrel with good bore, barrel with raised 
vented top rib and one bead sight. All metalwork blued with engraving on both sides of the receiver and trigger guard, correct 
Browning butt plate marked Double Automatic, chequered wooden stock and foregrip. VGC Serial Number 20211  
 
361 Shotgun:  12g Escort Pump Action Tactical Shotgun with left side of action marked Escort, Made in Turkey by Hatsan 
Arms Company and right side marked Escort. Blued action and 18½” barrel with good bore, black polymer plastic stock with 
moulded grips and an insert for two rounds. Top of action with integral scope rail and adjustable fore sights with adjustable choke. 
Serial Number 244553. 
 
362 Shotgun:  12g Winchester Model XP Defender Pump Action Shotgun. 3" chamber and 18” blued barrel with black 
polymer stock and rubber butt pad. Comes with a Bushbuck sling. GC Serial Number 12AMN01987 
 
363 Shotgun:  12g Franchi 520 Eldorado Semi Auto Shotgun, left side of barrel marked Luigi Franchi Brescia Made in Italy, 
receiver polished metal in the white with engraving of three gold birds in flight. On the frame under the receiver is marked FRANCHI 
520 Eldorado 12g chambered for 2¾”. All metalwork a matt blue, 28" barrel with good bore and raised rib with single bead at 
muzzle. Wooden stock with nice highly polished Walnut butt, fine chequering to grips and forewood. GC Serial Number R10797 
 
364 Badges:   12th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 12, KC, all brass with lugs, cap with 
C/12 in fern wreath with N and Z on either side and reinforcements within a scroll at bottom, collars the same without the C voided 
VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 37, collars 4/39)  
 
365 Badges:   13th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 13, KC, all brass with lugs, cap with XIII 
in fern wreath with NZ and reinforcements within a scroll at bottom, collars the same without the Crown or scroll VGC (ref: revised 
Edition Oldham’s Book pg 38, cap 4/32)  
 
366 Badges:   14th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 14, KC, all brass with lugs, cap with 
C/XIV in fern wreath with N and Z on either side and reinforcements within a scroll at bottom, collars the same but solid VGC (ref: 
revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 38, cap same pattern as 4/50, collars 4/55)  
 
367 Badges:   15th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 15, KC, all brass with lugs, cap with 
F/XV in fern wreath with N and Z on either side and has a kiwi with Expedit. Forces within a scroll at bottom, collars are solid with 
XV and has reinforcements with a scroll at bottom VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 38, cap same pattern as 4/59 
collars 4/62)  
 
368 Badges:   16th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 16, KC, all brass with lugs, cap with 
E/XVI in fern wreath with N and Z on either side and has reinforcements within a scroll and Expedit. Forces within a scroll at 
bottom, collars are solid with XVI and has similar at bottom VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 38, cap same pattern as 
4/67 but solid and collars solid) 



369 Badges:   17th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 17, KC, all brass with lugs, cap with 
crossed rifles over a large kiwi in fern wreath with N and Z on either side all solid and has reinforcements within a scroll at bottom, 
collars with kiwi over reinforcements in scroll at bottom and with the kiwi beak beside NZ VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book 
pg 40, 4/76 4/78 4/79) 
 
370 Badges:   18th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 18, KC, all brass with lugs, 18 within 
circle inside an 8 point star and New Zealand in scroll at bottom Collars with NZ centres VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book 
pg 40, 4/84 4/86) 
 
371 Badges:   19th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 19, KC, all brass with lugs, Maori face 
bordered on each side with prancing lions, New Zealand in scroll at top with XIX underneath and Kia Tupato in bottom scroll. 
Collars same exclude lions and top scroll VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 40, 4/88 4/90) 
 
372 Badges:   20th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 20, VC, all brass with lugs, Moa in 
circle surrounded by Kokiri Kai Maia in scroll within the fern wreath and 20th New Zealand in scroll at bottom Collars the same but 
solid VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 41, 4/93 4/94) 
 
373 Badges:   21st NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 21, all brass with lugs, Huia bird with 
spreading wings and New Zealand in fanning tail with 21st Reinforcements in scroll at bottom Collars are opposing Huia’s on 
plinths with N 21 Z in scroll underneath VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 41, 4/97 4/100) 
 
374 Badges:   22nd NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 22, VC, all brass with lugs, Moa in 
circle surrounded by Expeditionary Forces 22nd in scroll within the fern wreath and Kia Mataara scroll at bottom Collars are 
opposing Moa’s with N XXII Z in scroll at bottom VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 41, 4/104 4/107) 
 
375 Badges:   23rd NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and the brass number 23, all brass with lugs, Soldier and 
Maori Warrior standing under Palm tree with NZ either side with 23rd Reinforcements on base scroll. Collars are leaning Tikis on 
scroll containing Kia Mate Toa. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 42, 4/110 4/113) 
 
376 Parts:  Fourteen Air Rifle Main Springs and six pistons, assorted models. 
 
377 Misc:  Early Brass Type Sound Moderator, brass tube 120mm long and 40mm in diameter. Knurled section in middle for 
grip, no visible markings GC 
 
378 Parts:  One Mauser Bolt fitting in factory unfinished action this is showing the stages of Mauser manufacture VGC 
 
379 Parts:  Top slide to a 9mm Browning Hi Power. Appears to be refurbished with a parkerised finish. Has a serial number on 
the right side under the ejection port. Left side marked with usual FN Belgium details. Has the firing pin and spring in place. GC 
Serial Number 134288 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
380 Parts:  .38 Barrel, Cylinder and Left Hand Plastic Grip for Enfield revolver all in VGC 
 
381 Magazine:  .22 Brno Model ZK 465 5 shot Hornet Magazine, blued GC 
 
382 Magazine:  9mm 7 Round Short Beretta 1934 Corto Magazine, blued GC. 
 
383 Misc:  Six MG34 Linked Belts and Starter Tabs VGC 
 
384 Parts:  Lewis Light Machine Gun Canvas WWI Magazine Pouch. GC for age.  
 

385 Parts:  Vickers Light Machine Gun Elevation Sight Attachment, black metal construction ↑ and CA4 marked on flange. 

Comes with canvas pouch in good condition, stamped F.B.O 11 and ↑ on the back. GC 

 

386 Parts:  Vickers Light Machine Gun Dial Sight Attachment, ↑ marked over Crown and G9. GC 

 
387 Parts:  Leather sling with attachments for an MG53 Light Machine Gun. Leather supple and strong with sound stitching to 
the ends. GC  
 

388 Parts:  .455 Pistol Magazine with Lanyard Ring, marked .455 Eley and 10e238 ↑on the base, half blued otherwise in GC 

 
389 Parts:  Vickers Light Machine Gun Canvas Ammunition Belt with brass divisions, one link is missing off the end but the 
starter is present. GC for age. 
 
390 Pistol:  .22 Smith & Wesson Model 422 Target Pistol, right side marked Smith & Wesson with address and 22 long rifle 
CTG. All metalwork blued with 6" barrel and very good bore. Very good wooden chequered grips, each side has the Smith & 
Wesson small motif in a gold medallion. Comes with adjustable target sights and one magazine. This pistol has had very little use. 
VGC Serial Number UAB5043 C or B Endorsed Licence Required   
 
391 Pistol:  .22 High Standard Model B Pistol with left side of frame marked High Standard MODEL B and Made in USA, The 
High Standard MFG CO, New Haven Conn. Patent pending 22cal Long rifle. All metalwork a highly polished blue, 6" barrel with 
good bore, black Bakelite grips each with the High Standard logo in a circle. Has fixed sights and one magazine, A very tidy pistol 
in VGC. Serial Number 150838. B or C Endorsed Licence Required    
 



392 Pistol:  .22 Hi Standard Model H-D Military Pistol with usual patents etc on frame. 170mm barrel with good bore, all 
metalwork a highly polished blue, fixed sights and brown wooden grips, comes with one magazine. A very tidy pistol in GC                    
Serial Number 184005 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
393 Pistol:  9mm Slovakian Grand Power K 100 Pistol. All metalwork a dark parkerised finish with a black polymer frame. 
110mm barrel with good bore, fixed sights, hammer with fire blue finish and ambidextrous safety. comes with one magazine. A very 
tidy pistol in GC. Serial Number A000328. Endorsed Licence Required 
 
394 Pistol:  7.65mm Ortgies Patent Pistol, left side marked Deutsche Werke Werk Erfurt with stylised D in a circle, right side 
marked Ortgies Patent on slide and barrel marked Cal 7.65 with Crown over N above grips. All metalwork with 60% blue remaining 
with wear to the top of slide and light pitting to right side of slide, good bore, loose brown wooden grips. Comes with one magazine. 
Serial Number 151164 Endorsed Licence Required  
 
395 Pistol:  7.65 F N Browning Brevete M1900 Pistol with left side of slide marked Fabrique-Nationale-Herstal-Liege and the 
Browning patent. All metalwork a polished blue with some wear above the grips, good bore, all matching numbers. Brown Bakelite 
grips with the FN emblem embedded at the top on both sides. Comes with one magazine. VGC Serial Number 155131               
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
396 Pistol:  .25acp Mauser 1910 Pistol, left side of slide marked Waffenfabrik-Mauser-A G Oberndorf A.G. F A. N. All 
metalwork a polished with 90% blue remaining. Good wooden grips and has no magazine. GC Serial Number 211162            
Endorsed Licence Required  
 
397 Pistol:  7.65 Dreyse SAP Pistol, left side marked Dreyse, Rheinische-Metallwaren-& Maschinenfabrik AST Sommerda 
and Crown over N. All metalwork fading with 60% blue remaining, bore dark. Black Bakelite grips with fine chequering and emblem 
at top of each. Comes with lanyard ring and one magazine. GC Serial Number 108513 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
398 Pistol:  7.65 Mauser 1934 Pistol marked Mauser-Werke A G Oberndorf A N, right side marked Cal 7.65 D.R.P.u.A.P with 
three Chinese characters above the right grip. All metal work 90% polished blue, good wooden grips with wear to chequering. 
Comes with one magazine. GC Serial Number 505892 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
399 Pistol:  .25acp Baby Browning Pistol dated 1906 marked Fabrique Nationale- D’armes de Guerre Herstal Belgium, barrel 
marked 6mm 35 with a crown. All metalwork blue with light pitting and good bore, black/brown grips with fine chequering and FN 
emblem at top of each, grip safety, no firing pin, complete with one magazine. Serial Number 995995                                    
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
400 Machine Pistol:  .32 VZ 61 Scorpion Machine Pistol marked SHE 65 and L 1806. All metalwork a dark blue with a 
wooden pistol grip, lanyard ring and folding over top metal wire stock. Comes with one magazine, lanyard and brown leather holster 
stamped on the inside of the flap K6 76 S2. VGC Serial Number L1806 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
401 Light Machine Gun:  7.62 x 54R Russian DP M1928 Light Machine Gun marked with various Russian markings and 
dated 1955. 605mm barrel with vector flash suppressor, ramp rear sight to 1500m and folding bi-pod. Receiver and barrel numbers 
matching, good bore with wooden butt stock with small crack in butt socket. Good blued metalwork with some areas of staining. 
This gun is not refurbished, includes a canvas magazine bag and cleaning gear along with three 47 round pan magazines. Overall 
VGC. Serial Numbers CK656 Magazines 656A, 656B and 656C. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
402 Light Machine Gun:  .303 MKI Bren dated 1943 as issued in transit case. Side of action marked with a large D. All 
metalwork and woodwork in very good condition. Anti-aircraft grip attachment in place on bottom of stock. Comes complete with 
sling, cleaning rod and one 30 round magazine. Original MKI transit case dated m/43 with all partitions in place. All in VGC a very 
tidy and complete unit with cleaning gear. Serial Numbers AA7311 Mag 311A. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
403 Light Machine Gun:  30.06 M1919 A4 Browning Light Machine Gun converted to 7.62 x 51mm NATO. Manufactured by 
the Rock Island Arsenal USA.  Many NATO countries converted their 30.06 Browning MG’s to 7.62 x 51mm and were used in 
Vietnam and many other war zones. It has a 24" air cooled barrel with a pistol grip handle for firing, comes complete with its tripod 
and all elevation gear marked 3-30 McEvan’s Prod Co. Tripod showing some wear to paint but otherwise in very good condition. 
This is a very good and complete unit. Serial Number 296005 C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
404 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm MP40 Sub Machine Gun marked FXO and dated 42, all metalwork with most finish. Bakelite 
pistol grip in good condition, folding stock and correct leather sling. Comes complete with two 32 round magazines marked 
MP38u40.  Serial Numbers 8288 Magazines 288A, 288B. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
405 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm Russian PPSH41 Sub Machine Gun, top of receiver marked 1945 3E 264. Wooden 
stock in good condition, all metalwork a dark blue/black, comes complete with a 71 round drum magazine. This is a very tidy Sub 
Machine Gun in VGC, Serial Numbers 3E264 Mag 2527.  C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
406 Sub Machine Gun:  .45 Thompson Model 1928A1 Sub Machine Gun, left side of receiver marked with US model of 1928 
A1 Thompson Sub Machine Gun calibre 45 automatic cartridge, right side of receiver marked Auto Ordnance Corporation 
Bridgeport Connecticut USA, plus the usual patent dates. Good wooden stock, pistol grip and fore wood, upper and lower serial 
numbers matching. Sling swivels in place, comes with a 30 round Seymour magazine. A very nice Sub Machine Gun in VGC.      
Serial Numbers 497759 Mag 759A. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
 
 
 



407 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm AYF41 MP38 Sub Machine Gun, this is an exact reproduction by SSD Dietrich of Germany, 
Semi-Auto are only known as the BD38, machined out of solid steel as were the originals. Dietrich are acknowledged as being top 
of the game for such reproductions. Eagle 280 inspection marks are profusely stamped over the gun. The serial number is stamped 
on all parts of the gun and stamped on the rear is BD39 AYF41. All metalwork is a dark blue with the true Bakelite grips and 
receiver holder. Comes complete with a web sling and one magazine. This gun was imported by the vendor 15 years ago from 
Germany after he had arranged for its manufacture with Dittrich. A true working reproduction of the original. EXC                              
Serial Numbers 0624, Mag MP389.  C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
408 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm Madsen Model 50 Sub Machine Gun made in Denmark. 7¾” barrel with good bore, fixed sights 
with side folding stock. Pressed steel frame with matt black paint showing signs of usage. Comes complete with a 32 round 
magazine. GC. Serial Numbers FAP323 Mag 192A. C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
409 Machine Pistol:  7.65 VZ61 Scorpion Machine Pistol as issued dated 1985. All metalwork a matt black with composite 
grip. Folding wire shoulder stock. Comes with one 20 round magazine VGC Serial Number 14545 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
410 Heavy Machine Gun:  20mm Oerlikon MKII Anti-Aircraft Heavy Machine Gun, complete apart from the shoulder rests. 
Comes with original Oerlikon sight box containing complete sight assembly and spider sight, small sight has rubber eye piece, also 
contains complete bolt assembly and firing trigger for gun and one 60 round 20mm magazine. All in VGC                                       
Serial Number S15345 Mag 3451 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
411 Pistol:  9mm DWM 1917 Artillery Pistol. 200mm barrel with good rifling, good Walnut grips, all metalwork a nice blue with 
some wear at muzzle. Comes with two correct nickel magazines, one not numbered the other 2531. Complete with a reproduction 
brown leather holster, clearing rod and take down tool with magazine pouch and wooden stock. GC                                                     
Serial Number 4866, Luger Stock A787 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
412 Pistol Carbine:  7.63 Mauser C96 Carbine, left side of stock has the Mauser banner in the milled square and the right 
side and on top of the chamber both have the Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf Neckar stamp. 410mm barrel with good bore, all 
metalwork a nice blue, wooden stock and fore grip in good condition. Has adjustable sights to 1000m, hand hold open devise, 319 
stamped as a cartouche on the bottom of the butt stock, fitted with sling swivels, comes with 10 round captive magazine                      
Serial Number 055 Stock 055 Endorsed Licence Required  
 
413 Flare Pistol:  German Flare Pistol made by Emma Werke AYF 42. 150mm barrel with 25mm bore, all metalwork a black 
paint with black Bakelite grips. Comes complete with lanyard ring and a reproduction black leather holster marked dVT 42. GC 
Serial Number 6827J 
  
414 Pistol:  9mm Luger 1916 DWM Pistol, 100mm barrel, bore with good rifling, all visible numbers matching. Metalwork with 
75% blue remaining, chequered walnut grips with some usage and holster wear, one correct period magazine not numbered. 
Comes with Weimar brown supple leather holster with good stitching embossed Schwade Berlin 1916 on the inside of the flap, has 
no tool or clearing rod.  Base of magazine pouch stitching has come away. GC Serial Number 3936. Endorsed Licence Required 
 
415 Pistol:  7.63 Mauser C96 Schnellfuer Pistol, left side of action has the Mauser banner above the left grip, Chinese script at 
the top of the magazine well, Crown over U on the left side of the chamber and the usual Mauser address on top of the chamber 
and on the right side of the action above the right grip. All visible numbers matching, 140mm barrel, bore good with strong lands, all 
metalwork 80% dark blue with limited wear on underside of barrel. Good wooden 11 groove grips, lanyard ring and original 10 
round Mauser marked magazine with the machined steel follower. Comes complete with the wooden shoulder holster and leather 
rig with brass hangers. VGC overall Serial Numbers 41971 Stock 383. Endorsed Licence Required 
  
416 Pistol:  7.63mm Mauser C96 Broom Handle Pistol, rear of hammer marked with a large S over N, top of bolt handle 
charging lever marked Crown over U 447 and left side of action marked Crown over U with the usual Mauser script on top of the 
chamber and frame. All visible numbers matching, 140mm barrel, bore good with strong lands, metalwork with 80% blue remaining, 
wooden grips in good condition. Sights to 1000m with some fire blue remaining on the sights tab. Comes complete with a wooden 
shoulder stock/holster in good condition. Overall VGC Serial Numbers 338220, Stock 487.  Endorsed Licence Required 
 
417 Pistol:  .45 Liberator Single Shot WWII Special Pistol with top of barrel marked 45acp 471 and 1A stamped underneath. 
All metal construction with silver metal finish, smooth bore as manufactured in good condition. Base plate to magazine well in place 
where spare rounds are located, this is a rare pistol in GC. Serial Number 471. Endorsed Licence Required 
 
418 Pistol:  .22 Walther Model PPK Pistol. 84mm barrel with good bore. Nice blue finish to metalwork, brown plastic grips with 
Walther banner at the top. Comes complete with two magazines both blued but otherwise not marked and a black leather holster 
which may be a reproduction. A nice rig in VGC Serial Number 126047 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
419 Pistol:  7.65 CZ BRNO Vzor model 50 made in Czechoslovakia, N 59 stamped on the top of the slide. 90mm barrel with 
good bore, all metalwork a dark blue/black, black Bakelite grips in good condition with CZ motif on left side.  Comes with one 
unmarked but correct magazine VGC Serial Number B24363 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
420 Pistol:  45acp Para Ordnance 1911 Pistol, right side marked G I Expert together with Para address. All metalwork a dark 
blue/black, comes complete with two magazines in original plastic box with instruction booklet and tools. As new condition              
Serial Number G118311 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
421 Rifle:  7.92mm K98 Mauser, action is stamped with a crest and dated 1937 with three eagles over swastikas, left side of 
rifle with winged eagles over a swastika, side of the receiver is marked Mauser-Werke- AG Oberndorf A/N, all matching numbers. 
All metalwork blued showing some wear, solid stock in good condition with usual usage dings, steel butt plate. A very nice rifle 
profusely German marked and in original GC. Serial Number 42291  
 



422 Rifle:  7.92 G33/40 Mountain Rifle action marked G33/40 and the top of chamber stamped dot 1941. 500mm barrel with 
good bore, sights to 1000m with hooded front sight, all metalwork blue with some wear at end of the barrel. Wooden furniture in 
good condition with the original steel end to the butt plate, comes with clearing rod and leather sling. A nice G 33/40 in GC               
Serial Number 4179  
 
423 Rifle:  .303 BSA L E 1* Long Tom Rifle with right side of wrist marked with Crown VP BSA & Co 1902. All metalwork 80% 
blue remaining, all wood work in good condition and present with usage dings. Has correct magazine with chain and sights. Knox 
form has BSA emblem, bolt, dust cover and cut-off lever in place, has a replacement sling. GC Serial Number A43077. 
 
424 Rifle:  .22 No 1 MKIII* SHT L E Training Rifle as issued, wrist marked Crown GR 1918 III*, left side of action marked FTR 
1952. All metalwork blued, bore good but dark with strong rifling, good woodwork, all matching numbers.  Stock with blank brass 
roundel, magazine marked .22, a very tidy training rifle complete with sling. GC Serial Number R39566 
 
425 Rifle:  .303 Winchester P14 Rifle as issued in military configuration with ↑ marked on left side of action. Metalwork an 
even blue and woodwork all in good condition with usual dings and scrapes, fore end has finger grooves, bore good. All matching 
numbers, comes with sling. Overall a very tidy P14. Serial Number W225626 
 
426 Carbine:  .303 No 5 MKI Jungle Carbine as issued, action marked No 5 MKI ROF  3/46 and top of chamber BNP. 
Metalwork a nice dark blue, bayonet boss and flash eliminator in place, lift up adjustable rear sights with very good woodwork. 
Comes complete with original butt plate and 10 round painted magazine numbered 724119A. Serial Number NVN 
 
427 Rifle:  .303 No 4 MKI* Rifle as issued dated 1943. Bore bright with strong rifling, metalwork an even blue. Woodwork in 
good condition although stock is darker, all matching numbers. Comes with original lift up adjustable sights and magazine GC. 
Serial Number 14144  
 
428 Rifle:  .303 Range Rifle by BSA & Co, barrel marked HV in front of foresight, top of Knox form with BSA logo. Barrel with 
good bore, all metalwork blued 80%, front lobbing sight, magazine cut off in place and correct 10 round magazine. Brass butt plate 
NZ marked with number 12543/14 C and a faint cartouche on right side of butt. This is a nice range rifle that has been used for 
target shooting. Comes with Parker Hale 5A target sights, bolt dust cover and replacement sling, all in GC                                      
Serial Number PB4592 
 

429 Rifle:  .303 Range Rifle, HH698 on chamber, NZ ↑ marked on side of chamber. Barrel marked S in front of foresight, top 

of Knox form stamped DP. Bore worn, all metalwork blued (80%), magazine cut off in place, has had the top drilled for a scope, 
both lobbing sights in place, replacement brass butt plate. Comes complete with a 10 round magazine. GC Serial Number 43783   
 
430 Misc:  M53 Lafette Post War Stand, this model does not have the optical sight mount as it was deemed obsolete. All paint 
work 85% original. Comes complete with spare bolt box, double canvas pads, has the original data plate and range plate. An 
extremely good item in VGC. 
 
431 Misc:  MG53/42 Cradle Mount for a vehicle, also tilts for anti-aircraft marked Madsen Disa then crest and the Number 
2334. All metalwork drab green and all moving parts work well, another variation for the MG53/42 mounts. VGC 
 
432 Misc:  MG53/42 Cradle mount for vehicle, also tilts for anti-aircraft use marked Madsen Disa then crest and the number 
2601. All metalwork a drab green and all moving parts operate correctly. A variation of the MG53/42 mount VGC 
 
433 Parts:  .30 Browning Barrel in its Original Canvas Sleeve. Sleeve marked Cover Spare Barrel M9 30674. Barrel with very 
good bore VGC 
 
434 Barrel:  M60 Barrel, front sight, flash hider gas tube and bi-pod with side protectors, good bore. GC 
 
435 Misc:  Mixed Lot Containing one box of 20 7.62 x 39 Norinco Green box, one box of 20 Norma 5.6 x 53R, a green 
webbing army belt, 118 dummy rounds 5.56mm linked ammo belt, Winchester bullet mould with broken handle marked Pat Feb 11 
1894 and Pat Dec 29 1894 Ideal MFG Co New Haven USA. 44-40 Cal and a Vickers machine gun oil can with brass top 
 
436 Misc:  Green Soviet Ammo Can for Maxim Heavy Machine Gun painted the usual olive green with a star embossed on the 
sides. Comes with 250 links 7.62 x 54R empty ammo belt wrapped in greased paper. VGC 
 
437 Misc:  Vintage Nicol Hiatt Handcuffs with key numbered 5, nickel plating lifting in places GC. 
 
438 Misc:  Five Cleaning Rods, four for .30 and one for .22, all made in USA and all have brown plastic handles with the screw 
in jags. GC 
 
439 Misc:  Bren Gun or Vickers Cleaning Rods, D-shaped handles, one brass and one steel, each has a different Ordnance 
mark. GC 
 
440 Misc:  Bren Gun or Vickers Cleaning Rods, D-shaped handles, one brass and one steel, each has a different Ordnance 
mark. GC 
 
441 Ammo:  50 Rounds 9mm Blanks, 48 rounds 7.65 Parabellum and 76 rounds 9mm 
 
442 Ammo:  3" Mortar Bomb marked Drill and painted blue. Together with a part 3" bomb, no fuse, tail fin removed but 
present, damage to thread. GC 
 



443 Ammo:  4½” Brass shell case with screw in zinc plug comes with 4½” Radar Echo Projectile. Stands 23" high coloured 

green with one brown and one silver ring. Completed with copper band marked ↑ N1-2 and dated 6 2-72. A rare shell in EXC 

 
444 Ammo:  4½” Brass Shell Case marked N9 and dated 3/1986. GC 
 
445 Ammo:  Speer Bullet Board of Various Pistol and Rifle Projectiles mounted on a railway scene background. Includes .22 
to .375 rifle and 9mm to .45 pistol, mainly copper jacketed with 5 lead cast. All in a wooden frame with plastic cover. GC 
 
446 Ammo:  Collectors Lot, 33 Rounds includes 577, 577/450, 500 Nitro, many Winchester calibres and other odd rounds GC 
 
447 Ammo:   500 Rounds in Original Boxes, Winchester 9mm Parabellum for SMG’s 
 
448 Ammo:  500 Rounds in Original Boxes, Winchester 9mm Parabellum for SMG’s 
 
449 Ammo:  100 Rounds in Original Boxes from Remington Arms Co. .45 M1911 ball 
 
450 Ammunition:  30 Collectors Original Tins and Boxes of Assorted Air Gun Pellets. Approximately 2kg, mostly part full, 
includes .22 and .177, CAC, Eley, H&N, Diana, Nobel, Dunlop etc. all in GC 
 
451 Magazine:  Two 9mm MP40 32 Round Box Magazines. One marked MP38/40 and the other one is unmarked, they come 
in original leather three pocket holder dated 1939 and marked Stolla Wien and many other markings. Black leather very soft, all 
stitching very good. A nice unit in VGC Serial Numbers 75404,75405 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
452 Magazines:  Two 7.62 L4A1 30 round Box Magazines marked IMG16A, VGC Serial Numbers B5585/4, B5585/5                        
P Endorsed Licence Required  
 
453 Magazines:  Two Oerlikon 60 Round Magazines both in very good condition, complete in good original grey magazine 
box Serial Number 74150 and 91259 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
454 Magazines:  Three 7.62 x 39 AK 30 round Box Magazines in VGC Serial Numbers 623627-1, 623627-2, 623627-3                
P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
455 Magazines:  Three 7.62 x 39 AK 30 round Box Magazines in VGC Serial Numbers 6236274, 3950731, 3950732                     
P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
456 Magazines:  Two 7.62 x 57 SVT 10 Round Magazines in original green camo pouch. As new                                       
 
457 Magazines:  Three 7.62 x 25 PPS43 35 round Box Magazines, VGC Serial Numbers DK031392, DK031393, DK031394                        
P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
458 Magazines:  Three 7.62 x 39 AK 30 round Box Magazines in VGC Serial Numbers 1154031, 1154032, 1154033                 
P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
459 Magazines:  Two 7.62 SLR L1A1 20 round Box Magazines, paint worn otherwise in GC Serial Numbers 544A, 544B                      
P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
460 Magazines:  Two .45 Thompson 30 round Box Magazines, one marked US 30 Cartridge Cal 45 and the other marked The 
Seymour Products Co etc and both in VGC Serial Numbers 789-A, 789-B P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
461 Magazines:  Two .45 Thompson 30 round Box Magazines, both marked The Seymour Products Co etc and both in VGC 
Serial Numbers 5093071, 5093072 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
462 Magazines:  Three .45 Thompson 30 round Box Magazines, all marked The Seymour Products Co etc and all in VGC 
Serial Numbers S497759, S4977591, S4977592 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
463 Magazine:  WWI 9mm Luger Magazine. Nickel plated with wooden base. Nickel wearing, base good F-GC. 
 
464 Carbine:  44 WCF Winchester Model 1892 Saddle Ring Carbine with usual script on 19¾” barrel with full magazine, 
saddle ring in place, wood work very good. All metalwork fading to plum brown, correct sights in place Serial Number 132187   
 
465 Rifle: .32 Long Colt or 320 Revolver Marlin Model 92 Take Down Lever Action Rifle, Marlin patents on 24" barrel with 
good bore, full length magazine with alterations certificate. All correct sights, take down screw on side of action. All metalwork an 
even blue with light wear in places, woodwork very good with a few age knocks, holes in tang for sight. Overall GC 
Serial Number 395123 
 
466 Rifle:  25-20 Model 1892 Winchester lever action saddle ring carbine. 20" barrel with good bore. Half magazine Tang 
marked, Model 1892 Winchester Patent 1884. Usual script on barrel, correct sights in place, Small ding behind rear site. Woodwork 
VG, Modification certificate supplied Serial Number 237217 
 
467 Rifle:  40/82 WCF Model 1886 Winchester Rifle, serial number shows it was manufactured in 1897, patents marked on 
top of 25½” octagonal barrel with good bore. Full length magazine, metalwork a nice dark even re-blued finish, woodwork good with 
a name lightly engraved on left side of butt. GC Serial Number 117705 
 



468 Rifle:  30.06 Mauser Model 66 Bolt Action Sporting Rifle manufactured 1975. Very good bore, all metalwork a dark blue, 
Monte Carlo style stock, captive magazine. Complete with Bushnell 1.5 x 4 Banner Vari Power scope on the correct German scope 
mounts and original rubber butt pad. Overall EXC. Serial Number G20004 
 
469 Carbine:  .303 Martini Enfield MKII Artillery Carbine by HRB Co dated 1898. Bore and metalwork good, woodwork with 
usual knocks, stock has a chip at toe and remnants of paint bands, good clear roundel. GC Serial Number 0951 
 
470 Carbine:  .303 No 5 MKI Jungle Carbine marked ROF (F) 4/44 1599 on action. Barrel has strong rifling although bore is 
dark, all metalwork with 100% blue remaining, original ladder sights, all matching numbers. All woodwork in good condition, comes 
with original magazine, sights, sling and butt plate. VGC Serial Number M1599 
 
471 Rifle:  .303 BSA Long Tom Rifle, right side of wrist marked BSA & Co, left side of chamber marked H G 6A Crown over 
BM, Knox form has BSA emblem. All metalwork 80% blued remains, 30¼” barrel with good rifling, all woodwork in good condition, 
lobbing sights, bolt dust cover and cut-off lever in place. comes with 10 round magazine and chain with leather sling fitted.                 
Serial Number A43077. 
 
472 Carbine:  577/450 Martini Henry Cavalry Carbine by Enfield dated 1887 and marked NZ 95 over 368 on Knox form. Bore 
and metalwork good, woodwork with usual knocks and a good clear roundel. Comes with cleaning rod. GC Serial Number NVN 
   
473 Rifle:  30.06Win Mannlicher Model MC Bolt Action Sporting Rifle with usual Mannlicher script on top of action. Good bore, 
all blue dark with some usage scratches. Wooden sporting stock with chequering and large raised cheek piece. Comes with a 
spare set of double set triggers and fitted with a Pecar scope with quick release mounts and very good optics. All in G-VGC                        
Serial Number 24459 
 
474 Rifle:  .303 Lithgow No 1 MKIII* SHT LE Rifle as issued, wrist strap marked A in a star with Lithgow inside shield dated 

1920, top of chamber stamped D↑D. All metalwork blued with good original woodwork with usual usage marks. Barrel good with 

strong rifling, all matching numbers, comes with sling, a very tidy rifle in GC. Serial Number A73921 
 
475 Rifle:  .303 No 4 MKI* Longbranch 1942 Rifle, metalwork an even blue, barrel has strong rifling although bore is dark. All 
woodwork in good condition, matching bolt to gun, comes with original magazine, sights and sling. VGC Serial Number 14L9749 
 
476 Rifle:  .303 No 4 MKI* 1942 Rifle, left side of wrist strap marked with B 1942 England, top of chamber marked with BNP 
and ladder sights marked MKIII. All metalwork an even blue, barrel has strong rifling, all woodwork in good condition with the fore 
wood and top wood being replacements, stock has been varnished. Matching bolt to gun, has correct magazine, sights and brass 
butt plate, base of magazine stamped 3169, comes with sling. VGC Serial Number 69081 
 
477 Rifle:  .303 No 1 MKIII* SHT L E Rifle by BSA & Co as issued, wrist strap marked Crown GR BSA & CO 1916 III*. Barrel 
good with strong rifling, all metalwork blued with good woodwork with usual usage marks, all matching numbers A very tidy rifle 
complete with sling. Serial Number B94593 
 
478 Rifle:  .303 M10 Ross Straight Pull Rifle profusely DP marked. Original full stock in place marked MKIII, has red painted 
strip around the magazine housing and a red 13 painted on the stock. Barrel has been drilled through chamber which is typical of 
the Ross rifle, all metalwork stained, a good example of this rifle in FC Serial Number 50661490 
 
479 Rifle:  8mm Rimmed Siamese Model 1903 Mauser Rifle as issued. Bore good, Original full wood with usual knocks, has 
Charka on side of stock and model markings. All metalwork an even blue, comes with bolt cover, bayonet boss, sling swivels and 
captive magazine. Overall GC. Serial Number 1235 
 
480 Rifle:  .303 SMLE MKIII Rifle by Lithgow 1940 as issued. All numbers match, bore good, woodwork with usual knocks. 
Comes complete with cut off magazine lever, brass butt plate, sling and pull through in stock. A very nice and correct rifle in VGC. 
Serial Number B34420 
 
481 Rifle:  .303 British Model 1895 Winchester Lever Action Rifle. Bore good but dirty, barrel has small patches of pitting, 
woodwork with usual knocks. Missing rear sling swivel otherwise GC Serial Number B405520 
 
482 Rifle:  38-55Win Winchester Model 94 Commemorative Chief Crazy Horse Lever Action Rifle with left side of the barrel 
stamped Winchester Model 94 38-55 along with the usual Winchester address and Chief Crazy Horse in gold lettering. All 
metalwork a highly polished blue with excellent stock and bore and blued steel butt plate, stock decorated with brass studs and a 
medallion on the right side of butt stock, action with case colours and fine engraving of horse mounted Indians shooting bison on 
the left side and on the right the head of an Indian chief and a bison head, around the outside of the engraving are the names of a 
dozen places of Indian heritage. EXC Serial Number CCH1273. 
 
483 Rifle:  .22LR Winchester Model 63 Takedown Rifle. 23" barrel marked Model 63 22LR Super Speed and Super X along 
with the usual Winchester address and patent pending. All metalwork a grey patina with good wooden stock and fore end. Has 
takedown knob at back of receiver, 10 round tube magazine in stock. GC. Serial number 22948A 
 
484 Rifle:  .32RF No 4 Remington Rolling Block Takedown Sporting Rifle 22½” octagonal barrel marked Remington Arms Co. 
Illinois NY U.S.A. Bore good, take down lever on right side of action, all metalwork a grey patina with wooden stock and fore grip. 2" 
crack from the front to the sling swivel, butt has two hairline cracks from the tang otherwise F-GC Serial Number NVN.  
 
 
 
 



485 Carbine:  44-40 Remington Rolling Block Saddle Ring Carbine, tang stamped with Remington Arms Company, Ilion, NY 
together with various patent dates. All metalwork a grey patina, 20” round barrel, dark bore with worn rifling, action crisp. Good 
wooden stock and fore grip held by one barrel band, steel butt plate, has a blade type fore sight and flip up rear sight. GC             
Serial Number NVN. 
 
486 Rifle:  .22 Stevens Favourite Model 1915 Rifle with top of barrel stamped J Stevens Arms Company Chicopee Falls Mass 
USA 22 Long rifle and the tang stamped 1915. All metalwork a grey patina, good wooden stock with poor bore, butt plate missing 
otherwise GC. Serial Number 970.  
 
487 Rifle:  .32 Stevens Favourite Takedown Rifle with top of chamber marked Trade Mark FAVOURITE Reg US Patent Office 
FGN, tang marked Model 1915 and top of 24" barrel marked Stevens Arms Company Chicopee Falls Mass USA 32 Long. All 
metalwork blued but thinning, bore good with strong rifling, wooden stock and original butt plate. Comes with spare .22 barrel also 
with good bore and fore wood. A nice unit in GC Serial Number B744. 
 
488 Rifle:  .22 BSA Armatic Semi Auto Rifle, 20½” barrel stamped Armatic 22 LR BSA Guns Limited England and Crown over 
BNP stamped on side of chamber. All metalwork a dark blue, light wooden stock with grooved butt plate. Comes with 10 round 
detachable double stack magazine and integral scope mounts on receiver. VGC Serial Number H1776 
 
489 Carbine:  8mm French Lebel Berthier Model 1907-15 Carbine, action marked Delaunay Belleville and reissue marks, TC 
Orman 1948. 21” barrel with dirty bore, action in grease, metalwork blue with staining. Woodwork goes full length to muzzle with 
heavy usage dings, steel nose cap with foresight wings. Sling swivels in place, matching bolt. F-GC Serial Number 127 
 
490 Carbine:  8mm French Model 1892 Berthier Calvary Carbine marked St Etienne MLE 1892. 17½” barrel with good rifling 
but dull bore, metalwork a dark brown blue. Woodwork with many knocks plus three inlayed repairs at wrist, saddle ring and 
bayonet boss in place, all matching numbers. F-GC Serial Number 24041 
 
491 Carbine:  .577 Snider MKIII Artillery Carbine marked BSA & M Co 1878, Crown VR and III NZ 5 on top of action and wrist. 
Good bore with five groove rifling, all metalwork a fading blue worn in places. All brass furniture, woodwork with usual knocks etc, 
Birmingham roundel stamped on stock, bayonet boss and leather sling in place. GC 
 
492 Carbine:  .65 Yeomanry Lovells Pattern Carbine, lock marked Crown VR Tower 1848. 20” barrel with smooth bore and 
fixed sights, captive ramrod, metalwork an aged patina. Stock fitted with saddle bar and ring, stock marked NSW and is fitted with 
butt plate marked 32. Vendor states that these were purchased from NSW for the Otago Mounted Police in the gold fields. GC 
 
493 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun, top rib engraved W R Pape Newcastle upon Tyne and both sides of 
action engraved W R Pape. 28¾” Nitro proofed nice blue barrels with good bores, action in the white with border engraving. Pistol 
grip and fore end with fine chequering showing wear. Twin triggers and a blank silver disc on underside of stock. Rubber Butt plate 
in place. Serial Number 11248. 
 
494 Automatic Rifle:  7.92mm Walther K43 Automatic Rifle with left side marked K43 ac44 on chamber together with serial 
number and again on the side of the charging handle. Very good bore, all metalwork a nice blue with hooded fore sight cover in 
place. Very tidy laminated stock with serial number stamped near sling port. Comes complete with five original 10 round magazines 
and all are Waffenamt marked. EXC Serial numbers 3766 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
495 Automatic Rifle:  7.92 x 33 Haenel MP 43/1 Automatic Rifle marked MP 43/1 on the left side of the receiver. Bore good, 
the select fire button NOT operational, all metalwork a nice original blue, all matching numbers, wooden stock and grips good and 
original, Stock has 9097 stamped on the underside by inlet for leather sling. This gun has the wings attached to the sight mounting 
for fitting a scope. Comes complete with a well-made reproduction canvas jump gun case and three magazines. Two contained in a 
reproduction three magazine web pouch and one in the gun. VGCOA. Serial Numbers 9097, Mags MP441, MP442, MP447                        
P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
496 Automatic Rifle:  30-06 Garand M1 Automatic Rifle with left side of receiver stamped BNP, top of bolt cover marked 
6528287-SA A11 and back of receiver stamped U S Rifle Cal 30 M1 Springfield Armoury. All metalwork blued with usage wear, 
bore good and woodwork shaped for rubber butt pad. GC Serial Number 4390411 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
497 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm MP40 Sub Machine Gun marked ayf43 on strap at rear of action. Metalwork a nice dark blue 
with some light wear and is profusely Waffen Amp marked, some damage to edge of action frame, mismatched numbers. Pistol 
grip and body black Bakelite in very good condition. All correct sights and folding stock, comes complete with an original leather 
sling and four magazines all marked MP38U40, three are in a reproduction magazine pouch. GC                                                       
Serial Numbers 4979, Mags MP386, MP381, MP382, MP383 C & P Endorsed Licences Required 
 
498 Automatic Rifle:  7.92mm FG 42 Type Two Semi Automatic only. This is an exact reproduction manufactured by Dietrich 
of Germany. Top of receiver stamped with FG 42, two German Eagles, fzs and serial number, the right side has no marking other 
than for the serial number on the bolt and charging bar to which the charging handle is attached. All metalwork a nice deep blue, 
adjustable and unique sights which fold down to a range of 1000m, the rear sight mounts are milled for a scope. Wooden fore grip 
and butt stock with Bakelite pistol grip. Comes with bayonet and original ZF4 scope in its wooden box (Scope serial number 
30234). Also comes with a sling and one 10 and one 20 round magazines. The FG 42 is a unique design for the German 
Paratrooper of WWII. Only 5000 were produced in two types, Type 1 (1000) and Type 2 (4000), few of the originals exist we 
understand there are 26 registered in the USA. There is an example of each in the Waiouru Military Museum. The vendor had this 
rifle made for himself in Germany, prior to the change in legislation it was an E category and used at the range, it is now a P 
category.  This is a unique example, look on Utube on Forgotten Weapons for more information. The 10 round magazine does not 
require registration. A one and only chance to obtain a copy of a very rare gun. EXC                                                                                                             
Serial Numbers 6012, Mag FG421, P Endorsed Licence Required 
 



499 Automatic Rifle:  7.62 x 51mm Lithgow L1A1 SLR Automatic Rifle. All metalwork a nice blue with good bore, wooden 
stock with triangular fore grip in good condition, pistol grip and a green plastic carry handle. This is a very tidy original SLR with one 
20 round magazine. Serial Numbers AD6218910, Mag 910A. P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
500 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 39 VZ58 Czech Sub Machine Gun with folding stock, left side of receiver marked SHE 62 
79536P. Good bore, all metalwork the typical painted grey with a composite pistol and fore grip, bayonet lug in place. Comes with 
sling and one 30 round magazine. EXC Serial Number 79536P Mag JESS01 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
501 Automatic Rife:  7.62 x 51 Armalite AR10 Select Fire Automatic Rifle manufactured by Artillerie-Inrichtingen in the 
Netherlands for the Sudanese Army. 20” fluted barrel with a good bore, 3 point flash eliminator and bayonet lug. Rear sight 
increments in Arabic, has brown fibreglass furniture, fore wood with ventilation holes. Comes fitted with green web sling and seven 
20 round box magazine. GC. Serial Numbers 001882, Mags 001882KEG, AR10KEG001, AR10KEG002, AR10KEG003, 
AR10KEG004, AR10KEG005, AR10KEG006, C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
502 Assault Rifle:  7.62 x 39 Hungarian FEG AMD 65 version of AK47 Assault Rifle. All metal furniture except for grey plastic 
front and rear pistol grips in very good condition. 600mm overall length with sideways folding single strut stock, cleaning rod under 
barrel. Comes complete with 30 round magazine EXC. Serial numbers DY8992, Mag JESS04.P & C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
503 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 39 Romanian AKM Model M64 Sub Machine Gun with top folding stock, left side of receiver 
dated 1991. All metalwork blued with wooden pistol fore grip and rear plastic pistol grip. Good bore, adjustable sights to 1000m 
Comes with green web sling and clearing rod and three 30 round magazines two are in web satchel and one is with gun GC.               
Serial Number AF9419, Mag AF9419KEG, ROMAKMAF9419KEG001 and ROMAKMAF9419KEG002.                                                 
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
  
504 Revolver:  .38 S&W Six Shot Victory Revolver. All metalwork a matt blue/black, wooden grips with VI in white paint at 
bottom of left grip by lanyard ring, good bore. Serial number of the cylinder matches that of the gun. GC Serial Number 287983 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
505 Revolver:  .450 Tranter M1878 Double Action Revolver, left side of barrel stamped 450 in front of the frame and right side 
of frame has the Tranters Patent and the inside of grip strap has marked 8/80.  Some blue remains on barrel and frame, side gate 
operates well with 13 being stamped in one place on the inside of the cylinder. Wooden grips in good condition, lanyard ring in 
place. G-VGC Serial Number 1386 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
506 Pistol:  .50 Remington Rolling Block Single Shot Army Pistol with left side of frame marked Remington Ilion N.Y.  U.S.A. 
Pat May 3 Nov 15th 1864 and April 17th 1866, the letters P and S above the trigger guard. 8" blued barrel with the frame in the 
white, good bore with wide rifling. Wooden grips with CRS inside a square near base of grip. GC for age Serial Number 700678 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
507 Pistol:  .50 Remington Naval Rolling Block Single Shot Pistol, left side of frame marked Remington Ilion N.Y.  U.S.A. 
along with patent dates, right side of frame marked P under F C W. 7" barrel with anchor on top denoting its navy issue, 50% blue 
remaining with the frame in the white, good bore with wide rifling. Wooden grips with no markings, no firing pin. Serial Number 2                
Endorsed Licence Required  
 
508 Pistol:  7.65mm Beretta Model 1934 Pistol with left side of slide marked Pietro Beretta Cardone VT Cal 7.65. All 
metalwork a nice blue with holster wear to edges, good bore, black synthetic grips with the Beretta motif with three arrows in the 
back ground. Comes with one magazine. VGC Serial Number 656453 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
509 Pistol:  7.65mm CZ Model 27 Semi Auto Pistol with left side of slide marked Pistole Modell 27 Kal 7.65, Waffen Amp 
marks on right side partially dotted out. All metalwork a matt blue with some wear to slide, 2½” barrel with good bore. Dark brown 
synthetic grips with CZ motif, comes with one magazine VGC Serial Number 264842 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
510 Pistol:  7.65mm Unique Semi Auto Pistol with left side of slide marked 7.65 Court 9 Coups Unique Manufacture D’armes 
Pyrenees Hendaye. All metalwork a polished blue with some wear to slide, good bore, black synthetic grips with Unique and 
7.65mm in a disc in the centre of each grip. Comes with lanyard ring and one magazine. GC Serial Number 373380                        
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
511 Pistol:  .22LR Star Semi Auto Single Action Target Pistol with left side stamped Star Espana SA Cal 22 LR, right side US 
Patent 2563.720 and base of grip stamped F R SPORT. All metalwork a polished blue, 5¾” barrel with good bore. Brown synthetic 
grips with thumb rest, both grips embossed with Star trademark. Comes with one 10 round magazine. EXC                                         
Serial Number 1184151 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
512 Pistol:  .45acp. Colt MKIV Series 80 Government Model Pistol, left side of slide marked Colt MK IV Series 80. and right 
side of frame marked with Colts address etc and Woods Custom Guns Ltd, slide marked Government Model and barrel marked 
Colt 45 auto by Woods. All metal work of the slide a polished blue with a compensator marked Woods, frame a light coloured metal. 
Wooden pistol grips with Colt motif in gold disc with rampant horse on both sides, grip safety and target adjustable rear sights. 
Comes complete with three magazines, two SS and the other blued with the base marked Colt 45 auto 8 RD and logo. VGC            
Serial Number FG85490 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
513 Pistol:  9mm Sig Sauer Model P226 Pistol, right side has P 226 Made in Germany on the front of the slide and 9mm Para 
on the barrel, left side has Sig Sauer on the slide. All metalwork a nice blue with minor holster wear at the muzzle. Black synthetic 
grips, comes with Blackhawk holster, spare set of grips, mag bases, two spare springs, a spare extractor and five magazines, four 
in a magazine pouch and one with the gun. All in VGC Serial Number OU191579 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
 



514 Revolver:  .357 Mag Colt Double Action Python Six Shot Revolver, frame with 357 magnum cartridge with rampant horse 
above, 4" barrel with Colt address on side, bore bright with good rifling. All metalwork a dark blue with some holster wear to the 
muzzle. Black Pachmayr grips with gold logo in middle of each grip. Comes complete with Patrolman black leather holster marked 
B7A-34MW 72D. VGC Serial Number 48278E Endorsed Licence Required 
 
515 Rifle:  297/250 Francotte Martini Action Rook Rifle, no visible makers name, side of action marked No. 3610. Octagonal 
barrel with a dual flip up rear sight and good bore. Walnut woodwork with minor knocks, chequering at wrist and fore wood. Comes 
with four original string tied packets of ammo. VGC Serial Number 13379.  
 
516 Rifle:  .22 Hornet Westley Richards Martini Action Rook Rifle, excellent walnut woodwork with chequering to fore wood 
and wrist and fitted with a Hubertus Long Eye Relief 2.5 x 20 scope mounted on Weaver mounts. Comes with rubber butt pad. 
VGC. Serial Number 2711. 
 
517 Rifle:  .22 Henry Atkins from Purdy’s, Single Shot Rifle. Break open action with very good bore. Walnut woodwork with 
chequering to fore wood and wrist, dual flip up sights at 50 and 100 yards. Comes in leather reinforced canvas covered case with 
red baize lining complete with wire brush pull through, a round wooden patch container, a round nickel plated oil bottle and a part 
packet of ICI .22 rim fire shot cartridges. The case has the Henry Atkins from Purdy trade label inside and is named to the Hon. 
Edward. Pierrepoint New York who was US Attorney General and US Minister to England. Case in FC for age, rifle is in VGC. 
Serial Number 60576. 
 
518 Rifle:  5.56 Mashburn Bee Model 1892 Winchester Lever Action Rifle. Bore good, rifle has been rebarrelled and reblued, 
woodwork has been refurbished, has brass disc inlaid in stock. Fitted with a Sport Co 56 rear aperture sight. VGC                                                 
Serial Number 705962 
 
519 Rifle:  22-250 Ruger American Bolt Action Rifle. All metalwork an even blue, 22½” barrel with good bore and fitted with a 
suppressor, black polymer plastic stock in very good condition. Comes with 3 round detachable magazine and a Nikko Stirling 4-16 
x 44 Nighteater scope with good optics. A very tidy rifle in VGC. Serial Number 69308775.  
threaded  
 
520 Rifle:  .22 Win Mag Ruger Model 77 Rifle, receiver marked Ruger All-weather 77/22. 20" threaded barrel and suppressor 
with good bore, all stainless steel metalwork, black polymer stock with Ruger embossed in stock recess. Comes with a Bushnell 4-
12 scope (Banner) with very good optics. VGC Serial Number 70279992. 
 
521 Rifle:  .222 Ruger Model 77 MKII Rifle with left side of action marked .222 REM Ruger M77 MKII. All metalwork stainless 
steel with a threaded 22½” barrel. Black polymer plastic stock with moulded grips and captive magazine. Comes with Nikko Stirling 
Game King 6-24 x 50 scope with good optics. As new condition. Serial Number 78989565. 
 
522 Rifle:  25-06 Savage Arms Model Axis Bolt Action Rifle with left side of action marked Savage Axis 25-06 and the Savage 
address. Blued action, 22” barrel excellent bore, black polymer plastic stock, rubber butt pad in place, complete with detachable 
magazine. Vendor states rifle is new and unfired. Serial Number J099822 
 
523 Rifle:  .22 Remington Model 597 Rifle with left side of receiver marked Remington Model 597. Bore good, blued 20" barrel 
with wear at muzzle, grey polymer stock with rubber but plate in place. Comes with 10 round magazine and ABS scope with Eagle 
Optic and cover. VGC Serial Number D2917028. 
 
524 Rifle:  264 Win Mag Winchester Model 70 XTR Sporter, left side of receiver marked with Winchester trademark, the barrel 
marked Winchester Model XTR Sporter Magnum 264 Win Mag and the Winchester address. All metalwork a highly polished deep 
blue, 24½” barrel with good bore. Wooden stock with fine chequering at grips and fore wood, rubber butt pad in place. Comes with 
a Tasco 2-7 x 32 scope with good optics. Serial Number G1981775. 
 
525 Rifle:  .308 Winchester Model 88 Lever Action Rifle with left side of barrel marked Winchester Model 88 .308 and the 
Winchester address. All metalwork a polished blue with a 22" barrel with good bore, has flip up sights with receiver drilled for scope 
mounts. Wooden stock with chequered grips and original butt plate. Comes with detachable magazine marked Winchester on base. 
Serial Number 145004A 
 
526 Rifle:  .30-06 BSA Monarch Bolt Action Rifle with captive magazine, barrel marked BSA Guns Limited, right side of 
chamber marked Made in England. All metalwork a nice blue, has a 22" threaded barrel. Woodwork with cheek piece and 
chequering to both grips, rubber butt pad in place. Comes with a Redfield Revolution 4-12 x 40 scope with good optics. VGC                                
Serial Number 7R4803. 
 
527 Badges:   24th NZ Reinforcements bronze Cap and Collar Badges and a brass number 24, with lugs, Bulldog standing on 
words Hold Fast 24 within scroll over the number 24 over fern leaves. Collars are of Bulldog low head with bone on scroll with hold 
fast. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 42, 4/115 4/120) 
 
528 Badges:   25th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 25, all brass with lugs, two with crossed Taiahas 
standing over XXV surrounded by scroll Kai New Zealand Toa, Collars are opposing Maori Warriors VGC (ref: revised Edition 
Oldham’s Book pg 42, 4/122 4/123) 
 
529 Badges:   26th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 26, all brass with lugs, KC, Waka inside circle 
26th Reinforcements encased within fern wreath and bottom scroll with New Zealand, Collars are opposing Wakas on water. VGC 
(ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 42, 4/124 4/128) 
 



530 Badges:   27th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 27, all brass with lugs, KC, Lion inside circle 27th 
Reinforcements encased within oak leaves, Collars are opposing Lions on Plinths. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 43, 
4/130 4/133) 
 
531 Badges:   28th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 28, all brass with lugs, KC, Shield with Southern 
Cross Stars over scroll with Kia Kaha N XXV111 Z Kai Toa, Collars are the Southern Cross. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s 
Book pg 43, 4/135 4/139) 
 
532 Badges:   29th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 29, all brass with lugs, KC, NZ in oval surround 
by scroll with 29th Reinforcements N Z E F backed with fern wreath and crossed rifles on base scroll with motto Ake Ake Kai Kaha, 
Collars are the same. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 43, 4/142 4/145) 
 
533 Badges:   30th NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 30, all brass with lugs, KC, Maori Warrior 
standing in front of a Pa over 30 surrounded by fern leaves on base scroll with motto Ake Ake Kia Maia. Collars are the same 
without the fern leaves. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 43, 4/149 4/153) 
 
534 Badges:   31st NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 31, all brass with lugs, Crossed fern leaves with 
NZ on top and 31 at bottom on base scroll with motto Whaka Tangata Kai Kaha. Collars are the same. VGC (ref: revised Edition 
Oldham’s Book pg 44, 4/154 4/156) 
 
535 Badges:   32nd NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 32, all brass with lugs, KC, Map of New Zealand 
with a white metal central disc with Number 32 and N Z either side encased in a fern wreath. Collars are the same excluding the 
wreath. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 44, 4/158 4/162) 
 
536 Badges:   33rd NZ Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges and number 33, all blackened brass with lugs, Three Huia 
Feathers with straight silver tops encased in scroll with the motto Huia NZ Tatau, Collars are large ferns with number 33. VGC (ref: 
revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 44, 4/164 4/167) 
 
537 Badges:  1st NZEF Reinforcements Cap and Collar Badges all brass with lugs, NZ centre in fern wreath with 
Expeditionary Force in base scroll, Collars are the same. VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 49, 4/224 4/227) 
 
538 Badges:  Various Reinforcement brass numbers with lugs includes numerous 0, 1, 3, 4, and 7. also a 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 19, 22 
and 34 GC 
 
539 Badges:   25th NZ Reinforcements Cap and number 25, all brass with lugs, two with crossed Taiaha’s standing over XXV 
surrounded by scroll Kai New Zealand Toa, VGC (ref: revised Edition Oldham’s Book pg 42, 4/122) 
 
540 Pistol:  9mm Walther P99 marked Made in Germany and Walther’s logo in several places. Good bore, usual plastic 
furniture with steel upper, adjustable rear sight with white border to V and white dot to front sight. Comes complete in its black 
plastic foam lined case together with a spare magazine (two magazines total), two grip pieces plus tools etc in as new condition 
Serial Number 055313. Endorsed Licence Required 
 
541 Pistol:  .22 Stoeger Luger marked Luger on the left side plate with the Stoeger name and patents on the right hand plate. 
Brown plastic grips, black finish to metal work. Comes with two magazines and homemade felt cover EXC                                   
Serial Number CL01453 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
542 Pistol:  .45 Sig Sauer P220. All metal frame with plastic grips marked P220 on left side and Sauer on the right grip. Right 
side of frame marked P220 Germany 45 Auto. Comes complete in its original foam lined cardboard box with two magazines in as 
new condition, (Unfired) Serial Number G300514 Endorsed Licence Required   
 
543 Revolver:  .357Mag Rossi MKV Revolver, right side of frame marked Made in Brazil with Rossi logo and .357 marked on 
side of barrel, left side marked with the Rossi address. All metalwork a deep blue finish, 4” barrel with brown wooden grips. VGC                                
Serial Number F004185 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
544 Revolver:  .38 Smith & Wesson Special Model 10-5CTG Revolver, left side of barrel marked Smith & Wesson and right 
side of frame marked with S&W trademark and address. Barrel marked 38 S&W Special CTG. Wooden grips with logo both sides, 
metal work a deep blue, 4” barrel, Comes in its original box. EXC Serial Number D407049 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
545 Pistol:  .40 Glock Model 22 Pistol, left side of slide marked Glock 22 40 and right side of frame marked with the usual 
Glock details and Patent No. All metalwork with good blue finish. Black synthetic lower, matching numbers. Red fibre front sight and 
twin green twin fibre rear sights. Comes complete with two magazines and black plastic case. VGC Serial Number SD293 
Endorsed Licence Required  
 
546 Pistol:  45acp Metro Arms Model 1911 American Classic Semi Auto Pistol with left side of slide marked American Classic 
and right side with Government Model, the Metro Arms logo stamped each side of slide under rear sight and frame has Metro Arms 
address. All metalwork a black parkerised finish with brown synthetic grips, each with Metro Arms logo, excellent bore, comes with 
two magazines together with the original black case and Manual. In as new condition. Serial Number A11934                             
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
547 Pistol:  9mm Glock Model 17 Semi Auto Pistol with left side of slide marked with Glock details, Glock 17 Gen 4 9 x 19, 
right grips have the usual Glock patent and address. Slide all blue in good condition with black synthetic frame. Comes with four 17 
round magazines and magazine reloader, complete with its original Glock plastic case, spare grips, manuals and cleaning gear. A 
very tidy unit in VGC. Serial Number UAH640 Endorsed Licence Required 
 



548 Pistol:  7.65mm Walther PPK Pistol, left side has the Walther banner together with Carl Walther Waffenfabrik Ulm - Dc 
Model PPK Cal. 7.65 an inspection mark Eagle over N on slide and frame in front of the grip, right side barrel marked 69. All 
metalwork blued with holster wear at muzzle, brown synthetic grips with Walther banner on the top of both sides in its original black 
plastic box with a spare magazine, comes with a brown leather shoulder holster rig, a black leather holster with belt hangers and 
ankle holster. This is a tidy German marked unit in VGC Serial Number 235418 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
549 Pistol:  .380 Corto Beretta M1934 Brevet Pistol with 60% black painted finish remaining, black plastic grips with PB logo 
both sides. Comes complete with two magazines and original open top leather shoulder holster and straps. This gun has extensive 
WWII provenance as established by an accompanying letter from Brigadier M R Kennedy dated July 1992. This gun was taken 
from a senior Italian officer at Trieste by Brigadier Kennedy as the Italians tried to decamp Trieste for Austria when realising Trieste 
was about to fall to allied forces. GC Serial Number 890076 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
550 Revolver:  .455 Webley MKV dated 1914, excellent blued finish with brown bird’s beak Bakelite grips. Bore is excellent, 
left side of frame marked with ↑MKV and Webley patents, right side with various proof marks, the frame backstrap unit marked 
WD.C./H/3. The whole gun is profusely marked with ↑. This gun is in EXC. Serial Number 140741 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
551 Machine Pistol:  .32acp VZ61 Machine Pistol stamped 1984 at base of magazine well. All metalwork a matt black paint, 
with black composite stock. Has wire folding stock over top of receiver. All matching numbers, comes compete with one 20 round 
magazine and a light tan leather holster. A tidy unit in VGC. Serial Number 12760 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
552 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x 39mm Polish AK47 otherwise known as PMK-DGN-60 or PMK-60 with the left side of receiver marked 
1963 along with the usual arsenal markings. This is a grenade firing AK47 with a LON-1 launcher screwed on to the end of the 
barrel, it includes the special rubber recoil butt pad attached to the stock. All metalwork blued and in good condition with good bore, 
woodwork with a laminate butt and wooden fore grip with brown synthetic pistol grip. Complete with a deactivated rifle grenade with 
launcher and sights attached to end of barrel. This is an unusual and rare variant of the AK47 of which only some 5000 were 
produced from 1960 to present. Comes with a 30 round magazine. Overall VGC Serial Number KZ18034, Mag SAR23                       
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
553 Automatic Rifle:  7.62 x 51 FN FAL Automatic Rifle marked on the left side of the receiver with FN details and Herstal 
Belgique. Black plastic furniture with usage marks, metalwork with black military paint showing wear. End of barrel with unusual 
detachable muzzle break. Comes complete with a leather sling and 30 round magazine. Magazine metalwork with the same black 
gloss paint showing wear. All as issued and in GC. Serial Numbers 833 Mag 8331 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
554 Automatic Rifle:  .30 M1 Carbine made by Inland Division and dated 2/45. Very good bore, and woodwork, blued 
metalwork fading, fitted with second model adjustable sights. Comes complete with bayonet boss and 15 round magazine. GC 
Serial Numbers 6909065 Mag 0651 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
555 Automatic Rifle:  7.62 x 39 Egyptian Maadi AKM Automatic Rifle as issued. All metalwork a black gloss paint, wooden 
fore end with Bakelite hand grip, single leg steel folding stock. Comes with AKM Maadi, bayonet, scabbard and frog with wire 
cutters at bottom of scabbard, original web sling and 30 round magazine. VGC. Serial Numbers 5225888, Mag 5225888KEG                      
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
556 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x 39 Zastava M70 B1 Auto Rifle as issued, left side of the receiver dated 1987 and M70 B1. Bolt is 
numbered to the gun. Metalwork a deep blue with some storage marks, has a composite pistol grip and wooden fore grip. Complete 
with a web strap, collapsible grenade launcher sight at fore end and a 75 round drum magazine which loads from the top. All in 
VGC Serial Number 395073 Mag KP0982 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
557 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x39 Zastava M70 AB2 Auto Rifle, left side of the receiver dated 1990 with SN and model M70 AB2. 
Metalwork a deep unmarked blue, has a composite pistol grip and wooden fore grip, bolt numbered to the gun. Comes complete 
with a 75 round rear loading drum magazine in excellent condition. A sought after unit in new unissued condition. Serial Numbers 
623627 Mag 623627 C & P Endorsed Licence Required. 
 
558 Light Machine Gun:  7.92mm Gas Operated MG53 Light Machine Gun configured for re-enacting purposes, side of 
receiver stamped 7.9 M53, L-37190 with Czech script. Metalwork with thinning blue, composite stock, comes complete with all 
spares for theatrical use including an ammo box with belt of links. Serial Number 3460 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
559 Light Machine Gun:  7.92mm M53 Light Machine Gun with Yugoslavian crest on top of receiver, 4 letters of script and 
S57367 marked below crest, left side of receiver by stock marked 7.9 M53 with SN and Yugoslavian script with number 44. All blue 
showing signs of wear with and wooden stock with 50% black paint finish remaining. Barrel and bore good. GC Serial Number 
S57367 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
560 Heavy Machine Gun:  7.62 x 54R WWII Russian Maxim Heavy Machine Gun complete on its Sokolov mount dated 1944. 
Gun is profusely marked with matching serial numbers. Bore good, almost all finish remains in arsenal refurbished condition. 
Blue/black action with painted green barrel shroud fitted with a large central cap, supposedly for feeding snow for cooling. Excellent 
wooden serrated spade grips, comes with Sokolov mount its crate, together with armour plate and six ammo tins with star all 
painted green finish. Five of the ammo tins filled with ammo belts in greased paper, and one with two internal tins for cleaning oil 
etc. A very tidy and complete unit for the Russian collector. VGC Serial Number 66 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
561 Carbine:  .65 1840 Constabulary Carbine Percussion Musket, action has no visible markings, butt plate marked 2 over RP 
over 938. Barrel length 26½” with overall being 42½”. Woodwork worn around barrel pins and has cracks along fore wood. Comes 
complete with clearing rod and Lovell’s bayonet catch. Action at fault otherwise overall F-GC 
 



562 Rifle:  .577 Wilson Pattern Snider Short Rifle, lock marked 1868. 30½” barrel with good bore and fitted bayonet boss. MKII 
loading gate with Wilson Improved Snider patent on top. All metalwork a plum brown, wood work very good, all brass furniture. 
Overall GC. Serial Number NVN 
 
563 Rifle:  .41 Rim Fire Swiss Peabody Lever Action Rifle marked with Peabody patent on side of action. 32½” barrel with very 
good bore, back action lock on right hand side, original hammer. Correct sights calibrated to 700m, nice blued barrel with in the 
white action. Two barrel bands, very good stock and fore wood which comes to within 2" of muzzle. No clearing rod. A unique rifle 
in VGC. Serial Number 10813 
 
564 Rifle:  .303 SHT LE III as issued by LSA Co. Bore very good, side plate fitted with central No 4 mount for PH Sight, no 
rear sight on gun, foresight with cover. Stock lengthened by one inch, this gun is configured to a Military target rifle. All woodwork 
very good with top wood having no cut out for rear sight. Complete with magazine VGC Serial Number 7398 
 
565 Rifle:  7.62 x 54R Mosin Nagant Model M91/30 Rifle, 29" barrel with dirty bore but strong rifling. All metalwork a crisp 
blue, chamber marked 1932 with Russian star. Good wooden stock with minor usage marks, all matching numbers. Comes 
complete with green canvas sling and two ammo pouches. VGC Serial Number 125775 
 
566 Rifle:  .303 No 5 MKI Jungle Carbine as issued marked No 5 MKI ROF(F) 4/46. Good bore, lift up sight, flash eliminator 
and bayonet boss. All woodwork good, comes with 10 round magazine and sling GC 
 
567 Rifle:  7.65 x 54 Argentinean Mauser Model 1891 as issued with crest on top of action and makers script on side of action. 
Very good bore, all metalwork a crisp blue, all matching numbers except the bolt. Stock with minor usage marks, missing metal 
band spring/clip, comes with cleaning rod. VGC 
 
568 Rifle:  7.62 x 54R Mosin Nagant Model 91/30 Russian Military Rifle dated 1933, All matching numbers. 29" barrel with 
good bore. All metalwork a very good blue as is woodwork, comes complete with cleaning rod and socket bayonet. G-VGC              
Serial Number 34551 
 
569 Rifle:  12.5mm Rim Fire Model 1860/67 Swedish Rolling Block Rifle issued to the Swedish Navy and has the Swedish 
crown on right side of receiver, 1587N on side of barrel being the Naval Number, Swedish crest on top of barrel. 36" barrel with 
very good bore, barrel and action in the white with staining and light pitting, very good wooden butt and fore wood with Naval 
markings on the side. Brass butt plate numbered to the gun. An interesting old rifle needing TLC. FC for age.                                      
Serial Number 969 
 
570 Rifle:  .303 P14 Sporting Rifle by ERA, all in Military configuration but stock shortened. Very good bore, all matching 
numbers. VGC Serial Number 91527 
 
571 Rifle:  8 x 57mm Model G Mauser Hunting Rifle. Barrel with top rib and good bore, rust appearing between woodwork and 
barrel. Good Mauser action with turn down bolt. Two shot captive magazine, lift up rear sights, one piece stock with finger grooves 
and nylon sling No butt plate. FC Serial Number 42639 
 
572 Rifle:  .280 Rem Brno Rifle. 22½” barrel running from round to octagonal at breech with excellent bore, all metalwork a 
nice dark blue, action and muzzle engraved with floral and hunting designs. Very nice walnut stock chequered at wrist, cheek piece 
on butt. A little aperture rear sight with integral scope mounts. Comes complete with rubber butt pad and leather sling. All in EXC. 
Serial Number CB1017 
 
573 Rifle:  .338 Win Mag Winchester Model 70 XTR Sporting Rifle, usual Winchester patents etc on side of barrel. All 
metalwork a nice even blue, very good bore, fitted with scope mounts, synthetic stock, original butt plate and captive magazine. 
VGC Serial Number G1844742 
 
574 Rifle:  .223 Remington 700 Rifle, blued metalwork with synthetic stock. Bore good, has internal magazine and barrel has 
been threaded for a suppressor. Comes fitted with a Back Country 3-9 x 40 scope with clear optics. Overall in VGC                   
Serial Number G6514101 
 
575 Rifle:  .308 Sporting Rifle built on a P17 action with good bore. All metalwork a dark blue, very good Monte Carlo stock 
with rubber butt pad. Comes complete with Herter's vari-power scope with good optics and leather sling. GC                                    
Serial Number W162755 
 
576 Rifle:  .308 Bolt Action Rifle on a P14 Action. Bore very good, scope mounts in place, very good sporting stock with rubber 
butt pad, cheek piece and captive magazine. Overall GC. Serial Number 973658 
 
577 Rifle:  .22 Voere Semi Auto Rifle with good bore, all metalwork a nice blue, threaded for moderator, very good stock. 
Fitted with an FF 3-9 x 40 VD scope with very good optics, rear sight removed. Comes complete with a 10 shot magazine and sling. 
OAVGC. Serial Number 100707 
 
578 Rifle:  6.5 x 55 Italian Sabatini Model 90 Sporting Rifle made for the Swedish Arms Co. (Classic). Very good bore, all 
metalwork a nice dark blue, very good wooden stock with chequering at wrist fore grip. Complete with captive magazine, rubber 
butt pad and fitted with a Tasco Silver Antler 4 x 32 scope with very good Optics. VGC Serial Number 19424 
 
579 Rifle:  .22 BRNO Model 581 Semi Auto Rifle, top of action stamped with make and model. 21½” barrel with good bore, 
has flip up rear sight and blade fore sight. All metalwork blued and in good condition, wooden stock with chequering at wrist and 
fore grip. Comes with 10 round magazine and Tasco Pronghorn telescopic sight with clear optics. Serial Number 43401 
 



580 Holster:  Leather Model Colt 1911 Marine Corp Shoulder Holster marked US in oval, makers mark of USMC over BOYT 
1911. All stitching very good, complete with leather shoulder strap and holding straps. a rare and complete holster in VGC 
 
581 Holster:  Colt 1911 Pistol Holster marked US in oval on flap and makers marks of Western MFG Co, 1917 and HAB. 
Leather and stitching all good. VGC for age 
 
582 Holsters:  A Selection of Five Different Leather Pistol or Revolver Holsters, four with top flaps and one open. All leather is 
very supple and stitching good plus one canvas ammo belt marked Ideal. All in VGC 
 
583 Misc:  Blade Tech Holster for Steyr Pistol new in its plastic bag together with 2 x 17 round magazines, model L-A1 M9 for 
Steyr pistol. In as new condition. 
 
584 Holster:  1911 Leather Holster with US embossed on the flap with the leather thong and the rear is embossed Clinton 
1918 F.W.T. VGC 
 
585 Misc:  German Military Leather belt, 37½” long, buckle with words Gott Mit Uns (God is with Us) in a circle. Tongue 
marked with Julius Arnade over MOYS, a German manufacturer of WWI. Has dent in centre of buckle otherwise GC  
 
586 Misc:  16" long Hardwood Police Baton with leather thong. GC 
 
587 Misc:  Military detachable Hensoldt & Sohne Wetzlar Scope for the G3 auto rifle dated 1985. Comes with mount and 
green plastic container Serial Number 102927 VGC 
 
588 Misc:  Optical Sniping Sight for a 7.62 rifle up to 1300m with no identifying marks or numbers on the scope body. Comes 
in a green metal square tin with instruction booklet and spare eye pieces. VGC 
 
589 Grenade:  Box of Seven Smoke Grenades all different colours. Inert, plus one blue practise grenade, new in blue plastic 
container. GC 
 
590 Book:  Pistols and Revolvers by WHB Smith, Identification and operation of all types of handguns. Hard cover with dust 
jacket, 816 pages filled with B&W pictures. Some mothing to dust jacket otherwise GC 
 
591 Book:  1400 Days, The US Civil War day by day by Chris Bishop, Ian Drury and Tony Gibbons. Hard cover with dust 
jacket, 256 pages full of coloured pictures and diagrams. A diary covering 1400 days, this is a really interesting book showing a day 
by day account of the American Civil War, a must for the civil war collector. VGC 
 
592 Booklet:  The Samurai Sword, a handbook by John M Yamoto. A photocopied booklet, 189 A4 pages with all you to need 
to know about the Samurai Sword VGC 
 
593 Books:  Gas, Air and Spring Guns of the World by W H B Smith. Hard cover with dust jacket, 279 pages with many B&W 
pictures covering all aspects of air guns in GC 
 
594 Books:  Set of Four Books in cardboard display box, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich by William L Shirer, all volumes 
hard cover with 303 pages each. Full of information on the Rise and Fall of the Third Reich including details of officers and many 
maps VGC. 
 
595 Books:  Large box of books on Firearms and Ammunition. Contains 18 hard cover books of various sizes, full of 
collector’s information (Please check photos for titles.) 
 
596 Books:  Box of Books includes Six Volumes on The Second Great War by Hammerton’s Books, all hard covered with gold 
titles, full of information on WWII plus two Volumes of the Great World War by Gresham Publishing, hard covered with 326 pages in 
each, absolutely full of information and pictures and two Volumes of World War 1914-1918 a Pictured History, these books are hard 
covered embossed with gold lettering. 1560 pages in total full of photos of WWI depicting the horrors of war and four Volumes of 
Hutchinson History of The Nation, hard covered with gold bordering and gold leaf edges, covering the early history of nations. All 
books GC. 
 
597 Book:  The Bayonet Book 1st Edition 1975 by John Watts and Peter White, hard cover with dust jacket, 504 pages full of 
B&W pictures. VGC 
 
598 Book:  The German Assault Rifle 1935-1945 by Peter R Senich, hard cover with dust jacket, 313 pages of B&W photos 
and diagrams of German weapons of WWII GC 
 
599 Books:  Two Books, The Japanese Sword by Kanzan Sato 210 pages, hard cover with dust jacket profusely illustrated 
with B&W and colour photos and diagrams.  The book of the Sword by Token Kenkyu Kai 157 pages, hard cover, no pictures. Both 
in VGC 
 
600 Book:  The German Sniper by Peter R Senich, hard cover with dust jacket, 455 pages full of B&W photos of the German 
Sniper and equipment. VGC   
 
601 Pistol:  9mm Luger 1918/20 Erfurt Pistol. 100mm barrel with good bore, all visible numbers matching, good plastic grips 
believed to be East German probably as a result of use by East German Police. Metalwork has been refinished to a dark blue. One 
blued magazine with plastic end. Comes with a brown leather hard-shell holster with good stitching, a takedown tool and spare 
magazine with aluminium base numbered 8610. GC Serial Number 1083 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 



602 Pistol:  9mm Luger 1940 S42 Pistol. 100mm barrel with good bore, all visible numbers matching, good chequered walnut 
grips. Good blue metal finish with minor pitting to top of barrel. One correct period magazine, comes with dark brown leather hard 
shell holster with internal loop missing, the spare magazine appears to be reproduction. GC. Serial Number 7027                             
B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
603 Pistol:  9mm Walther P38 Pistol, left side of receiver marked P38 CYQ  8944p. 125mm barrel with good bore, 80% blue 
remains, black Bakelite grips in good condition. Comes with two magazines marked P38 near the base, and a black leather post 
war holster marked on back 12-120-6169 B Meyer Grunau GC Serial Number 8944 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
604 Pistol:  7.63mm Mauser C96 Broom Handle Pistol, 114mm barrel, good bore with strong lands, metalwork with 80% blue 
remaining. Some fire blue remaining to extractor and sight slide. Good wooden grips with some wear. All visible numbers matching. 
GC Serial Number 405119 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
605 Pistol:  7.62mm Tokarev Model TT33 Pistol with left side of slide dated 1945, all matching numbers. All metalwork a 
polished blue, bore good.  Black plastic grips with embedded Russian Star and CCCP. Comes with one magazine also with 
matching number. Serial Number XB4537 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
606 Pistol:  .22 Walther Model P22 Pistol, marked with Walter banner and Model P22 Carl Wather Ulm/Do Made in Germany, 
chamber marked AE Cal .22, Integral grips have Walther banner at bottom. Metal top slide with black parkerised finish, black 
polymer frame. Bore good and has adjustable target sights, comes with one magazine marked Walther made in Germany. EXC 
Serial Number HO10565 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
607 Pistol:  9mm Husqvarna Model 70 marked Husqvarna Vapenfabriks AB, back of frame under slide marked with a Crown 
and SS. 120mm barrel with good bore, all metalwork blued about 80%, black plastic grips with crest on both sides. Comes with a 
brown leather aftermarket embossed sports holster. GC Serial Number 33426 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
608 Revolver:  11mm Gasser 6 Shot Revolver with left side of frame marked L Gasser Patent WEIN. All metalwork a bright 
nickel finish, wooden grips showing wear with lanyard ring. GC Serial Number 125097 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
609 Pistol:  .45 H & K MK23 Pistol, grips are an integral part of the frame with the left side marked H&K 45, right side of 
chamber marked H&K 45 Cal auto. 115mm barrel threaded for suppressor, top slide a highly polished blue and the frame has a 
parkerised finish. Comes with one magazine with H&K logo on base. EXC Serial Number 23009673                                                               
B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
610 Rifle:  .22 Anschultz MSR RX 22 Semi Auto Rifle with 14" barrel, threaded for silencer. Original nylon folding stock with 
pistol grip fixed in place as per legal requirements, Picatinny rail on top of action, left side actuator for bolt. Complete with 10 Shot 
box magazine, in as new condition. 
 
611 Rifle:  .308 Ruger American Bolt Action Rifle. 17" barrel with muzzle break, green composite stock with butt pad. Comes 
complete with 3 round magazine and nylon sling. Fitted with a Marcool 1-6x24 IR telescopic sight with rings and mount. Gun is in 
unused new condition.  Serial Number 699-56789.  
 
612 Carbine:  .22 Ruger 10/22 LR as an M1 carbine replica, wooden stock with an original Military WWII webbing sling held in 
place by WWII rare steel oil bottle. Comes complete with a 10 round magazine and integral scope mount.  An interesting carbine in 
new condition. Serial Number 0007-99863   
 
613 Rifle:  .357MAG Bergara Model BN13TD Take Down Single Shot Rifle. Brushed stainless steel construction with black 
composite furniture, has a slightly fluted 16½” barrel threaded for moderator. Original Fluro sights still fitted. Includes a mounted 
Red Dot scope labelled for enforcement/military use. Comes complete in original green nylon carry case with compartments for 
firearm when disassembled. All in new condition. Serial Number 06-06-075600   
 
614 Rifle:  .22LR Semi Auto Tippman Arms Model M4-22 Rifle with black Plastic Furniture. 16" fluted barrel with muzzle break, 
left side of receiver marked Tippman Arms Com LLC, Fort Wayne. USA. Magazine housing marked Tippman Arms, M4-22. Cal 
22LR, right side of receiver marked with T on the scope rails. Comes complete with a telescopic stock and bolt assist plus one 10 
round magazine. This is an M4 replica in 22 cal. As new unfired Serial Number 011543  
 
615 Rifle:  .22 CZ Model 512 Semi Auto Rifle, black plastic furniture with blued barrel and muzzle break. Left side of receiver 
marked with CZ512 Made in Czech Republic and right side marked with serial number only. Comes with a telescopic stock/butt and 
integral scope rail. As new condition. Serial Number D210881   
 
616 Rifle:  .22LR H&K 416D Semi Auto Rifle, black plastic furniture, 16" barrel fitted with muzzle break, flip up sights and 
scope rail. Left side of receiver marked with H&K 416D Cal 22 LR HV, right side marked Made in Germany by Umarex and 
magazine housing marked Heckler & Koch Inc Columbus GA. This gun has a telescopic butt stock and pistol grip which is rare for 
this particular model. Another rifle in as new condition. Serial Number HB015626 
  
617 Rifle:  .22 KEL TEC Model SU-22 Semi Auto Rifle with black plastic furniture. Barrel threaded for a moderator, left side of 
receiver marked with KET TEC right side marked with SU-22 22LR KET TEC CNC Inc, Cocoa, FL. Made in USA. Comes complete 
with a Kilwell Huntsman Red Dot sight and one magazine. This is a rare variant of this model with a telescopic sight and pistol grip 
in as new condition Serial Number V1A22.  
 
618 Rifle:  .22 Hammerli Model TAC RI 22 C Semi Auto Rifle, black plastic furniture, telescopic butt stock. 16" barrel with 
muzzle break with hand rail and scope rails. Left side of receiver marked Hammerli Arms Ft Smith AR, TAC RI 22 C and left side 
marked Made in Germany by Umarex. Comes complete with a red dot sight, as new condition Serial Number HA001941. 
 



619 Shotgun:  12g Dickson 5 Round Pump Action Shotgun. 13" barrel with ventilated heat shield and muzzle break black 
plastic furniture with pistol grip, stock with integral spare ammo holder, fibre optic front sights and scope rail with ghost ring. As new 
condition Serial Number 203317259. 
 
620 Parts:  .303 MKI Bren Barrel complete with carry handle, front sight and gas regulator. Good bore, wooden carry handle 
all in VGC Serial Number 97646  
 
621 Parts:  25.06 Remington Fluted Rifle Barrel made in Finland. Matt stainless steel finish, 21" barrel with good bore and 
threaded for moderator. Overall VGC. 
 
622 Parts:  7.92mm 08/15 Light Machine Gun Barrel. Bore with strong rifling but needs a clean, blued finish with about 40% 
remaining. GC 
 
623 Parts:   7.62 x 51mm Spare Barrel for MG53/42, comes complete with spare barrel holder, metal coloured green with 
webbing strap. In almost new Condition. Serial Number B-5759 
 
624 Parts:  Original Browning Machine Gun Tripod (only) for Model 1919. Painted the usual green but has no identifying 
numbers or details. VGC 
 
625 Parts:  Post WWII Lafayette MG3 Machine Gun Stand suitable for MG53/42 with a yellow label Laf 3/80 18094. Comes 
complete with shoulder strap and twin pads in good condition, has optics in green u-shaped metal container and plastic box with 
optic cables/electronics etc, back of optics box marked 1240-12-145-7097FERNROHR ZIEL fur MG.  VGC  
 
626 Parts:  Anti-Aircraft Stand for MG 53/42, (post war). Painted the standard green in VGC.  
 
627 Parts:  Revolver and Pistol Parts includes - .38 barrel, main spring, cylinder and grips plus two pistol firing pins and 
hammer (see photo) 
 
628 Misc:  Two Bren gun barrels, one a MKI with handle and gas regulator and 355 stamped into the regulator housing, bore 
dark and worn. The other has no handle or end to the barrel, however the sights are in place and has good bore, the letters CRD 
are stamped on the side of the regulator, overall GC. 
 
629 Misc:  Twin MG53/42 Barrel Holder with two barrels in the grease. Complete with web carrying sling. VGC  
 
630 Misc:  Night Vision US Military Type Scope Vietnam Era with no makers name or other marks on the scope. Internal 
diameter of front lens is 3" and being 12" overall. Vendor has mounting plate fitted for possum shooting, appears to be in working 
order. 
 
631 Misc:  Breech Clear Firing mechanism for an Oerlikon Gun. Metal and wood construction. An unusual item in GC 
 
632 Revolver:  .44 Webley RIC Revolver marked Royal Irish Constabulary on top of frame. 2½” barrel, all nickel plated with 
scroll work on each side of frame. Very Good chequered wooden grips, lanyard ring in place, A nice revolver in VGC.                          
Serial Number 19 Endorsed Licence Required. 
 
633 Revolver:  .380 Rimfire Tranter M1863 5 Shot Double Action marked Tranters Patent and RS Garden, 39 Piccadilly, 
London. 3 5/8" barrel good bore and very good chequered one-piece walnut grip. Bright blued metal finish is fading with minor 
wear. Cylinder and ejector rod are missing. G-VGC Serial Number 7579 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
634 Revolver:  .32 Hopkins & Allen 5 Shot Safety Police Pistol with top of barrel marked The Hopkins and Allen Arms Co 
Norwich Conn USA along with patent numbers. 3¼” barrel with good bore and nickel finish, action is break open at top activated by 
twin levers each side of top of frame above cylinder. Wooden grips with H&A embossed at the top of each grip. GC                           
Serial Number 4739 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
635 Revolver:  .455 Colt New Service Six Shot Double Action Revolver with Rampant Horse and British military acceptance 
marks. 6½" barrel with very good bore and chambers. Fixed sights and chequered Bakelite grips with Colt emblem. Blued metal 
finish has areas of badly cleaned surface rust and staining. FC-G Serial Number 73587 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
636 Revolver:  10.35 Bernardelli Bodeo M1899 Six Shot Revolver marked Bernardelli Gardone 1930. 4 3/8" hexagon barrel, 
large steel frame, folding trigger, round wooden grips with good chequering. Lanyard ring in place, all metalwork an even blue. GC 
Serial Number 556 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
637 Revolver:  .38 Smith & Wesson Victory Model K200 Revolver with Smith & Wesson logo on right side of frame. Wartime 
parkerised finish to frame, very good bore and cylinders, has been cleaned above cylinder. Lanyard ring missing otherwise G-VGC. 
Serial Number V289475 Endorsed Licence Required. 
 
638 Revolver:  .38 Six Shot Double Action Colt Revolver marked Colt Hartford & patent dates to Mar '95. 4½" barrel with good 
bore and chambers, good chequered Bakelite grips with Colt logo. Nickel plated metal finish with some wear and flaking. GC Serial 
Number 181230 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
639 Pistol:  9mm Husqvarna Pistol marked on left side of slide Husqvarna Vapenfabriks Aktiebolag. All metalwork a dark blue 
and in good condition. Hard Bakelite grips embossed with crown. Comes complete with a brown leather pebble grained holster and 
two spare magazines. A very tidy rig in VGC. Serial Number 103482 Endorsed Licence Required 
 



640 Pistol:  7.65mm Browning M1910 Semi Auto Pistol marked FN Herstal Browning’s Patent and Belgian commercial proofs. 
85mm barrel with good bore, good grip safety and chequered Bakelite grips with FN logo. Blued metal finish is dull with areas of 
light pitting. One magazine F-GC Serial Number 294501 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
641 Pistol:  9mm Walther Model P99 AS Pistol, marked with the Walther banner and Model P99 AS. Bore good, top slide is 
black parkerised metal and the bottom frame is black polymer, comes with 15 round magazine. GC Serial Number FAC8027                                    
B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
642 Pistol:  .45 Colt MKIV Series 70 Gold Cup Pistol, marked Gold Cup National Match with Colt address, 45 Automatic 
calibre and rampant horse. Bore good, has adjustable target sights. All metalwork a highly polished blue with some wear to top 
slide, brown wooden grips with embedded gold disc with the Colt logo. Comes with one magazine. Serial Number 25411N70              
B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
643 Pistol:  10mm Smith & Wesson Model 1006 Pistol marked Smith & Wesson with address and logo. All metalwork 
burnished stainless steel, bore good, has adjustable target sights and black rubber grips. Comes with one magazine.                        
Serial Number TFB3631 B or C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
644 Badges:  Bag Containing 12 WWII Replica German Medals and Badges complete with information on each badge which 
states they are made for advanced military collectors and museums, all paperwork gives a history of each badge (please view 
photo to identify each one) Also includes Russian hat emblems, two pair of cuff links with the NZ Military emblem, one pair of NZ 
Police cufflinks and two US Civil War crossed swords Replica badges all in EXC. 
 
645 Medal:  WWI German Iron Cross 2nd Class with black and white ribbon GC 
 
646 Medal:  WWII German War Medal Cross, Class II dated 1939 with a red white black white red ribbon GC 
 
647 Medals:  Four German Reproduction Medals and Two Badges includes WWII War Merit Cross, three WWII Iron Crosses 
dated 1939. One gold coloured Wound badge and one German Cross in gold breast badge, all in VGC 
 
648 Misc:  Rare 18 x 18” Military Escape Map on tissue paper of Eritrea East Africa (scale 1-2000,000). Roads are marked in 
red and rivers in blue, shows all wells, canals and swamps etc etc. Very delicate and extremely interesting, Vendor states have 
been recovered from SOE Office. EXC 
 
649 Misc:  Rare 18 x 18” Military Escape Map on tissue paper of Abyssinia Kenya (scale 1-2000,000). Roads are marked in 
red and rivers in blue, shows all wells, canals and swamps etc etc. Very delicate and extremely interesting, Vendor states have 
been recovered from SOE Office. EXC 
 
650 Misc:  40 x 32” Silk Cloth Type Military Escape Map (double sided) Side 1 44/R is of China, in colour and very in-depth. 
Side 2 44/S is of Korea scale 1-1000,000 also in colour. This is a very interesting map, has been folded with no damage VGC  
 
651 Powder Flask:  Three Copper and Brass Flasks, one plain copper bodied by Hawksley, Sheffield, has a minute dent in 
body, brass top marked to 3 drams, spring very good. One plain copper bodied by Dixon & Son, marked improved patent, no dents, 
very good spring and one copper bodied with dog and pheasant hunting scene, no makers name, medium dent in body, very good 
spring. All three in GC overall. 
 
652 Powder Flask:  Two Home-made Powder Horns, one large 15" horn with wooden stopper and one smaller 7.5" horn also 
with wooden stopper and dispenser. GC. 
 
653 Powder Flask: Old Steel Very Large Powder Flask with platted rope hanger with no makers name. Flask measure is the 
cap, flask is full of black powder, possibly 2F. FC 
 
654 Ammunition:  4.75lb Aerial Practice Bomb MK106 Mod 5 marked Naval Air Systems Command. 100mmdia x 530mm 
long, blue painted steel, usual dings with some paint missing. F-GC 
 
655 Powder Flask:  A Large 12g Tin and Brass Bag Type Flask, brass top marked Extra Quality Sykes Patent. 8” overall 
length, tin bag has dents otherwise GC 
 
656 Auto Carbine:  .233 Ruger AC556 Auto Carbine. 16” barrel with muzzle break and good bore. All metalwork a dark blue 
and in very good condition. Original mid brown Ruger stock, rubber butt pad and sling swivels. Comes with a 2¾” Power Redfield 
scope mounted on rail which is bolted to the receiver and one 20 round and three 30 rounds magazines. A very nice unit in EXC                           
Serial Number 19103547, Mags 19103547KEG, KEG001AC556, KEG002AC556, KEG003AC556 P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
657 Auto Rifle:  7.62 x 39mm Russian AK47 with left side of receiver marked with Russian star and 1972 and barrel engraved 
BNP 7.62 x39. Good bore, all metalwork with thinning black enamel type paint, dark wooden stock and fore grips, brown synthetic 
pistol grip and clearing rod. Sights to 1000m, has sling attachments to left side. Comes with a 30 round magazine with a grey patina 
in good condition. GC Serial Number PT5505 Mag AK36581991 P & C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
658 Sub Machine Gun:  .45 Model 1928A1 Thompson Sub Machine Gun, left side of slide upper marked US Model of 1928 
A1, Thompson Submachine gun, Calibre .45 Automatic Cartridge, right side of upper has the usual Patent numbers together with 
Auto Ordnance Corporation. Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA. Some minor pitting around Auto Ordnance address. Metalwork an even 
blue all over, woodwork good with some minor usage marks on the stock. Correct steel butt plate and both sling mounts/rings in 
place upper and lower matching. Comes with a 20 round magazine and a 30 round magazine, plus a two piece wall mounting 
bracket with screws. G-GVC Serial Number S313991, Magazines 991A and 991B C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 



659 Sub Machine Gun:  .45 ACP Thompson Model 1928 A1 Sub Machine Gun, left side of receiver marked U S Model of 
1928 A 1, usual Thompson patents details on the right side with Auto Ordinance Corporation, Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA. Lyman 
adjustable sight with Tommy Gun stamped into top of receiver in front of Lyman sight. Upper and lower serial number matching. 
Cutt’s compensator on end of barrel with good bore. Metalwork 70% blue, woodwork with some usage marks. Fore grip and stock 
with swivels, comes complete with a 20 round magazine. Serial Number S224469 Mag 224469                                                             
C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
660 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm Yugo M49/57 Sub Machine Gun with Crest on top of action marked HTJ. Barrel has 
shrouded heat shield, covered foresight and standard rear sight. Wooden stock, all matching numbers. Comes with 32 round box 
magazine. GC Serial Number 011117 Mag 1183 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
661 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm Yugo M56 Sub Machine Gun with Crest on top of receiver and folding stock. Bakelite 
pistol grip and body, all original sights, bayonet boss on barrel. Comes complete with five 32 round magazines, four of which are in 
their original leather magazine pouch with shoulder strap, oil bottle and two cleaning rods, also with a Yugo M56 Bayonet in 
scabbard with leather frog and original sling. A great unit in EXC                                                                                                                                
Serial Numbers D45899, Mags D45899KEG, KEG001, KEG002, KEG003, KEG004 P & C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
662 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm PPS 43/52, top of receiver marked 1954 with Polish arsenal mark. Metalwork a nice 
dark blue, Bakelite pistol grip and wooden stock. Comes with 35 round magazine. All in VGC.                                                                          
Serial Numbers KT02484 Mag PP052 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
663 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 25mm VZ24 Sub Machine Gun. Bakelite pistol grip and fore grip, grey gloss paint metalwork 
with composite stock. Hooded front sight and rear adjustable sight. Comes with two 32 round magazines. A tidy Sub Machine Gun 
in GC Serial Numbers SHE05024, Mags 1184, 1185 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
664 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm Madsen M50 Sub Machine Gun with Swedish emblem on right hand side. All pressed metal 
construction matt black finish, folding metal stock paint work 90%. Fixed aperture rear sights. Complete with 32 round box 
magazine and original sling. Overall G-VGC Serial Numbers FAP192 Mag 192 C & P Endorsed Licence Required 
 
665 Sub Machine Gun:  7.62 x 39 VZ58 Czech Sub Machine Gun with folding stock. Left side of receiver marked SHE 59 
63472K. All metalwork the typical painted grey with a composite fore grip and pistol grip, bayonet lug in place, good bore. Comes 
with bayonet in leather scabbard, cleaning gear, sling, one magazine in gun and three magazines in original leather tan coloured 
pouch. A very tidy Sub Machine Gun Serials Number 63472K Mags CZECHKEG004, CZECHKEG001, CZECHKEG002, 
CZECHKEG003 C & P Endorsed Licences Required 
 
666 Sub Machine Gun:  9mm Uzi Sub Machine Gun with Israeli script on the left side of frame above the pistol grip along with 
a number 2 within a small triangle. All metalwork parkerised and thinning with good bore and flip up sight 100/200m. Folding metal 
stock with dark brown synthetic grips and fore grip and grip safety, comes with one 25 round box magazine GC                                  
Serial Number 074910, Mag 10200411 P & C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
667 Misc:  Anti-Tank LAW Tube marked U S Army Rocket HE 66mm Anti-Tank Tube. Comes with web strap but no missile. 
GC Serial Number 145 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
668 Rifle:  .44Mag Henry Lever Action Model H006 Rifle, marked Henry Repeating Arms Bayonne Made in USA, Calibre .44 
REM Magnum. All metalwork a highly polished blue, brass receiver and tang, wooden fore grip and stock with brass butt pad. 
Looks to be in as new condition and vendors states it has not been fired. Serial Number BB0112984 
 
669 Rifle:  30 WCF (30-30 win) Model 1894 Grade 1 Centennial Lever Action Rifle (1894-1994). Action has engraved side 
plate with deer scene. 26” half hexagonal and half round barrel with very good bore, rear aperture sight, barrel and action with all 
original bluing. Walnut stock in very good condition with only a couple of minor knocks. Comes in original cardboard box which is in 
very good condition, included in box is the original manual and a packet of 20 centennial 30-30 rounds (150g). EXC                           
Serial Number CN10273 
 
670 Rifle:  .222/12g Combination Double Barrel Under Over Tikka Rifle/Shotgun with left side of action marked TIKKA 12-70 
.222 REM. All metalwork a highly polished blue, 25" shotgun barrel on top of rifle barrel with good bores. Wooden stock with cheek 
piece and finely chequered grips and fore wood, has raised rib for shotgun and flip up sights for rifle and Integral scope mounts 
over the receiver. GC Serial Number 2683 
 
671 Rifle:  .44 WCF Model 1892 Winchester Lever Action Rifle, octagonal barrel with poor bore, metalwork lightly pitted all 
over. Loading gate is missing, woodwork with usual knocks otherwise PC. Serial Number NVN 
 
672 Rifle:  .32 WCF Model 1892 Winchester Lever Action Rifle, bore good but dark, barrel has some light pitting. Woodwork 
with usual knocks otherwise GC. Serial Number 550116 
 
673 Rifle:  .17 HMR Model H00IV Henry Repeating Arms Lever Action Rifle with excellent bore, complete in original box in as 
new condition Serial Number V055569H 
 
674 Rifle:  .177 Crossman Model CS1K77KTBX G1 Extreme Air Rifle, comes fitted with synthetic furniture and a 3-9 x 32 AO 
Centre Point scope. As new condition Serial Number N07X04918. 
 
675 Rifle:  .22 ST/LR Remington Score Master Model 511 Bolt Action Rifle with good bore, metalwork with a few minor 
patches of pitting. Woodwork with usual knocks, magazine missing floor plate and spring and chip out of butt plate otherwise FC. 
Serial Number 19425 
 



676 Shotgun:  12g Mossberg 930 Semi Auto Shotgun, chambered for 2¾” and 3" shells, 12g 28 Accu Choke. Black polymer 
stock, black ported ribbed barrel with red fibre front sight. black rubber butt pad VGC Serial Number AF180920 
 
677 Shotgun:  12g Winchester Double Barrel Under Over Shotgun with left side of top barrel marked Grand European 
Winchester 12g 2¾” and right side marked Made in Japan. Wooden stock, blued ribbed barrels with brass bead front sight. Fibre 
fore end, butt stock a replacement, action finely engraved, with chequering at wrist, red rubber butt pad GC                                            
Serial Number K375451 
  
678 Shotgun:  410g Harrington & Richardson Pardner 3" Full choke Shotgun marked Harrington & Richardson Manufactured 
in Gardner Mass USA. 24" blued single barrel with brass bead sight, case colours to action, good wooden stock with rubber but 
pad. GC Serial Number HP249657 
 
679 Shotgun:  12g Winchester Model 1200 Pump Action Shotgun (2¾”) made in USA. 28" blued barrel with single bead sight 
in good condition, good bore, wooden stock with chequered grips, has some usage wear otherwise in GC Serial Number 118302 
 
680 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Over Under Browning Shotgun marked with FN address, 2¾” shells, Made in Belgium and 
the Browning Patents. 27½” barrels with good bores and raised rib with single bead sight, all metalwork a nice blue, gold trigger 
and guard. Woodwork good with chequering on both grips, engraving on both sides of receiver and trigger guard.                                 
Serial Number NVN 
 
681 Shotgun:  12g SKB Semi Auto Shotgun. 28" barrel with raised rib and two bead sights, all metalwork a thinning blue and 
wooden stock with worn chequering. FC Serial Number S7101453. 
 
682 Shotgun: 12g BSA Side by Side Hammerless Shotgun. 30" barrels with good bores, all metalwork blued wearing. 

Wooden stock and fore end with worn chequering. Serial Number 29400. 

683 Shotgun:  20g Double Barrel Aya Shotgun, right barrel marked AYA, Aguirre y Aranzabal. Excellent blued metalwork, 
wooden stock with finely chequered grips. 27” barrels with excellent bores, nice case colours with fine engraving to top of chambers 
and action. A very tidy shotgun in VGC. Serial Number 523431. 
 
684 Rifle:  .223 Norinco JW105 Bolt Action Rifle marked Outdoor Outfitters. 565mm barrel with good bore and ramp rear sight, 
very good blued metal finish and very good black synthetic stock with sling studs. Comes with steel Weaver style scope bases and 
two six round detachable magazines. VGC Serial Number GB74052 
 
685 Parts:  P14 Action includes action, bolt, magazine and trigger housing with action being broad arrow and SXS marked, not 
matching GC Serial Number W178722 
 
686 Parts:  18 Swedish Mauser Parts including nose caps and barrel bands etc. GC 
 
687 Parts:  Three 10 Round .303 Magazines and one 5 round magazine F-GC 
 
688 Misc:  WWI Original Web 303 Sling the brass ends are marked M E Co.1914 VGC  
 
689 Parts:  24 Assorted .303 SMLE and LE Back Sight Woods in GC 
 
690 Parts:  Two Long Tom Bolts with dust covers in place and one modified SMLE Bolt, two in GC and one in FC. 
 
691 Parts:  Two M1 Carbine Rear Sights, one stamped I R Co 7160050 the other has no markings, plus a front sight. GC 
 
692 Parts:  No 4 MKI* Assorted Parts including barrel bands, springs, screws, sight protectors, bands and triggers etc etc GC 
 
693 Parts:  Bag Containing four trigger Groups, one Timney for Sako A actions L461, L61 and L579. Timney trigger for 
Sportsman E 1-4, trigger for Savage rifles, 10,11,12,110,114,116 etc and a trigger for Sav-1. all in GC 
 
694 Grenade:  WWI No 23 Mills Rifle Grenade with 5” rod. Some pitting to grenade, base and rod. Replacement pin, this is a 
very rare item in GC for age 
 
695 Grenade Cup:  Rare WWI SHT LE No 1 MKI Grenade Launching Cup marked on inside base of cup. GC  
 
696 Grenade:  WWI No 35 MKI Rifle Grenade with 15” rod. 1½” diameter by 3¾” long explosive head. VGC 
 
697 Grenade:  Incomplete No 36 Mills Grenade, not finished in factory. GC 
 
698 Misc:  Assorted .303 Parts including two bolts, various barrel clamps, springs and a 5 round magazine etc.  
 
699 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Side by Side Hammer Shotgun by G Humphrey, top rib engraved G Humphrey & Co Seven 
Oaks, the action with fine engraving, barrels with good bores, small dent on right barrel. Matching hammers. Wooden stock and 
fore end, worn chequering to pistol grip, Bakelite butt plate, twin triggers and blank silver disc set in base of stock (Black powder 
only). Comes in a leather Leg of Mutton gun case, all straps in place, stitching coming away in places. Overall a nice old Shotgun in 
GC. Serial Number 11 
 
 
 



700 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun, top rib engraved W W Greener Saint Mary’s Square, Birmingham 
Winner at all Gun Trials 1875 to 1891, Siemens Steel. 28¼” steel barrels with good bores, and Makers Elephant trademark, barrels 
are a thinning blue with unusual muzzle strengtheners for 2½” from end of barrel. Action in the white with fine engraving, wooden 
stock with Greener side safety, fine chequering at wrist and fore end, twin triggers and synthetic butt plate. Comes with a green 
canvas Leg of Mutton style gun bag. GC Serial Number 50245. 
 
701 Shotgun:  20g Watson Bros Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun Liege proofed, top of rib engraved with Watson Bros 29 
Old Bond Street London. 28½” barrels with very good chrome bores, barrels etc a nice deep blue, action in the white, fine 
engraving around pins to action. Straight wooden stock with fine chequering at wrist and fore end, stock has a blank silver disc and 
wooden extension to the stock of ¾” forming the butt pad. Comes with leather case which has brass protectors on all corners, 
stitching in good condition, the interior has been relined with green Beige, has replacement leather securing straps and trade label, 
top of lid has a copper insert with SMW, no key. VGC. Serial Number 051833 
 
702 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Side by Side Black Powder Hammer Shotgun Circa 1930’s, top rib engraved I Hollis & Sons 
London and both sides of action engraved with I Hollis & Sons. 30" barrels with good bores, also comes with 20g full length 
protector inserts, barrels a brown patina with some patches of light pitting, action in the white with fine engraving. Matching 
hammers, wooden stock, with fine chequering at wrist and fore end, twin triggers and Bakelite butt plate, comes with a canvas 
covered hard case with old chromed metal re-enforced corners and green beige lining with compartments intact, some areas of 
mothing otherwise GC Serial Number 776. 
 
703 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun by Bonehill, top rib engraved C G Bonehill maker Birmingham, Anson-
Deeley lock, trigger guard and triggers finely engraved. 29" Nitro proofed barrels with bright bores, all metalwork blued thinning on 
the left barrel about 10" from the muzzle. Walnut stock and fore wood with bend for left hander, base of stock with a blank brass 
disc between the pistol grip and butt. Butt fitted with a rubber butt pad. GC. Serial Number 4692. 
 
704 Shotgun: 16g Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun by Harrods, top rib engraved Harrods Ltd, Brompton Road London SW 
and has limited engraving to tight action. 28½” Nitro proofed barrels with good bores, all metalwork blue but thinning with evidence 
of repair to rib near the muzzle. Straight English stock with chequering at wrist and fore end showing wear. Twin triggers and a 
blank silver disc on underside of stock. Butt plate is missing. Serial Number 88218. 
 
705 Flare Pistol:  W W Greener Flare Pistol, frame marked W W Greener Ltd. 1941 No 1 MKIII* ↑ and Crown over E/3W. All 
brass metalwork with wooden grips with wear to chequering. GC Serial Number 685. 
 
706 Pistol:  6mm Starting Pistol by EMGE Sport Model 6, Waffenfabrik Germany. Nice blue to metalwork, good Bakelite grips, 
comes in original box complete with two pots of caps. VGC Serial Number NVN 
 
707 Pistol:  7.65mm Frommer Stop Semi Auto Pistol marked Fegyvergyar-Budapest and Austro-Hungarian proofs. 95mm 
barrel and good bore, grip safety, blued metal finish with holster wear and scattered rust patches. Grips and firing pin missing. One 
good magazine F-GC Serial Number 221100 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
708 Revolver:  .44MAG Ruger Old Army Percussion Revolver, solid stainless steel. Usual Ruger address on top of barrel, 
very good wooden grips with Ruger logo. Comes in original box with instructions all in EXC Serial Number 14555036.                              
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
709 Parts.  .45 Model 1911 A1 Pistol Parts. Only the top slide missing. Highly polished blue with brown, right side of frame 
marked with Serial Number and left side marked United States Property. Plastic grips, comes complete with one magazine. GC 
Serial Number 297738 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
710 Revolver:  .455 Webley MKVI Revolver with usual Webley logo on left side of frame. 4" barrel with good bore, all metal 
work 85% blue. Hard plastic grips one with repair, firing pin removed action at fault, lanyard ring in place Comes complete with 
leather open top holster, military marked, along with brass cleaning rod, strap top altered. A good revolver worthy of repair GC 
overall. Serial Number 450912. C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
711 Pistol:  .22 Colt Woodsman Pistol with left side of frame marked Colt automatic 22 Cal Long Rifle and top of barrel with 
Colts patents. 6½” barrel threaded for moderator, blue thinning in places with some pitting to frame. Worn wooden grips, comes 
complete with one magazine. GC. Serial Number G3278. C Endorsed Licence Required 
 
712 Machine Pistol:  9 x 18mm Stechkin APS Machine Pistol marked Soviet Izhevsk factory 140mm barrel with chrome lined 
bore and adjustable rear sight 25-200m. Internal parts removed, pistol functions as semi-auto only. Chequered Bakelite grips and 
blued metal finish all very good with light holster wear at muzzle. Complete with one good 20 round magazine and a very good 
resin/steel combination shoulder stock/holster with strap. VGC                                                                                                                    
Serial Numbers 789K, Stock/Holster PX080 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
713 Pistol:  9mm Husqvarna M1907 Pistol with Husqvarna Vapenfabriks marks and Unit marked I6 No.1829. 127mm barrel 
with very good bore, fixed sights, Bakelite grips and matt blue metal finish. Comes with One unmarked blued magazine and original 
brown leather Swedish pattern holster in good condition, firing pin taped inside the holster lid. VGC                                                              
Serial Number 80569 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
714 Pistol:  .30-30 Winchester Thompson Contender Single Shot Silhouette Model 3 Pistol. 10" barrel with excellent bore, all 
metalwork a dark blue, frame with a "Puma" and scroll scene on both sides. Adjustable rear sights, large wooden grips with rubber 
recoil pad to rear of strap. Comes with additional 7mm inter-changeable 14" barrel in excellent condition in original packaging and 
box. (Vendor states this unit is unfired). The whole unit is in excellent as new condition.                                                                           
Serial Numbers 317089 Barrel Y089 Endorsed Licence Required 
 



715 Pistol:  .22 Ruger MKII Target Pistol with the usual Ruger address on the left side of barrel, marked Ruger .22 Cal LR 
Mark II Target of left side of receiver. All metalwork a dark rich blue, black plastic grips with Ruger crest on right side. Bore good, 
rear adjustable target sights in place. Comes complete with one magazine. GC Serial Number 1899487                                                  
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
716 Pistol:  .22 Ruger MKII Target Pistol with the usual Ruger address on the left side of barrel, marked Ruger .22 Cal LR 
Mark II Target of left side of receiver. All metalwork a dark rich blue, black plastic grips with Ruger crest on right side. Bore good, 
rear adjustable target sights in place. Comes complete with one magazine GC Serial Number 21271543                                               
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
717 Pistol:  9mm Beretta M92FS Semi Auto Pistol marked Made in Italy. 125mm barrel with dirty bore and B-Square sight rail 
fitted, black chequered plastic grips. Alloy/stainless metal finish very good, damaged slide on right hand side. Complete with one 
magazine GC Serial Number L12014Z Endorsed Licence Required 
 
718 Pistol:  .22 Short Vostok Margolin Target Pistol. 6¼” barrel with fully adjustable front and rear sights, bore excellent with 
muzzle break. All metalwork a dark even blue, wooden ergonomic grips (right handed). Comes complete in its original wooden case 
with logo inside lid, case contains barrel weights, removable thumb rest, oil bottle, tools, spare magazine and parts, firing pin, 
springs and various screws with cleaning gear. All in VGC. Serial Number B6922E Endorsed Licence Required 
 
719 Pistol:  .22 GSP Walther OSP/GSP target pistol. Has wooden orthopaedic grip dated 1992. All metalwork a matt blue with 
minimal rust speckling to top of barrel. Comes with two magazines. Also includes a .32 top for ISSF with two magazines. The .32 
unit is marked GSP 32 Su W Long Wadcutter. A blue finish with some speckling. Both units come in a Walther briefcase with 
partitions for the pistol, comes with some spares. GC Serial Numbers 71069 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
720 Carbine: .303 No 5 Jungle Carbine as issued with ROF and dated 9/45 on side of action. Bore good, all metalwork a light 
blue and very good woodwork. Complete with butt pad and 10 round magazine. GC Serial Number R2121 
 
721 Carbine:  .303 Martini Enfield Egyptian Carbine with right side of action marked Citadel 1905, left side marked BSA & N 
Co. 1895 and Egyptian marking on top of receiver and also in large brass disc in butt. Bore clean but worn, all correct sights, 
woodwork cleaned, an interesting rifle GC. Serial Number 3589 
 
722 Rifle:  .386 Egyptian Rolling Block Garden Gun. 28½” barrel with smooth bore, of which 10¼” is octagonal to round. All 
metalwork a nice blue, rear sight in place, very good coloured Egyptian stock OAEXC Serial Number 901 
 
723 Rifle:  .32 Remington Rim Fire Rolling Block Rifle Model 1892 on No 1 action with Remington patents etc on left side 
receiver. 24" octagonal barrel with dirty but fair bore, action with most blue missing, barrel a dark blue with wear to edges, all 
correct sights. Woodwork very good, steel butt plate in place. GC Serial Number 0681 
 
724 Rifle:  .22 Husqvarna Flobert Single Shot Garden Gun with Husqvarna crest on top of 22 3/8” octagonal barrel with very 
good bore. Central hammer with pull down loading gate, all metalwork a nice blue. Case hardening colours to side of hammer and 
housing. Small sporting stock and ornate trigger guard. OAGC Serial Number 56 
 
725 Rifle:  .22 Short Browning Takedown Semi Auto Rifle with Browning patents on top of barrel. Metalwork a worn speckled 
blue, woodwork good, F-GC. Serial Number 31059 
 
726 Rifle:  32-20 WCF Model 25 Remington Pump Action Take Down Rifle. 23½” Barrel with usual Remington script. All 
metalwork a plum brown, woodwork very good, 3/4 tube magazine, unusual loading gate under barrel in front of action. All original 
sights, a nice little rifle in GC. Serial Number AA5496 
 
727 Rifle:  .22 Single Shot Bolt Action Gecado Plinker made in Germany. All metalwork a deep rich blue. Light coloured plan 
timber stock. Correct sights. GC Serial Number 99507 
 
728 Carbine:  .69 Smooth Bore French Percussion Carbine with poor bore. Woodwork with usual wear and tear, lock has no 
makers markings. Missing hammer and cleaning rod, small crack on left side of stock by the knox form otherwise FC                            
Serial Number NVN 
 
729 Rifle:  Scott Trail Manufactured Bolt Action Single Shot Target Rifle (no barrel just the barrel tube) with collapsible stock 
and a blue black finish, receiver marked on side SSR NZ Ltd. Pistol grip fitted and target trigger, bolt on left side, scope rail on the 
top of receiver. These Scott Trail Rifles were designed to exchange different calibre barrels. An interesting mechanism mainly for 
target shooting but some people used them for hunting unsuccessfully. VGC Serial No 0012 
 
730 Rifle:  .22 Single Shot BSW (Berlin Shuler Waffen) Model 317K Training Rifle with top of barrel marked Pluss Stahl Krupp 
Essen 22 Cal long rifle. All metalwork blued with minor pitting to 26½” barrel, all wooden stock with chequering to grips. A tidy pre-
war .22 training rifle in GC Serial Number 177068   
 
731 Rifle:  5.56/.223 Howa Model 1500 Bolt Action Rifle with a heavy 18¼” target type barrel in very good condition. Cerakote 
stock and skeleton hand guard, receiver has scope mounts. Adjustable stock marked Luth AR and has cheek rest, synthetic pistol 
grip with a detachable 10 round magazine. Also has mounts on the right side of the skeleton front guard for additional accessories. 
Vendor states this is a tidy and accurate rifle. Serial Number B388419 
 
732 Rifle:  .22 Norinco Model EM 332 Rifle with 20" barrel in good condition. All metalwork a nice blue, wooden stock with 
cheek piece and rubber butt pad.  Comes with a turned down bolt and sling swivels. A very tidy rifle in VGC                                            
Serial Number 0500287 
 



733 Bayonet:  No 4 MKII Spike Bayonet by SM. Comes with scabbard and web frog. Overall VGC  
 
734 Bayonet:  No 4 MKIII Spike Bayonet with no visible markings. Black paint chipping off bayonet, comes with plastic MKIII 
scabbard. Overall GC 
 
735 Bayonet:  Aug Steyr Army Bayonet and Scabbard, 174mm overall length. Comes with wire cutter and green web frog 
VGC  
 
736 Bayonet:  Indian No 1 MKII* Bayonet, plain unfullered blade in very good condition, comes with leather and steel 
scabbard and web frog. Overall VGC 
 
737 Bayonet:  Indian No 1 MKII* Bayonet dated 3/44 and Makers initials JU, good plain unfullered blade. Good wooden grips, 
comes with leather and steel scabbard. VGC 
 
738 Bayonet:  Indian No 1 MKI** Bayonet by Wilkinson Pall Mall with good blade with full length fullers, good wooden grips, 
comes with steel and leather scabbard. VGC 
 
739 Bayonet:  No 7 MKI Bayonet with good fullered blade but lightly stained. Good Tufnol composite grip and twist up 
pommel, comes with steel scabbard and web frog. VGC 
 
740 Bayonet:  Volunteer Pattern 1888 MKII Bayonet by Wilkinson London dated 4/01, sold out of service marks on blade with 
some light staining otherwise in good condition. Good wooden grips, comes complete with leather scabbard and frog. Overall VGC 
 
741 Bayonet:  VZ16-33 Rare Police Model Bayonet, marked CSZ Over C with good fullered blade and good wooden grips. In 
unissued condition 
 
742 Bayonet:  New Land Pattern Socket Bayonet, blade pitted, no scabbard FC 
 
743 Bayonet:  No 4 MKII Spike Bayonet, comes with steel scabbard and web frog. Overall VGC 
 
744 Bayonet:  Model 1886 Portuguese Kropatschek Bayonet and Scabbard marked Steyr 1886 on top of blade. Blade bright 
with grease covering, wooden grips showing wear. Steel scabbard with two dents. Overall GC 
 
745 Bayonet:  Pattern 1888 2nd model Bayonet and Scabbard, blade been honed to a sharp edge one side, light staining to 
rest of metalwork. Leather on scabbard good. GC for what it is 
 
746 Bayonet:  SLR Bayonet, all steel with fuller on blade, no scabbard. VGC 
 
747 Knife:  WWII NZ Knuckle Knife with alloy handle and knuckle guard. 6” double edged blade with pitting all over, no 
scabbard FC 
 
748 Revolver:  .38 S&W Hammerless Five Shot Revolver with usual S&W patents on top of 3¼” barrel with worn bore. All 
metalwork a thin blue, bone grips and grip safety on back strap, action at fault. A good gun needing TLC. FC Serial Number 26423 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
749 Revolver: .38 Smith & Wesson Victory M10 6 shot Double Action Revolver marked S&W Springfield and British Military 
marks. 5" barrel with very good bore and chambers, fixed sights. Good plain wooden grips, parkerised metal finish with minor 
usage marks. GC Serial Number V96068 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
750 Pistol:  410g Mugica Kea Gun with 12½” blued barrel with good bore, wooden grips and fore wood, all metalwork a grey 
patina with traces of case hardening to the hammer and action. GC Serial Number 29356AB Endorsed Licence Required 
 
751 Pistol:  9mm Arsenal Firearms Strike One Semi Auto Pistol, marked Arsenal Firearms with logo, made in Italy and right 
side of frame marked Strike One Speed. Slide a gold finish, black rubberised finish to metal frame and grips, threaded 4½” steel 
barrel with as new bore. Has adjustable sights at rear with red fibre blade at front. Comes with plastic case, spare 17 round 
magazine and oil bottle in as new condition Serial Number AF1001707 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
752 Pistol:  .22 Chiappa Firearms Government Model 1911 American Classic Semi Auto Pistol. All metalwork an even matt 
black finish with red/brown synthetic grips. Excellent Bore, comes with two magazines in original foam lined case along with 
cleaning brush and manuals, in as new condition. Serial Number D51127 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
753 Pistol:  .45acp Taurus Model PT 1911 AR Semi Auto Pistol marked Taurus Int MFG INC. Miami. FL, Made in Brazil. All 
metalwork a black finish, black synthetic grips with the Taurus logo on each side. Excellent bore, has grip safety and torch rail 
under barrel. Comes with three magazines, cleaning brush and manual all in original foam lined case. VGC.                                               
Serial Number NDT99242 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
754 Pistol:  .22LR Ruger Model 22/45 MKIII Semi Auto Pistol, marked under barrel with Ruger address and safety info. All 
metalwork a deep blue with limited wear at muzzle and very good bore, adjustable target sights, black synthetic grips with the 
Ruger logo both sides. Comes with four magazines in original grey plastic case. VGC Serial Number 27363982                                    
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
 
 



755 Revolver:  .44 WCF Uberti Mod 1873 Single Action Cattleman Revolver, marked Pat Sept 19 1871 and Pat July 2, 1872. 
All metalwork a dark polished blue with straw finish to action and hammer, good bore and wooden grips. Comes in original box with 
Manual. VGC Serial Number U84694 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
756 Revolver:  .30 Carbine Ruger Six Shot New Model Blackhawk Revolver. All metalwork a polished dark blue with good 
bore. Brown wooden grips with the Ruger logo on each side. As new in its original cardboard box along with the manuals.                
Serial Number 5134028. Endorsed Licence Required 
 
757 Pistol:  .22LR Thompson Centre Arms Target Pistol with a separate 30.30 Winchester barrel, action engraved with a 
scene of a large Puma on both sides. Has a wooden forewood and orthopaedic grips. .22 10½” barrel with good bore and 
adjustable target sights. The 30.30 14" barrel has a scope rail in place, good bore but needs a clean. Overall GC                                   
Serial Number 239827 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
758 Pistol:  9mm SIG Model P 210-6 Semi Auto Pistol marked with Sig logo in a circle and F Stampfli Waffen Luzern. All 
metalwork a matt blue with limited wear on the slide, brown wooden grips the left with a lanyard ring, has extended barrel with good 
bore, adjustable rear sights. Comes with a Peter Stahl slide and .22 barrel marked Peter Stahl PSW 11 Cal 22 Lr and Made in 
Germany with adjustable target sights. Also a leather holster marked Cooper M 43 P 107, all contained in pistol case with leather 
binding at each end. This is a very tidy rig in VGC Serial Number Main Pistol P95816 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
759 Revolver:  .44 Magnum Dan Wesson Double Action CTG Six Shot Revolver. All metalwork a polished dark blue with 
custom wooden grips and good bore. also has a 44 magnum barrel with scope rail and wooden pistol grips marked with DW logo 
and barrel tool all contained in a foam lined case. Serial Number Main Pistol 008412 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
760 Revolver:  .22LR Rossi Seven Shot Double Action Revolver with right side of frame marked Made in Brazil along with the 
Rossi trademark and left side of barrel marked Amadeo Rossi SA SAD Leopoldo S. 3" barrel with good bore, all metalwork with a 
nickel finish in good condition, blued trigger and hammer. Light brown plastic grips with Rossi motif on top of each. GC                          
Serial Number A900517 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
761 Revolver:  .38S&W Harrington & Richardson Top Break Hammerless Revolver with 3¼” barrel. All metalwork with a nickel 
finish in good condition, blued trigger and trigger guard. Extractor and cylinder stamped 471, brown Bakelite grips with motif on top 
Serial Number 100471 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
762 Revolver:  .32 Harrington & Richardson Double Action Six Shot Revolver, barrel marked 32 S&W CTG and address. All 
metalwork a polished blue with some minor wear to action above trigger, synthetic grips with fine chequering and decorative scroll 
work. 2½” barrel with good bore, safety hammer, action appears to be at fault otherwise GC Serial Number 101605                 
Endorsed Licence Required 
 
763 Revolver:  .32 Remington Pocket Revolver. All metalwork a nickel finish, bore with little rifling, worn brown Bakelite grips 
with the Remington logo at the top of each side, right grip has a chip at the bottom. FC Serial number 466                            
Endorsed Licence Required   
 
764 Pistol:  .40 S&W Para Ordnance Hi Cap 1911 Pistol marked Para Hi Cap with logo and address. All metalwork silver with 
black highlights, black synthetic grips with Para logo. Comes in original green plastic box with no magazine, VGC                                    
Serial Number P155600 Endorsed Licence Required 
 
765 Misc:  Four Walking Sticks, two are made from twisty branch and vine, one is a nice leather covered stick with an antler 
handle and one is a walking stick seat named The Junior All in VGC. 
 
766 Misc:  A bundle of cleaning rods, three rifle, two pistol and one shotgun. GC. 
 

767 Misc:  A Bundle of Mixed Treasures includes one wooden Police baton, one Military marked ↑ brass and hardwood level 

by I & D Smallwood, Birmingham. One brass telescopic sight 27" long with rings and one optic missing. One large Indian knife 27" 
overall, blade 18", flax bound handle and wooden scabbard.  All GC 
 
768 Misc:  Bag of Four Assorted Antique Shotgun Loaders and Roll Crimpers. All 12 gauge, all complete with handles etc GC 
 
769 Misc:  One Spirit Burner Powered Stationary Steam Engine with copper boiler and brass funnel, has three different belt 
drive pistons which run from the main engine. An intriguing lot, photos need to be seen to appreciate. GC 
 
770 Misc:  Four Cannons includes one cast brass marked Parrot Rifle 1860 mounted on a 9" by 5 ½” wooden plinth, gun on 
carriage with 3½” diameter spoked wooden wheels, gun 5¼” long and ½” at muzzle, all fittings are brass, a very nice miniature 
cannon. Also, two miniature cannons on wooden trolleys, one steel and one brass with 4" barrels, one mortar mounted on wooden 
block made of cast iron, 3½” long with 1" muzzle, has a Philippine Military badge on front of mounting block, scroll design on barrel. 
All in VGC 
 
771 Misc:  Marine Aneroid Barometer made by Dollond London, No 1271, on behalf of Shipwrecked Fishermen and Mariners 
Royal Benevolent Society. Mounted on Oak surround with brass fittings. Face of dial very good, glass face with 2" crack otherwise 
in GC 
 
772 Misc:  Framed Print of J W Tolley’s Handy Punt Gun, black and white with diagram of Punt gun, frame measures 12½” x 
10" with glass front. VGC.  
 



773 Misc:  Two Timber Framed Coloured Prints of the death Nelson at the battle of Trafalgar, taken from the original wall 
painting on the Palace of Westminster. One measures 40' by 17", the other 24½” by 19". Both expertly framed and in VGC. 
 
774 Misc:  Two Shotgun Cases and Rifle Case, one leather case with brass corners and locks, all there but in poor condition. 
One canvas covered case with plated brass corners, red beige interior, all partitions intact in fair condition and one leather rifle case 
with leather strengthening rib around all edges, large brass lock with key, brass disc on top, all lined in green beige with original 
trade label fitted. Marked Parker L D & Sons, Gun and Rifle manufacturers to Her Majesty and his Royal Highness the Prince 
Consort. 233 High Holborn London G-VGC. 
 
775 Misc:  Box of Mixed Militaria includes a black Rubber gas mask marked 1991, two leather rifle slings, one NZ Infantry corp 
belt, one Scottish Corp Belt, three assorted pack straps, three caps, one Naval, one Special Forces and one unmarked. Also 2 
leather gun scabbards all in GC 
 
776 Boots:  Three pair of calf length leather boots, ideal for displays or motor bike riding, average size 10½”, overall GC 
 
777 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Side by Side Box Lock Shotgun by Zamacola Hermanos, Spain. 27½” barrels with good 
bores. Usage wear overall otherwise in GC. Serial Number 51345 
 
778 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun made in Spain. 28" barrels with very good bores, blued barrels, action 
and locks with hunting scenes. Woodwork has minor usage marks, stock with nice chequering and cheek pad, butt pad damaged 
otherwise GC. Serial Number 22551 
 
779 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun made in 1962 by J P Sauer & Sohn Suhl. 27¾” barrels with excellent 
bores, barrels appear to have had chokes removed. All metalwork a dark blue, very good stock with cheek piece. Case hardened 
colours to action. VGC Serial Number 474104 
 
780 Shotgun:  Two 12g Single Barrel Shotguns, one Olympia with 30" barrel and pitted bore, all bluing gone, woodwork 
carved in various scenes of birds and Ships. all metalwork a silver grey with central single hammer, Serial Number 16496 and one 
Russian Model IJ 12g shotgun, 29" barrel with very good bore, all metalwork painted black, hunting scene on side of action, 
woodwork good, both in FC. Serial Number 00837.   
 
781 Shotgun:  Two 12g Double Barrel Side by Side shotguns. One Astra, 26¼” barrels with very good bores, blued barrels 
thinning in places, case hardened colours to action, woodwork good, recoil pad worn. GC Serial Number 53490 plus one Spanish 
Mugica Eibar. 27½”" barrels with good bores, side lock action has water fowl scenes, blued barrels wearing thin, good stock with 
repairs to fore wood. FC Serial Number 1470  
 
782 Shotgun:  12g Browning Semi Auto Model A5 Shotgun, serial number indicates it’s made in 1952/53.  25¼” barrel with 
dirty bore but will clean, barrel an even blue, action worn to silver. Good woodwork with usual Browning logos on sides, barrel 
marked Acier Special - C 12 - Carts 2¾”. Rubber recoil pad, GC Serial Number 423202 
 
783 Shotgun:  12g Double Barrel Side by Side Shotgun by W Evans, London. 29¾” Damascus barrels with good bores, 
action, trigger guard, locks and feral engraved. Most finish worn away, woodwork with usage dings otherwise F-GC.                       
Serial Number 3 
 
784 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Hammer Shotgun by F C Litchfield Blenhein, marked Echo on top of 30" Damascus barrels 
with very good bores. Matching hammers, all metalwork finely scroll engraved. Walnut stock with good chequering at wrist and 
forewood, silver escutcheon at bottom of butt. VGC Serial Number NVN 
 
785 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Side by Side Box Lock Shotgun marked Derr Merkel Suhl Made in GDR. 28" crisp blue 
barrels with very good bores. Wooden stock with cheek piece and chequering at wrist and fore end. Case hardening colours to 
action, original butt plate in place, sling and swivels fitted. VGC Serial Number 70405 
 
786 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Side by Side Hammer Shotgun by W Tisdall. 30" Damascus barrels with very good bores, all 
metalwork shows a light brown blue. Matching hammers, light engraving to all. Worn chequering at wrist and fore wood. Silver 
escutcheon under butt, stock very tidy. Overall GC Serial Number 33193 
 
787 Shotgun: 12g Double Barrel Side by Side Under Lever Shotgun by W Pollard London Circa 1890. 30" Damascus barrels 
with fair bores. Nice outer patterning, matching hammers on back action locks with light engraving around boarders. Straight walnut 
stock, chequering lightly worn. Silver escutcheon under the stock, original butt plate in place, steel cap on forewood. GC             
Serial Number 4156A2 
 
788 Combination Gun:  12g and 7 x 57R BRNO Model ZH204 Over and Under Combination Gun, 23½” barrels, 7 x 57R rifle 
top barrel fitted with iron sights and rear aperture sight, good bores, woodwork with usage marks and chequering at wrist and fore 
end. All metalwork a dark blue, twin triggers with safety in trigger guard and leather sling. Also comes with a set of 12g 2¾” under 
and over 30” barrels with good bores marked model ZH203 with extra forewood GC. Serial Number 264240  
 
789 Rifle:  .303 SHT L E III* Sporting Rifle dated 1917, top of chamber marked H. All metalwork blue thinning in places with 
poor bore. Sporting wooden stock in good condition with a crude extension at front. Comes with 10 round magazine, 19” barrel 
suppressor and a Bushnell 3-9 vari-power scope with very good optics and Weaver mounts. FC Serial Number 9404 
 
790 Rifle:  .22 Stirling Model 14 Bolt Action Rifle. 24" barrel with good bore, all metalwork a thinning blue, wooden stock with 
chequered grips and fore wood. Comes with original butt plate and a 10 round magazine. FC Serial Number 361553 
 



791 Rifle:  .22 BSA Bolt Action Rifle with 10 round tube magazine. All metalwork blued with some pitting but good bore. Dark 
wooden stock in good condition. Overall GC. Serial Number LE50632 
 
792 Rifle:  .22 Winchester Model 1904 short, long or extra-long. All metalwork a nice blue with Winchester address etc on top 
of barrel. All woodwork good with the usual dings, comes with original curved metal butt plate. GC Serial Number NVN. 
 
793 Ammo:  German WWII 13.5mm Anti-Tank Round, necked down to 8mm with projectile in place. Head stamped 41 aux 
101 and Waffenamt WA 109.  Inert. GC 
 
794 Ammo:  .55 Boys Anti-Tank Round, head stamped WII K 41. Live and in GC.   
 
795 Ammo:  Original String Tied Packet 10 rounds 577.450 Ammo, brass foil cases in plain wrapper GC 
 
796 Ammo:  Original String Tied Packet 10 rounds .303 Ammo marked in red lettering Cartridges SA Ball .303 inch Cordite 
1899 MKIV. GC 
 
797 Ammo:  Original String Tied Packet 10 rounds .303 Ammo marked Cartridge SA Ball .303 inch Cordite 1909 CAC MKVI. 
GC 
 
798 Ammo:  Original String Tied Packet 10 rounds .303 Ammo marked Cartridges SA Ball .303 inch Cordite 1904 MKII CAC. 
GC 
 
799 Ammo:  Original box 20 rounds .303 Ammo marked Sellier and Bellot .303 British 20pcs Bullet Full Point No 2909 Primers 
5, 33 Boxer. GC 
 
800 Ammo:  Twenty Boxes of Eley 28g Shotgun Rounds, plastic cases, lead shot, ten boxes 4s and ten boxes 5s. New 
 
801 Ammo:  4g Eley Cartridge coloured red, Eley loaded with a Nobel smokeless powder. Made in Great Britain. Base 
stamped Eley Kynoch. 4. VGC 
 
802 Ammo:  Magnum Industrial Cartridge comes in original 25 round box labelled ICI Industrial Cartridges. Loaded with 3oz 
lead projectile for removing clinker rings in rotary cement kilns. Box stamped 7013X. VGC 
 
803 Ammo:  94 Rounds of .45 Colt Rimmed, 6 rounds Long Colt, 5 rounds 44-40, 5 rounds .45 rimless and 9 rounds 45-70 
Govt. 
 
804 Misc:  One Box of Assorted Reloading Paraphernalia, includes 300 plus 7.62 x 51 cases, a large amount of 9mm brass 
cases, 100 primed. A set of Hornady Scales (new), a Wheelers rifle clamp, various books on firearms, a shooting spotlight by 
Lightforce, maps on the Balkans and Crete, 1941 Newspaper the Dailey Express, a story on the battle of Crete, plus more. All GC 
take a punt? 
 
805 Ammo:  Three Large Wooden NZ Naval 4½” Shell Boxes full mixed ammo etc, one with 300 Rounds 8 x 57 Military and 
Sporting, one with hundreds of rounds 12g shotgun and one with mixed ammo and all sorts of stuff, FC 
 
806 Ammo:  One box of 50 9mm Luger, 123gr FMJ Sintox, plus 2 boxes of 50 Winchester 9mm Parabellum for Sub machine 
guns. GC 
 
807 Ammo:  One box of 50 rounds 44-40 Winchester, 225gr cast lead projectiles VGC.  
 
808 Ammo:  Large Thunder Flash Fraction Box full of hundreds of blank rounds, all calibre's, a collectors dream in GC  
 
809 Ammo:  Large Wooden Ammo Box for 880 Military rounds 7.62 x 51 Nato, three different makers 
 
810 Ammo:  Five and a Half Tins of .303 Berdan Primers (5000+) 
 
811 Ammo:  One Box of 50 PMC  32 auto, 71gr. FMJ.  VGC. 
 
812 Ammo:  Two 50 round boxes of PMC .45ACP, 230gr FMJ. VGC 
 
813 Shotgun:  12g C G E Bonehill Side by Side Hammer Shotgun with both sides of action engraved with the name C G E 
Bonehill. 30" Damascus barrels with light engraving to action. Central rib loose at the breech end and right hammer broken with a 
bronzed repair otherwise a wall hanger in PC Serial Number 102642. 
 
814 Ammo:  Three Boxes of 25 Active 20g 2¾” Shells No 4 Shot, one box of Fiocchi 28g 2½” shells No 4 shot, one box 20 
rounds of 20g No 5 shot and four loose rounds of 16g plus 210 Rounds 12g 2¾” (Lead) Shotgun Shells, mostly duck loads with 
some trap. All plastic. GC 
 
815 Ammo:  Five Boxes 16g Mirage Shotgun Ammo, (125) marked T129gr 5 shot VGC 
 
816 Ammo:  200 x .338 Special 250gr Projectiles, plus 28 rounds of .338 Winchester Magnum and 9 other cases. 

 
 

Website for Pictures Link:   https://auctionphotos1.wixsite.com/my-site-2 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

    

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  



  

 

 

  



    



 
  

Ruahine Auction 3rd September 2022 

Registration & Bidding Form 
Bids/Registrations to be posted to: Postal Bids            Or scanned/Photographed and emailed to:  
                                    96 Piripiri Road            ruahineauction@hotmail.co.nz 
                   RD 7   Subject Postal Bid or Registration 
                 Dannevirke 
All postal bids must be received no later than midnight Thursday 1st September 2022 
 
Bidder Name: __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone# (____) _________________ Email: ___________________________________________________ 
 
Firearms Licence #_____________________________  Expires: _____/_____ 
 

Licence Category:   A B C1 C2 C3 C4 F P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 R1 R2 (Please circle) 

 
Parcel Deliver Address (If different from above): _________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Bidders Signature: ___________________________ I accept the Terms & Conditions 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Parcels cannot be couriered to PO Boxes. 
Costs are finalised when parcels are wrapped after the auction. 
Costs for late address change will be recovered. 
Firearms and Ammunition will be sent to your nearest Main Freight Courier Depot 
Mail Order Permits will be required for firearms and ammunition not picked up on the day.  

 
Please print or write legibly, and check your lot numbers. 

LOT No DESCRIPTION 
DOLLAR LIMIT      

($20 MINIMUM) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

Bid No 



   

 
       

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

  


